




A MUSICAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Build this IiHle circuit and surprise whoever you think eligible tor a

Christmas present that plays a short tune when opened.

MELODY les are nQW available in such
a wide verlety that it has become fairly

easy to build an electronic music box frorn
very few components. Here, we propose the
use 01 an JC that contains eight popular
Christmas tunes. The drcuit starts to playa
tune when triggered by a switch. The switch
and the circuit should be carefully tucked
away in the Christmas present. Remember,
this time the electronics is less important-it
is the appearance of the present that matters
most. The nieer it looks, the better your
chances of success.
The heart of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 is

lormed by an UM3481A melody generator
Ie frcm United Microelectronics Corp.
(UMC). Although aseries 01 similar JCs is
available offering a wide variety of tunes, the
UM3481A is used here because it plays eight
'evergreens' suited to the festive season. The
chip contains an oscillator (tone generator), a
modulator and an electronic memory. The
information contained in the memory con-
trols the tone generator and the modulator,
so that a sequence of tones is produced to
form a tune. All that is required additionally-'--
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Fig. 1. A switch-triggered eight-melody generator for the festive season.
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Fig. 2. Sinqte-slded prfnted-clrcult board for the melody generator.

to make the tune audible is a small power
arnplifier and a loudspeaker. The balanced
power output stage is formed by transistors
T2 and T3. The loudspeaker is connected to
this amplifier via output capacitor Ct2. The
volume can be controUed by preset PI con-
nected between the audio output, MTO
(pin 2) of JC2 and the input of the on-chip
driver, MTI (pin 12). The power amplifier
transistors are driven direct from the push-
pull outputs of the JC, OPI and OP2 (pins 10
and 11).
The frequency of operation of the on-chip

oscillator is determined by components Rn,
RI2 and Ca. The tonc frequency can be
changed by altenng the value of Cs. Thetim-
bre is deterrnined by Ra and Cs. For expert-
ments with the timbre, change the value of
Cs to personal taste.

lable 1. UM3481Amelodles

Jingle beils
Santa Claus is coming to town
Silen! night, holy night
Joy to the world
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
We wish you a merry Christmas
o come, all ye faithful
Hark, the herald angels sing

The melody generator IC is switched on
and off by a set-reset (S-R)bistable, ICh-lOb.
A tune is started when the output of ICla
supplies a Jogic high level to the CE (chip en-
able) input, pin 2, of the rnelody generator.
When the CE input is held low, JC2 is
switched to the low-current (I u.A) standby-
mode. This obviates an on/ off switch.
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Pin 5 ofIClb is connected to a reset circuit
based on transistor Tl. When the UM3481 A
has finished playing a tune, a '1' appears on
the TSP output, pin I. This signal causes Tl
to conduct briefly. and reset the bistable, so
that the CE input of the melody generator is
made low. When the present is opened,
switchSt is set to position 'B'. SinceCt is then
not charged yet (it was previously connected
to ground via R1), pin 1 of the bistable is
pulled low briefly, so that the output (pin 3)
changes f.rom low to high.
The two remaining gates in IC1 ensure

that a different tune is played every time SI
is actuated. The eight available tunes are
listed in Table 1. As 500n as the output of
lCt<!supplies a logic '1', C2 ts charged via Rs.
When the 'high' trigger level of IOc is
reached, this Schmitr-trigger NAND gate
toggles and supplies lCId with a pulse via a
differentiating network, C4-R4.This pulse is
inverted and, on arrival at the SL input
causes the melody generator to seleet the
next tune from the memory. In this way, all
eight tunes are played in succession, al-
though this requires the preseent (a box?) to
be closed and opened again eight times.
The circuit is powered by two series-con-

nected 1.5-V penlight batteries. Given the
low current drain of the circuit, the batteries
should last through many 'recitals' of the
lC's repertoire,
For ease of construction, a small printed-

circuit board has been designed for the
Christmas tune generator (see Fig. 2). Most
passive components are fitted vertically. The
two lCs may be fitted in sockets, but to re-
duce cost they may also be soldered direct on
to the board.
Much of the effect achieved with your

melodious Christmas present depends on
your creativity in hiding the electronics, and,
even more importantly, in finding the best
way to fit the switch unobtrusively. When

A MUSICAL CllRlSTMAS PRESENT

COMPONENTS LIST

Real.tors:
1 21<02
3 lOOk1l
1 10k1l
1 220kQ
2 470k1l
1 47kD
1 180kll
1 10MO
1 56kfi
2 33Ok!l
1 lOOk1l preset H

Rl
R2;R9;Rll
R3
R4
R5;R6
R7
R8
Rl0
R12
R13;R14
Pl

C8pac1tors:
6 l00nF pitch 5mm Cl ;C2;C4;C6;

C7;C9
C3
C5
C8
Cl0;Cll
C12;C13

1 10)1F 10V radial
1 411F7 10V radial
1 33pF
2 18nF
2 l00j!F 10V radial

Semlconductor.:
1 BC547B T1
1 BC327 T2
1 BC337 T2
1 74HC132 ICl
1 UM3481A' IC2

• UMC distributors;
UK:
Manhattan Skyline Ud. (0628) 75851
METL (0844) 278781
USA:
Unicorn Microelectronics Corp. (408) 727-
9589

MlsceI!aneoua:
1 Microswitch wtth change- 51

over cootact
Miniature loudspeaker L51
0.2W18O.

2 1.5-V penlight battery
1 Holder tor 2 penlight batteries
1 Printed circuitboard 910157

you use a box, you may want to fit a false bot-
tom and install the electronics and the loud-
speaker between it and the real bottorn. A
cigar box or a larger chocolate or sweets box
will be sturdy enough for this pwpose. Do
not forget to drill a few holes w here the loud-
speaker is fitted, otherwise the sound will
lack brightness. Next, the microswitch is
fitted near the lid, such that it is switched to
the rest position (position 'B' in the circuit di-
agrarn) when the Iid is opened, or taken from
the box.
If all is ready, assernbled and tested, pro-

ceed with dressing up the box. Do not forget
to put YOUfChristmas present inside (the
tunes are all very well, but She will probably
not appreciate the electronics as much as you
da), and use a large red ribbon to wmp ihe
whole thillg up. •

:Merry Cfiristmas!



Fig. 2. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the melody generator.

to make the tune audible is a small power
amplifier and a loudspeaker. The balanced
power output stage is formed by transistors
T2 and T3. The loudspeaker is connected to
this amplifier via output capacitor C12.The
volume can be controlled by preset PI con-
nected between the audio output, MTO
(pin 2) of IC2 and the input of the on-chip
driver, MTI (pin 12). The power amplifier
transistors are driven direct from the push-
pull outputs of the Ie, OP1 and OP2 (pins 10
and 11).
The frequency of operation of the on-chip

. oscillator is determined by components Rn,
R12 and Cs. The tone frequency can be
changed by altering the value of Cs. The tim-
bre is determined by RBand Cs, For experi-
ments with the timbre, change the value of
Cs to personal taste.

Table 1. UM3481 A melodies

Jingle beils
Santa Claus is coming to town
Silent night, holy night .
Joy to the world
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
We wish you a merry Christmas
o come, all ye faithful
Hark, the herald angels sing

The melody generator IC is switched on
and off by a set-reset (5-R)bistable, IOa- lOb.
A tune is started when the output of IOa
supplies a logic high level to the CE (chip en-
able) input, pin 2, of the melody generator.
When the CE input is held low, IC2 is
switched to the low-current (1 !!A) standby-
mode. This obviates an on/ off switch.
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Pin 5 of lOb is connected to areset circuit
based on transistor Tl. When the UM3481A
has finished playing a tune, a '1' appears on
the T5P output, pin 1. This signal causes Tl
to conduct briefly, and reset the bistable, so
that the CE input of.the melody generator is
made low. When the present is opened,
switch 51is set to position '8'. Since 0 is then
not charged yet (it was previously connected
to ground via Ri), pin 1 of the bistable is
pulled low briefly, so that the output (pin 3)
changes from low to high.
The two remaining gates in ICI ensure

that a different tune is played every time 51
is actuated. The eight available tunes are
listed in Table 1. As soon as the output of
IOa supplies a logic '1', C2 is charged via Rs,
When the 'high' trigger level of IOc is
reached, this 5chmitt-trigger NAND gate
toggles and supplies IOd with a pulse via a
differentiating network, C4-R4.This pulse is
inverted and, on arrival at the 5L input
causes the melody generator to select the
next tune from the memory. In this way, all
eight tunes are played in succession, al-
though this requires the preseent (a box?) to
be closed and opened aga in eight times.
The circuit is powered by two series-con-

nected 1.5-V penlight batteries. Given the
low current drain of the circuit, the batteries
should last through many 'recitals' of the
IC's repertoire.
For ease of construction, a small printed-

circuit board has been designed for the
Christmas tune generator (see Fig. 2). Most
passive components are fitted vertically. The
two ICs may be fitted in sockets, but to re-
duce cost they may also be soldered direct on
to the board.
Much of the effect achieved with your

melodious Christmas present depends on
your creativity in hiding the electronics, and,
even more importantly, in finding the best
way to fit the switch unobtrusively. When

A MUSICAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 2kn.2
3 100kn
1 10kn
1 220kn
2 470kn
1 47kn
1 180kn
1 10MQ
1 56kn
·2 330kn
1 100kn preset H

R1
R2;R9;R11
R3
R4
R5;R6
R7
R8
R10
R12
R13;R14
P1

Capacitors:
6 100nF pitch 5mm C1;C2;C4;C6;

C7;C9
C3
C5
C8
C10;C11
C12;C13

1 1011F10V radial
1 411F710V radial
1 33pF
2 18nF
2 10011F10V radial

Semiconductors:
1 BC547B T1
1 BC327 T2
1 BC337 T2
1 74HC132 IC1
1 UM3481A* IC2

* UMC distributors:
UK:
Manhattan Skyline Ud. (0628) 75851
METL (0844) 278781
USA:
Unicorn Microelectronics Corp. (408) 727-
9589

Miscellaneous:
1 Microswitchwith change- S1

over contact
Miniature loudspeaker LS1
0.2W/fID.

2 1.5-V penlight battery
1 Holder for 2 penlight batteries
1 Printed circuit board 910157

you use a box, you may want to fit a false bot-
tom and install the electronics and the loud-
speaker between it and the real bottom. A
cigar box or a larger chocolate or sweets box
will be sturdy enough for this purpose. Do
not forget to drill a few holes where the loud-
speaker is fitted, otherwise the sound will
lack brightness. Next, the microswitch is
fitted near the lid, such that it is switched to
the rest position (position '8' in the circuit di-
agram) when the lid is opened, or taken from
the box.
If all is ready, assembled and tested, pro-

ceed with dressing up the box. Do not forget
to put your Christmas present inside (the
tunes are all very well, but She will probably
not appreciate the electronics as much as you
do), and use a large red ribbon to wrap the
whole thing up. •

Merry Christmast



UNIVERSAL TIME SWITCH

THIS circuit meets the requirement for a sim-
ple, low-cost timer with a timing range

of a less than a second to several tens ofhours,
and a thynstor-besed mains interface capa-
ble of controlling inductive loads.
The circuit consists basical1y of a timer

section and a switching section. The timer
derives itsaccuracy from rhe rnains frequency:
50 Hz or 60 Hz. Components R4, R3, R2, Cl
Dl and D2 convert the mains voltage into a
clock signal for binary ripple counter leI, a
4040. Counters ICl, JC3, and an 8-input AND
gate, JC4, forma programmabledivider. When
the time set with the jumper wire(s) at the
outputs of IC2 and IC3 has elapsed, the out-
put of IC4 goes low and causes bistable IC2b-
IC2c to toggle. As a result, the gate drive of
thyristor Thl is rernoved, and the load con-
nected to K2 is swi tched off. Ta preven t mains
pollution and switching notscs. the load is
swi tched d udng the zero crossing of the mains
voltage. The timer can also be used to switch
on a load after the preprogrammed time <197>
this only requires wire jumper 'Y' to be fitted
instead of 'Z'.
The time issetby fittinga maximum ofeight

wires between the 8-input AND gate and the
counter outputs. The actual time is the sum
of all selected times listed in the table.
The 12-V supply voltage for the circuit is ob-
tained from the mains with the aid of a sin-
gle-phase rectifier; D3. The supply voltage is
stabilized end smoothed by zener diode D5
and reservoir capacitor C6.
The two series resistors in the rectifier, R16

and R17, must not be replaced by a single
lOO-kQresistor. Remember, the total voltage
drop across R16 and R17 is of the order of
220 V(atamainsvoltageof240 V),whichis
too much for a single resistor rated at 0.5 W.
The same appbes to resistors R3 and R4.
The timer isactuated bypressmg push-but-

ton 52. Note that actuating the timer means
that the load is switched on or off depend-
ing on whether jum per Yor Z is fi tted..During
the timing cycle. the circuit can be reset by
pressing 52again. This starts a full timing cycle,
irrespective of when the switch was pressed.
The timing cycle can be stopped by pressing
51. Provision ismade for electronic control of
the start and stop functions. This is achieved
with the aid of two oprocouplers. IC5 and
IC6. The electronic control inputs, K3 and
K4, are electricall y isolated from the timer, and
can be driven with control voltages of 5 V.
The construction of the timer is straightfor-
ward. A minimum of wiring is required since
al1 parts are contained on a single printed-
circuit board. The start and stop switched
must be rated at 250 V because they are at
mains potential. The circuit must be fitted
into anABSendosure with non-metallic screws.
Take care to provide adequate strain reliefs
and insulation of the mains input and output
cables. •

by R. Lucassen
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UNIVERSAL TIME SWITCH m
SWITCHrNG TIMES

~
~ IC2 Time Time

output 50Hz 60Hz

QI Om5 0.02s
Q2 0.045 0.045
Q3 0.08 s 0.07 s
Q4 0.16 s 0.13 s
Qs 0.32 s 0.27 s
Q6 O.64s 0.53 s
Q7 1.28 s l.07 s
Qs 2.565 2.135
Q9 5.12 s 4.27 s
QIO 10.24 s 8.53 s
QIJ 20.48 S 17.07 s
QJ2 40.96 S 34.135

IC3
output
QI 1m 225 Im 8 5
Q2 2m44s 2m 16s
Q3 5 m 28s 4m 33.
Q4 10 m 55 s 9 m 6 5
Qs 21 m 50 s 18 m 125
Q6 43 m 41 s 36 m 24 5
Q7 I h 23 m I h 12m
Qg 2 h 55 In 2h 25 m
Q9 5 h 50m 4h51m
QIO 11 b 39 m 9 h43 m
QJJ 23 h 18 m 19 h 18 !TI
Q12 46 h 36 m 38 h 50 m

~
il~'IR

+ m
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI, R13, R14, RI9 = 33 kQ
R2 = \00 Hl
E3, R4 = 470 kQ
R5-RI2, R20 = 2.2 Mn
R15, RI8 = I Mn
R16. Rl7 =47 kQ
R21, R22 = I kn

Capacitors:
CI = I nF
C2, C3 = 100 nF
C4, C5 = 4.7 nF, 400 V
C6 = 220 JlF, 63 V, radial
C7 = 4.7 JlF, 63 V. radial

Semiconductors:
01, D2, D6, D7 = IN4148
D3 = IN4007
D4:;;; not used
D5 = zener dlode, 12V, 1.3W
BI = B380C 1500 (round type)
TI = BC547B
Tri I = TICI06 D
ICI, IC3 = 4040
IC2 = 4093
IC4 = 4068
IC5. IC6 = CNY65

Miscellaneous:
KI-K4 = 2-way PCB terminal bleck. 7.5 1110l
pitch
5 I, 52 = pusb-burton swuch for 250 VAC
FJ = fuse, 1 A. delayed action, with holder
Ior PCB mounting
Enelosure, e.g., Bopla E430



UNIVERSAL TIME SWITCH m
SWITCHING TIMES

~
~ IC2 Time Time

output 50Hz 60Hz

Ql 0.02 S 0.02 s
Q2 0.04 S 0.04 s
Q3 0.08 S 0.07 s
Q4 0.16 S 0.13 s
Q5 0.32s 0.27 s
Q6 0.64 S 0.53 s
Q7 l.28 s 1.07 s
Qs 2.56 s 2.13 s
Q9 5.12 s 4.27 s
QIO 10.24 s 8.53 s
Qll 20.48 S 17.07 s
Q12 40.96 S 34.13 s

IC3
output

Ql 1 m 22s fm8s
Q2 2 m44s 2 m 16 s
Q3 5 m 28 s 4m 33 s
Q4 10 m55 s 9m6s
Qs 21 m 50 s 18 m 12 s
Q6 43 m41 s 36m 24 s
Q7 1 h 23 m 1 h 12 m
Q8 2h55 m 2h25m
Q9 5 h50m 4h51 m
QIO II h 39 m 9h43 m
Qll 23 h 18 m 19 h 18 m
Ql2 46 h 36 m 38 h 50 m
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI, R13, Rl4, R19 = 33 kn
R2 = 100kn
E3, R4 = 470 kn
R5-R12, R20 = 2.2 Mn
Rl5, R18 = 1 Mn
R16,R17=47kn
R21, R22 = 1 kn

Capacitors:
Cl = I nF
C2, C3 = 100 nF
C4, C5 = 4.7 nF, 400 V
C6 = 220 !1F,63 V, radial
C7 = 4.7!1F, 63 V, radial

Semiconductors:
Dl, D2, D6, D7 = IN4148
03= IN4007
D4= not used
D5 = zener diode, 12 V, 1.3 W
BI = B380Cl500 (round type)
Tl = BC547B
Tril =TICI06 D
ICI, IC3 =4040
IC2 =4093
IC4 =4068
IC5, IC6 = CNY65

Miscellaneous:
KI-K4 = 2-way PCB terminal bleck, 7.5 mm
pitch
SI, S2 = push-button switch for 250 VAC
FI = fuse, 1 A, delayed action, with holder
for PCB rnounting
Enclosure, e.g., Bopla E430



FSKjRTTY DECODER FOR PCs
The circuit and the software described here are aimed at those of
you who have so far dreaded the complexity of a full-blown FSK
decoder and the well-presented objections of the Miss or Missus
about the weight, size and noise of a good-as-new teleprinter
machine (no matter how cheaply you may have acquired this
wonderful equipment), when all you want to do is receive RTTY

(telex) transmissions in the short-wave bands.

KEEPlNG the peace at horne and still be
able to intercept FSK (frequency-shift

keying) transmissions requires some hard-
ware to be built or purchased that changes
the output of a short-wave receiver into a
form that is suitable for processing by a per-
sonal computer (pe). The decoder presented
here does everything to achieve just that. In
combination with a simple BASIC program
(Fig. 2), it turns your IBMpe (or compatible)
into an RTTY decoder capable of handling

by Roger Collins

different types of FSK, different baud rates,
and different mark/space tonc conventions.
The method used to accomplish this is fairly
rudimentary, and intended as a guide for
further experimenting.

FSK techniques
Much transmission of data, whether news
broadcasts, weather information or amateur
traffic, over a radio network employs the

principle of frequency shift keying (FSK).
The data to be sent is in the form of logic 1s
and Os.Thisstream of data is used to shift the
frequeney of the transmitter, resulting in two
diserete frequencies being radiated just like
an SSB signal modulated by two (alternate)
tones. A high transmit frequency denotes a 1
(or mark), and a low transmit frequency a 0
(or space). The two tones and the differenee
in frequeney shift vary depending on the
standard used.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the FSK decoder. A MAX232is used to ensure the correct signal levels tor the PC's serial port, COM2:.
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A databyte can besent asynchronously if
it is preceded by a start bit to enable the ter-
minal equipment to get ready to receive it.
Likewise, one or two stap bits are used to en-
able the terminal equipment to shift the
newly received databyte out, and prepare
for the next start bit, which signals the arrival
of a new databyte.
Since a byte is eight bits, a complete data-

ward would produce a packet of 10 or
11 bits. To reduce the number of bits, and
with it the bandwidth occupied by the trans-
mitter, the length of the dataword ls reduced
to seven and a half bits - five databits, one
starr bit, and a Olle and a half stop bit. How-
ever, five bits of data will only produce 32
(2~)combinations. Assuming that plain Ian-
gl.lage is used for the transmission, the 32
codes available aUow the complete alphabet
to be sent. In the RTTY (radioteletype) sys-
tern. one of the codes is reserved to indicate
'figure shift', which offers another set of
32 codes that may be used for numbers and
punctuation marks. Ln this set, there is a 'let-
tcr shift' code that returns the equipment to
the alphabet. The code used is based on the
Murry, or more frequently, the Bauder. con-
vention.
To keep the bandwidth of the trans-

mission in the short-wave band as small as
possible, the transmission (data-) rate must
be kept withi.n limits. The normal speed in
terms of bits transmitted per second (baud
rate) is 45 to 75. At 50 baud. one bit of data
has a length of 20 ms. Using a tone of 1 kHz
to indicate a 1 would mean 20 cycles of the
tone being transmitred.
At the recciver. a BFO (beat frequency os-

cillator) enables the two tones to be con-
verted to any frequency within the audio
pass-band, i.e., they may not necessarily be
the exact original two tones. In the FSK de-
modulator, filters and phase-Iocked loop
techniques are used to convert these two
tones into the marks and spaces (15 and Os)
of the original transmitted data.

FSKdecoding on a pe
MS-DOS as well as mostcommunication and
terminal emulation programs developed for
PCs will allow the baud rate of a sertal port
(COMI: to COM4:) to be set only as low as
110 baud, and the data format to 7 or 8 bits,
with 1 or 2 stop bits, For the reception of FSK
data we require to set the baud rate as low as
45, with 5 databits and 11,'2stop bit. Quite an
unusual format for the average PC user!
Most PCs lIse a 8250 UART or similar JC

in the sertal interfaces COM1: and COM2:.
The COM1: and COM2: base addresses are
03FB and 02FB respectively. The register
functions of the 8250 are listed in Table 1.
For the present application, COM2: is

used. and the BASIC program has been writ-
ten to use this port for the RTTY decoder.
The baud rate is sent to the UART as two
bytes (high and low). Testing LSR bit 0 will
indicate if data has been received in the RDR.
Next, the RDR is read. the content is con-
verted to ASCII, acheck is made on letter
shift or figure shift, and the converted char-
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FSK/RTTY DECODER FOR PCs

Table 1. 8250 UART register functions

address LCR bit 7 Function

base + 0 0 Tx holding reg. (THR) (write)
Rx data reg. (RDR) (read)

base + 0 1 baud rate divisor low (BRDL)

base + 1 1 baud rate divisor high (BRDH)

base + 1 0 interrupt enable reg. (IER)

base + 2 x interupt ID reg. (IIR)

base + 3 x line contral reg. (LCR)

base + 4 x modem control reg. (MCR)

base + 5 x line status reg. (LSR)

base + 6 x modem status reg. (MSR)

x = don't care.

Table 2. Teletypewriter codes

CHARACTER CODE SIGNALS ASCII

LTRS FIGS START 1 2 3 4 5 STOP CODE LTRS FIGS

A - 1 1 0 0 0 3 65 45

B ? 1 0 0 1 1 25 66 63

C 0 1 1 1 0 14 67 58

D $ 1 0 0 1 0 9 68 36

E 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 69 51

F > 1 0 1 1 0 13 70 62

G . 0 1 0 1 1 26 71 42

H < 0 0 1 0 1 20 72 60

I 8 0 1 1 0 0 6 73 56

J bell 1 1 0 1 0 11 74 07

K ( 1 1 1 1 0 15 75 40

L ) 0 1 0 0 1 18 76 41

M 0 0 1 1 1 28 77 46

N , 0 0 1 1 0 12 78 44

0 9 0 0 0 1 1 24 79 57

P 0 0 1 1 0 1 22 80 48

Q 1 1 1 1 0 1 23 81 49

R 4 0 1 0 1 0 10 82 52

S 1 0 1 0 0 5 83 39

T 5 0 0 0 0 1 16 84 53

U 7 1 1 1 0 0 7 85 55

V = 0 1 1 1 1 30 86 61

W 2 1 1 0 0 1 19 87 50

X I 1 0 1 1 1 29 88 47

Y 6 1 0 1 0 1 21 89 54

Z + 1 0 0 0 1 17 90 43

BLANK 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00

SPACE 0 0 1 0 0 4 32 32

CR 0 0 0 1 0 8 13 13

LF 0 1 0 0 0 2 10 10

FIGS 1 1 0 1 1 27 00 00

LTRS 1 1 1 1 1 31 00 00



RADIO AND TELEVISION

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
llO
120
130
HO
150
160
170
180
190
195
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340 CLS
350 OlM L(31),F(31)
360 FaR J=O TO 31
370 READ L(J)
380 NEXT J
390 FOR J=O TO 31
400 READ F (J)
410 NEXT J
420 OUT &H2FS,liRS4
430 OUT &H2FB,BRDL
440 OUT &HZF9,BRDH
450 OUT &HZFB,&H4
460 $=INP (&HZFD)
470 K=S AND 1
480 IF K=O THEN GOTO 460
490 A=INl? (&H2F8)
500 IF A=27 THEN G~l
510 IF A=31 THEN G~O
520 IF G=O THEN PRINT CHR$(L(A) I; ELSE PRlNT CHR$(F(A) J;
530 OUT 'HZFD,O
540 GOTO 460
550 DATA 00,69,10,65,32,83,73,85,13,68,82,74,78,70,67,75, 84, 90, 16, 87,72,89,
80,81,79,66,71,00,77,88,86,00
560 DATA 00,51,10,45,32,39,56,55,13,36,52,07,44,62,58,40,53, 43, 41,50, 60, 54,
48,49,57,63,42,00,46,47,61,00

FSK DECODER PROGRAM
•••••

L - LTRS ARRAY
F - FIGS ARRAY
BRD - BAUD RATE DIVISOR
G - 1/0 FIGS/LTR$
&H2F8 COMM 2 RDR/BRDL
&H2F9 - COMM 2 IER/BRDH
&H2FB - COMM 2 LCR
&H2FD - COMM 2 LSR

****~*****************************************

CLS
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I?RINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

INPUT "Enter baud rate ",B
BRD=1843200!/(16*B)
BDRL=BRD AND &HFF
BRDH=(BRD AND &HFFOO)!256

FREQ BAUD RATE

20.967
18.404
18.194
18.439
18.049
15.937
13.490
8.064
7.594

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

TASS
TASS
TASS

FRENCH

FRENCH
FRENCH
BELGRADE

910153-12

Fig. 2. Listing 01the control program written in BASIC.

acter is sent to the video adapter. LSR bit 0 is
then deared, and the software waits for the
next character by testing this bit.

A simple FSKdecoder
The circuit diagrarn of the FSKdecoder hard-
ware is given in Eg. 1. The audio output of
the receiver is applied to connector Kt, and
the preset level of Pt is adjusted to give a
squared-up signal at the collector of Tr. Pro-
vided the receiver has been tuned correctly
to the FSK signal, the reetangular signal sup-
plied by Tl will be the digital version of the
two tones.
The two signal frequencies are fed to IC2a

via a Schmitt trigger, ICIe. IC2i1is a retrigger-
able monostable multivibrator set to a mono
time of about 1 ms with preset P2. This
rneans that signals higher than 1 kHz will
cause this mono to be permanently set. Any
frequency lower than 1 kHz, for instance, the
lower F5K tone, will cause the mono to set
arid clear. 'Iltis signal Is fed to a second
monostable, lC2b, set to 2 ms with P3. Thls
monostable will be set for the periods of the
signals. supplied by JC2" shorter than 2 ms,

i.e., for frequencies lugher than 500 Hz. The
result is that frequencies between 500 Hz
and 1 kHz will produce a logic 0, and fre-
quencies higher than 1 kHz a logic 1, with a

Table 3. Decoder 10 pe connections

Decoder (09) PC (09) PC (025) Signal

5
3

7
3

ground
RxD

5
2

sharp transition at this centre frequency.
If the recetver is tuned so that the high

tone and the low tone (mark and space) are
equidistant around the centre frequency, the
mark and space signals will produce 15 and
Os,depending on the received transmission.
The Q and Q signals are used to drive the

mark and space LEDs to assist tuning to the
FSK transmission. As there are as many
rnarks as spaces, the two LEDs will flash at
the same rate when the tuning is correct.
These signals are also fed to the phase revers-
ing switch, 51, and from there to a Type
MAX-232 RS232 driver, IC3. This JC has an
on-board De-DC converter providing +10 V
and ~10V rails to ensure the correct swing of
the RS232 signal required by the serial port
of the Pe.
Correct setting-up of the seriaJ port, the

baud rate, the number of databits and stop
bits will result in the interception of the
RTTY transmission, which will de displayed
on your computer monitor. Converting the
5-bit code into ASCII will enable the charac-
ters to be displayed.
Presets are sufficient here since the final

adjustment of the audio signal can be done at
the receiver. The phase switch, SI, will be
called upan occasionally when the marks
and spaces are swapped as a result of tuning
the receiver above or below the tones (USBor
LSB).
Finally, the decoder is powered by a

simple 5-V supply connected to the mains.
Although its current drain is small, no at-
tempt should be made at powering the
decoder frorn the modem signals on the pe
serial port lines. •
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SAFE SOLID-STATE RELAY
by J. Ruffell

5V ... 10V
02AI *+ 1000

\\

Q *see text.,
~

Dlg~
:;

0

K2

"'L----O--+--o--f---f'Y

PARTSLlST

914008-11

Resistcrs.
RI = 100 Q
R2 = 100 Q. 2.5 W

Capacitors:
CI = 100 nF. 630 V

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4004
D2= LED, red

.... 1501 = S201S04 (Sharp)

~iscellaneous:
K I = PCB terminal block, 5 mrn pitch
K2 = FeB terminal block, LOmm pitch
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I

ALTHOUGH the5202DS2 solid-state relay
(SSR) from Sharp is a useful and inter-

esting electronic cornponent, it fails to meet
the mirtim um requirements fOT electrical safety
in many countries where the mains voltage
Is 220 V or 240 V. This is main1y because the
breakdown voltage of the optocoupler in the
5202D5 is too low, and the pin sparing of the
device is too smalL

For the many applications where electri-
cal safety is a primary concern, Sharp have
developed another 55R, the 5201504. The
small SIL enclosure (shown in the photo-
graph) contalns an optocoupler complete
with aseries resistor, a zero-crossing switch
and apower triac. The presence of the zero-
crossing switch impltes that the SSR is suit-
able for non-reecttve loadsonly. Furthermore.
since the value of the series resistcr is only
130 Q, an additional, external, resistor will
often be required to prevent too high a cur-
rent through the LED in the internal opto-
coupler.
For reasons of safety, the solid -sta te swi tch

is best built on the printed-circuit board shown
here (this board is not available ready-made},
The value of the external series resistor, Rj,
depends on the control voltage and the tng-
ger current. The trigger current, in turn, de-

pends to some degree on the eurrent to be
switched,and will typically liebetween5mA
and 20 mA. The optimum value is best de-
termined empirically, observing a maximurrt
current of 40 mA. The m inimum value of
the series reslstor, Rjmin, in Q, is calculated
!rom

Rjmin = 25 (Us~2.4)~130

where Usisthecontrol voltageapplied to con-
nector K1.
Diode 01 protects the SSR against reverse

control voltages, and D2 indicates whether
the SSR is supplied with a control current.
Network R2-C 1 Is connected across the SSR
output to protect the device against voltage
surges on the mains.
When connected to a mains supply of

220 V or 240 V, the circuit may be used with
non-reactive loads up to 330 W, which cor-
responds roughly to the maximum perrrus-
sible effective load current of 1.5 A.

WARNING. Since the circuit carries danger-
ous voltages at a number of points. it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation 15 ap-
plied. Never work on the cireuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the circuit ean be touched when it is
being set, adjusted or used. Good gutdance
on safety precautions may be obtained from
the fEEE Wiring Regulations, a copy ofwhich
isavailable in most Publie Libraries in the UK.•



SAFE SOLID-STATE RELAV
by J. Ruffell

5V...10Vr-_ ........ D2
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"K2

PARTS LIST

914008 ·11

Resistors:
Rl = 100n
R2= 100n, 2,5 W

Capacitors:
Cl = 100nF, 630 V

Semiconductors:
Dl = IN4004
D2= LED, red
ISOI = S20lS04 (Sharp)'~Miscellaneous:
Kl = PCB terminal block, 5 mm pitch
K2 = PCB terminal block, 10 mm pitch

I

ALTHOUGH the S202052 solid-state relay
(SSR) from Sharp is a useful and inter-

esting electronic component, it fails to meet
the minimum requirements for electrical safety
in many countries where the mains volta ge
is 220 V or 240 V. This is mainly because the
breakdown volta ge of the optocoupler in the
S202DS is too low, and the pin spacing of the
device is too small.
For the many applications where electri-

cal safety is a primary concern, Sharp have
developed another SSR, the S201S04, The
small SIL enclosure (shown in the photo-
graph) contains an optocoupler complete
with aseries resistor, a zero-crossing switch
and apower triac. The presence of the zero-
crossing switch implies that the SSR is suit-
able fornon-reactive loads only. Furthermore,
since the value of the series resistor is only
130 n, an additional, external, resistor will
often be required to prevent too high a cur-
rent through the LED in the internal opto-
coupler.
For reasons ofsafety, thesolid-state switch

isbest builton theprinted-circuitboard shown
here (this board is not available ready-made).
The value of the external series resistor, RI,
depends on the control voltage and the trig-
ger current. The trigger current, in turn, de-

pends to some degree on the current to be
swi tched, and will typicall y lie between 5mA
and 20 mA. The optimum value is best de-
termined empirically, observing a maximum
current of 40 mA. The minimum value of
the series resistor, Rjmin, in n, is ca1culated
from

Rjrnin = 25 (Us-2.4)-130

where Us is the control voltage applied to con-
nector KI.
Diode DI protects the SSRagainst reverse

control voltages, and D2 indicates whether
the SSR is supplied with a control current.
Network R2-CI is connected across the SSR
output to protect the device against volta ge
surges on the mains.
When connected to a mains supply of

220 V or 240 V, the circuit may be used with
non-reactive loads up to 330 W, which cor-
responds roughly to the maximum permis-
sible effective load current of 1.5 A.

WARNING. Since the circuit carries danger-
ous voltages at a number of points, it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation is ap-
plied. Never work on the circuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the circuit can be touched when it is
being set, adjusted or used. Good guidance
on safety precautions may be obtained from
the IEEEWiring Regulations, a copy ofwhich
is available in most Public Libraries in the UK.

•
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This article describes a
battery-powered little
circuit that allows you to
play Connect-4 against a
computerized opponent.

by Richard D. Bell

ALTHOUGH most 01you will know how
to play Connect-4, here are the rules.

The game is played on a 7-by-7 vertical
board. Players take it in turns to drop their
counters down the columns. The counters
stop falling when they hit the bottom of the
column or another counter. The aim is to get
your counters in a line of four either horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally. The first to get
a line wins.
I have aJways enjoyed playing Connect-4

as lang as I can remember. It is agame that is
not as taxing to playas chess, but it does pro-
vide enough mental stimulation when
played against a fai.rly ccmpetent opponent.
With this in mind 1 set about designing a
small pocket-sized circuit so that J could play
sitting in lectures, or when 1was on the train.
The result is a 80x60nun board with remark-
ably few components that plays a pretty
mean garne of Connect-4.

Circuit description
At the heart of the circuit (Fig. 1) is a micro-
processor Type 6802. This was chosen be-
cause it has 128bytes of in-built RAM, which
suited my requirements perfectly.
111e mtcroprocessor runs a program

stored in a 27C64 8-KByte EPROM. The pro-
gram is a11 machine code, end about
6.5 KBytes long. It takes care 01 everything:
user input, deciding where the computer
should move, displaying the computer's
rnoves, etc. More Information on the soft-
ware can be found further on.
The two four-input AND gates contain.ed

in ID (a 74HC20) serve to decode the ad-
dress space of the microprocessor, so that it
can read the EPROM, and write and latch
data to the display.
For the dlsplay it was decided to use a

single 7-segment LEDtype. The idea of using
49 bi-coloured LEDs was toyed with (the
board Is 7x7), but this was rejected for a
number of reasons: cost, circuit complexity
and current. Being a poor student at the time,
the cost of 49 LEDs was found a bit ex-
cessive, while the current drain was also
something to worry about (thinking about it
now, this was not real1ya problem because
only one colwnn 017 LEDs could be lit at any

CONNECT - 4

one time. The software would have cyc1ed
through the columns at a fast enough rate so
that it appeared as if all 7 columns were
being displayed simultaneously). Addi-
tional components would also be required:
at least two more Ks, 7 transistors and some
resistors. Coupled with the LEDs, the PCB
size would have at least doubled. For all of
these reasons, I decided against using
49 LEDs, and instead to use a single 7-seg-
ment LED display.
The use 01 a 7-segment LED display

means that the player has to keep track of the
state of the play manually. That is, you have
to draw the board (or buy Olle of those
pocket COIU1ect-4games).
The circuit has an RS423 interface, which

allows the game to be connected to a (dumb)
terminal, a computer running a communica-
tions program, or a printer with a serial
input. The seriallink enables the game board
to be printed out automatically. The soft-
ware provides two data transfer rates, select-
able by the user, 01300 baud and 9,600 baud.
The RS423standard is similar to the more
common RS232, except that the voltage
swingisonly±5 Vasopposed to±12 V. Most
equipment will receive RS423 signals just as
weil as it does RS232signals.
The driver Ior the RS423 link consists of

two transistors and a couple of reslstors. It is
only an output - no handshaking lines are
received frorn the external equipment. lt is
assumed that at 300baud the equipment will
be able to handle displaying the received
characters without the need of handshaking.
At 9,600 baud, it is assumed that the equip-
ment buffers a11received data, rnaking hand-
shaking also unnecessary.

Construction
Construction of the game is relatively easy
when the printed circuit board shown in

Fig. 2 is used. Provided a soldering iron with
a fine tip is used, no problems should be en-
countered.
It is besr to start with the lowest profile

components. The foUowing order is recom-
mended: wire links, resistors, le sockets, ca-
pacitors. transistors, jack socket (use short
pieces of solid wire to mount it a little above
the board), crystal and then the regulator
(JCs).

A 4-fvfHz crystal must be used because a11
timing for the RS423 link is derived from it.
If the serial interface is not required, any
crystal up to the maximum frequency of
4 .MHzcould be used. For exemple, the com-
monly IOLUld3.58 MHz NTSC colour burst
crystal.
Next, fit the two switches, Depending on

the height of the enclosure you intend to use,
these may be fitted direct on to the board, or
connected to it via short wires. The same
goes for the display, which may have to be
fitted into a wire-wrap socket to allow it to
reach up to the front panel of the enclosure.
AlternativeJy, stack up a couple of reguler lC
sockets. In any case, fit a regular 14-pin JC
socket in position LDI on the board. The
voltage regulator must be fitted with a small
heatsink, making Sille that this can not touch
any of the component wires near ICs.
Finally, connect the battery leads to the

board. The red lead goes to the hole marked
"t'. and the blacklead to the hole marked '-'.
lf you da not intend running the circuit from
a battery, a suitable DC input may be used
instead. If you power the circuit from the
mains, da not use the RS423link, or else the
'ground' on the jeck connector will be
shorted to 0 V (it Is normaJly at around 4 V).
Any DC voltage from 7 V to 15 V can be used
to power the circuit.
lf the RS423 link ls not required, the 101-

lowing components can be left out: R3,R4,
Rs, R6,RJ4, RJ5, Tl, Tz and KJ.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Connect-4 game. Remarkably, the game is played with a single push-button, 51, as the input device, and a
7-segment displayas the output device.

Testing
Inspect yauf solder work carefully before
testing the board. Also check the orientation
of the polarized components and the IC
sockets. 00 not fit the Ks yet, except the volt-
age regulator. Connect a 9-V (PP3) battery,
and switch on 52. Check that +5 V can be
found on a1l the pins that it should be on
(refer to the circuit diagram), and that it does
not appear on any that it should not. If every-
thing seems all right, you may proceed.
I!you have fitted the parts for the RS423

interface, check the voltage on the common
('ground') connechon of the jack socket. This
voltage should be about 4 V with respeet to
the circuit ground.lf it is not, there is a prob-
lem with R14and/or R1s.Next, with a piece
of wire short pins 1 and 19 of the socket for
JC4.Measure the voltage on the 'signal' (plug
tip) connection of the jack socket. It should
be about 0 V. Next, remove the shorting
wire, and short pins 19 and 20 together on
the same socket. This time the voltage on the
signal connection should be about 8.5 V.
If everything is all right so far, switch off

the power, and insert all JCs and the display
into their sockets, making sure to observe the
orientation. Note that the microprocessor,
JC1, 1S the other way around from the three
other JC5. The display is a Iü-pin device
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which must be mounted centrally in the 14-
way!C socket, that is, pin 1 of the display
goes to socket pin 2.
Switeh on, and hopefully you should see

the letters 'c 0 n 4' cyde through on the dis-
play. If nothing at a1lappears on the display,
or if the display remains steedy or shows
constantly changing garbage. there may be a
problem with either the crystal, the reset cir-
cuitry or YOllI solder work. All that can be
done is to check the supply voltage. change
the value of Cl, and check the peB meticu-
lously for any open or short cireuits. The
EPROM must, of course, contain the right
program.

Serial connection
The serial link on the board sends data at
300 bits/s or 9,600 bits/'s. The format is 8 da-
tabits, no partry, and I stop bit.
Figure 4 shows the connection to the ser-

ial port on the BBC microcomputer, and
Fig. 3 the connection to the RS232 (or RS423)
port of a terminal, printer or an IBM pe or
compatible. In all cases, an RT5-CTS connec-
tion is fitted to simulate handshaking.

Get ready to play!
You are ready to play the game as soon as

you see the message 'c 0 n 4' cyde through
on the display.

Jf YOll have the game connected up to a
printer or terminal, press the button any time
during the 'co n 4' display to actuate the ser-
ial link. The letter 'I" will appear on the dis-
play indicating that printout (serial output)
is enabled. Release the button, whereupon
the display will switch between a '3' and a
'9'. Press the button on the '3' to select
300 baud, or on the '9' for 9,600 baud. The
ga.me will restart, and this time data will be
sent to the terminal.
You will now be asked to specify the

board size (serial link only). See the
exarnples in Pigs. 6 and 7 for the difference
between the two sizes. Stop the display on
the '5' for the smali board. or on the 'L' for
the large board.
Next. the display will cyde through

either 1, 2 or 3 horizontal bars (segments)
being lit. This is the prompt for the level of
difficulty. Stop the display on the desired
level, I bar being easiest, 3 being the hardest.
Finally, you must tell the game who is to

go first. Stop the display on the 'H' (for
human) if Y0ti want to go first, or on the 'C'
(for computer) if you want the 6802 to go
first.
You are now playing the 6802 at Connect-

4. Do not forget to have a ready-drawn board
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit board for the Connect-4 game.
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Fig. 3. Seriallead connection details for pcs, printers and terminals.

COMPONENTS LIST

Real.tors:
1 33kn
1 3kil3
2 41<07
1 1000
1 2kQ2
8 lkn
1 27011

Rl
R2
R3;R4
R5
R6
R7-R13;R15
R14

Capacltonl:
1 47~F 25V radial
1 1~F 16V tantalum

Cl
C2

Semlconductor.:
1 BC547B
1 BC557B
1 tN4148
1 6802
1 27C84 (E5S6081)
t 74HC20
1 74HC374
1 7805
t HP5082-7613

T1
T2
Ot
ICt
IC2
IC3
1C4
IC5
LOt

Mlacellaneou.:
1 4.00 MHz quartz crystal
t PCB mount 3-mm jack

socket
miniature push-button
miniature on/off switch
PP3 (9V) battery clip
heatsink 10r IC5

Kt

5t
52

handy if you are not connected up to aserial
link.

When it is YOlU turn, the display will
cyde through the numbers '1' to '7', which
correspond to the seven columns on the
board. Press the button on the column you
wish to play. In later stages of the game,
some of the numbers will be missed out, in-
dicating that the column is full. When you
press the buttcn, the lalling graphie will be
displayed. representing your counter drop-
ping down the column.

When it Is the computer's turn, the top
segment of the display flashes, showing that
the 6802 is 'thinking' about its move. When
it has finished, it will displaya number indi-
cating which column it wishes to play.

If you wish to retire, just turn the game off
and then on again.
!fyou win, a symbol which looks likea 'u'

is displayed.!f you lose (far more likely, even
at level 1) an 'L' will be displayed. In the
event 01 a draw, a 'd' will be displayed.
Whichever indication appears, just press the
button to start another game.
Ifyou are using the seriallink. you will be

prompted for your response at each stage
(see the exarnples in Figs. 5, 6 and 7).

Software
The machine code program contains a total
of six search algorithms. Dependtng on the
level of difficulty selecred, either one, five or
all six are used. The first search goes through
each of the seven columns, and gives them a
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Fig. 4. Seriallead connection details tor BBC-B miero.

CONHECT 4 - game Ce) KB Ltd, code (c) R D 8ell 1990-91, version 1.6

Instructions:

Try and outwit the computer by belng the first to make a line cf four, either
vertically, horizontally or diagonally_

The game is played on a 7 by 7 board. Play progresses with each playar taking
turns to drop thair counters down a column. The counters will fall until they
hit the bottom or another counter. The first to make a line cf 4 wins.

00 you want a {51mall or (L)arge board?

ALT-FIO HELP I ANSI-BBS I HDX I 9600 Hel I LOG CLQSED I PRT OFF I CR I eR

Instructions:

Try and outwit the computer by being the first to make a line of four, either
vertically, horizontally or diagonally_

The game is played on a 7 by 7 board. Play progresses with each player taking
turns to drop their counters down a column. The counters will fall until they
hit the bottom or another counter. The first to make a line of 4 wins.

or (L)arge
I'm /\

\I

board?00 you want a (S)mall
Large: You're "

11

Select the level of difficulty by pressing the button. (I-easy, l-hard)
Easy: What e wimp!

If you want to go first stop the display on H, or if you wish the computer to
go first stop it on C.
ox , 1'11 go first.

I'm thinking ...
I' 11 go in column 4

910138 -14

Fig. 5. Instruction screen displayed on the terminal when the seriallink is used.

+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I I I o I I I I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I I I () I I I I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I I () I () I () I () I I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I I:: I :: I () I :: I I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I I:: I o I :: I o I I
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

I I ## I ## I /\ I ## I ## I /\ I1# #1 \/ II II \/
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

1234567

I'm sorry, you've lost_
910138-15

Fig. 6. Example of the 'Iarge board' option as displayed on the terminal.
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rating. The column with the highest rating is
then checked to see what effect it woüld have
if it were played as the computer's go. If pla-
ying it would allow the human to win, it is
ignored, and the next higher rated column is
tried. [f the level of difficulty isone, this is the
only search used to pick up the computer's
go.
If the level of difficulty is either two or

three, a further four search techniques are
used. These are far more complex, and in-
volve searching forward by up to 12 moves
in some instances. The microprocessor at-
tempts to force the human into a losing situ-
ation, or create multiple win lines for itself,
that the human will not be able to block.
For level three, only one more additional

search is used. This compares the current
board positions against stored ones in mem-
ory. If a match is found, the ideal response is
read from memory. This search can be quite
time cunsumlng, but it does not mean that
any moves that the miete rates as the best
(but in the long run have proved not the best)
can be avoided. Itwill be found tha t the 6802
plays a very good game of Connect-4 at
level 3, when the maximum 'move' time is
about 20 seconds.
The search algorithms are quite compli-

cated, and their operanon is not discussed
further here. The author can supply the
source listing (which is about 2,500 lines
lang) on paper or disk (BSC, Amiga or IBM
format) for E8. •

H C
H C C
C C H
H C H

C H H H C H
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I'rnthinking
1'11 go in column 2

H C
H C C
C C H

eHe H
C H H H C H

1 2 3 4 567

I'm sorry, you've lost_
910138_16

Fig. 7. As Fig. 6, but showing the 'small
board' option. As you can see, lt is quite
difficult to beat the 6802!
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L

Fig. 2. Printed circuit board for the Connect-4 game.

GND

TX
D2SC(

345 7

00 0 000000o 0000000000000

910138 - 13

Fig. 3. Serial lead connection details for PCs, printers and terminals.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 33k.Q
1 3k.Q3
2 4k.Q7
1 1000
1 2k02
8 1k.Q
1 2700

R1
A2
R3;R4
R5
A6
R7-R13;R15
R14

Capacitors:
1 471!F25Vradial C1
1 11!F16Vtantalum C2

Semiconductors:
1 BC547B T1
1 BC557B T2
1 1N4148 01
1 6802 IC1
1 27C64(ES56081) IC2
1 74HC20 IC3
1 74HC374 IC4
1 7805 IC5
1 HP5082-7613 L01

Miscellaneous:
1 4.00MHzquartzcrystal
1 PCBmount3-mmjack K1

socket
miniaturepush-button 51
miniatureonloffswitch 52
PP3(9V)batteryclip
heatsinkfor IC5

handy if you are not connected up to aserial
link.
When it is your turn, the display will

cyc1e through the numbers '1' to '7', which
correspond to the seven columns on the
board. Press the button on the column you
wish to play. In later stages of the game,
some of the numbers will be missed out, in-
dicating that the column is full, When you
press the button, the faBing graphie will be
displayed, representing your counter drop-
ping down the column.
When it is the computer's turn, the top

segment of the display flashes, showing that
the 6802 is 'thinking' about its move. When
it has finished, it will displaya number indi-
cating which column it wishes to play.
If you wish to retire, just turn the game off

and then on again.
If you win, a symbol which looks like a 'u'

is displayed. If you lose (far more likely, even
at level 1) an 'L' will be displayed. In the
event of a draw, a 'd' will be displayed.
Whichever indication appears, just press the
button to start another game.
If you are using the serial link, you will be

prompted for your response at each stage
(see the examples in Figs. 5, 6 and 7).

Software
The machine code program contains a total
of six search algorithms. Depending on the
level of difficulty selected, either one, five or
all six are used. The first search goes through
each of the seven columns, and gives them a
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AUTOMATIC BLOWER FAN CONTROL

FOR CARS
by J. Riecker

TN CASE you were not aware of it, the rush
.Lhour ean affect YoU!health. Stuck in a traf-
fie jam or caught in the dense traffic in a big
city, car drivers are often forced to switch off
the fan to prevent beingchoked bytheexhaust
fumes produeed by the vehicle in front ofthem.
Switching the fan on and off every minute
or so to keep the fumes out is a nuisance,
and calls for an automatie switch controlled
by the engine speed. Such switches exist, but
unfortunately for most of you they are only
found in top-of-the-rangecarsequipped with
an airconditioning system.
The circuit shown here will not sct you back
too much, yet puts you at a par with certain
BMW 7xx drivers-weil, at least as far as the
fan control is concerned. The contral auto-
matically switches off the fan when the en-
gine runs at a relatively low speed. After a
short delay, the fan comes on again auto-
matically when you are clear to drive after
passing a eongested spot or start moving
agam in a traffie jam.
The circuit consists essentially of (1) an en-
gine speed monitor circuit set to a switching
level ofl,800rev Imin; (2)an integrator topre-
vent fast switching around the engine speed;
and (3) a time constant that introduces a
dela y before the fan is swi tched on.
The engine speed monitor serves to sense
whether you aremovi..nger not. This isachieved
by detecting when the car engine idles, i.e.,

runs at a relatively low speed. The monitor
consists of two monostable multivibrators,
IC"andIC

'
b' Thefustissupplied withpulses

frorn the contact breaker, Resistors R1-R2 and
diedes D1-D2 serve to reduce the pulse level
to the maximum supply voltage of the cir-
cuit. This protection is necessary because in

sorne cars the con tact breaker pulses can have
a peak value of up to 200 V. Monostable JC10
supplies pulses of a fixed length as long as
the period of the input signal is greater than
the time constantdefined by network P,-R:rC 1.
If the input pulses are shorter, the Q output
of IC1a remains at 1. The time constant, 'tl'

P

OB

ta '" 3 .... ";; '" ;;

"'14 RC 0'" 470k a RC ",0 C
*st!l!tl!li:1

IC1b IC2a ~
22,,16V 1 Ne

15 CX CX

0 tt -T Ö '
s -T

" "'"
.T 'T

" 03

C E
B

ta
;;

14 RC
IC2b 0'°

15 CX
n -T ö'

IC1,IC2 = 4538
.T

"
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AUTOMATIC BLOWER FAN CONTROL FOR CARS

!aBoJlor-el

PARTS LIST depends on the number of cylinders, N, in
the engine:Reslstors:

Rl = 56 kQ
R2 = 8.2kQ
R3= 15kQ
R4 =22kQ
R5 = 100 kQ
R6 = 220 kQ
R7=470kQ
R8= I MQ
R9=4.7kQ
RlO=470Q
PI =47kQpreset

"1:1= 120 I (engine speed x N)

For exemple. for a four-cylinder engine, and
a switch-off speed 011800 rev Imin:

"1:1= 120 I (1800x4) = 16.67 ms.

Similarly,fora5-cylinderengine, "1:,=13.32ms;

Capacitors:
CI, C3 = 470 nF
C2, C7, C8 = 100 nF
C4; LO1lF. 16 V
C5 =22 1lF, 16 V
C6 = 220 1lF, 16 V

Semiconductors:
01,02, D3= IN4148
04, 05 = lN400 I
06=LEO
Tl = BC547B
rC1.IC2 = 4538

Miscellaneous:
Re! ; 12 V/330 Q PCB mount relay,
contact rating about 8 A. e.g.
Siemens V23127-AOOO2-A201

5 off angled 'fast-en' pin for PCB
mounting

ELEKTOR ELECTRON1CS DECEMBER 1991

2
for a 6-cylinder engine, 'tl=l1.11 ms; and far
an 8-cylinder engine, "1:1=8.32ms.
The second monostable, ICIb- is triggered

as lang as it receives input pulses from ICl.a-
This results in pin 10 ollC, going high when
the engine speed drops below 1800 rev Imin.
Ta delay the response of the engtne speed
monitor, a small hysteresis is provided by Rs
and Cz- The monotime of leIb ..'t21 must be
greater than the greatest value of 'rI- Here,
'tz is set to about 100 ms.
The integrator is formed by network RT

C4, whose time constant, 1"3, is set to about
3 s. Then follows a third monostable, 1C2al
which determines the on time, 1"4, set toabout
20 s. A transistor driver, Tl, interfaces the
control toa relay. Note that the fan is switched
off when the relay is energized. This is done
to enable the fan to be used when the control
is not powered for whatever reason. Finally,
the third monostable is connected to the first
via the positive trigger Input. This is done to
prevent IC2 being re-triggered every time
the engine speed drops below 1800 rev Imin.
Thecircuit is bestconstructed on the printed-

circuit board shown here. Keep an eye on
the maximum fan current that flows via the
board and the relay contaets-the connections
between the fan and the board, 'P' and 'NC'
(for normally c1osed)must be made inheavy-
duty termirrals and sockets as used in cars.
Test the circuit with the aid of a funetion

generator connected to pin 5 of IC1. Set a
generator frequency that corresponds to the
desired engine speed at which the fan con-
trol must operare. The generator frequency
is 1/1:,. Set the length 01"1:1by adjusting pre-
set P, until the signal at pin 10 just toggles.
Lower the frequency. The relay must be en-
ergized. Increase the frequeney, and the relay
must be de-energized after a delay of about
20 s. The circuit is now ready to install in the
car. The current consumption is about l mA
in the off state, and about 38 mA when the
relay is energized. •



AUTOMATIC BLOWER FAN CONTROL FOR CARS

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl =56kn
R2= 8.2kn
R3= 15 kn
R4=22kn
R5 = l00kn
R6= 220kn
R7=470kn
R8= 1Mn
R9=4.7kn
RlO=470n
PI = 47kn preset

Capacitors:
Cl, C3 = 470 nF
C2, C7, C8 = 100 nF
C4= 10~, 16V
C5=22~, 16V
C6=220~, 16V

depends on the number of cylinders, N, in
the engine:

'tj = 120 / (engine speed x N)

For example, for a four-cylinder engine, and
a switch-off speed of 1800 rev / min:

'tl = 120 / ( 1800 x 4 ) = 16.67ms.

Similarly,fora 5-cylinderengine, 'tI=13.32ms;

for a 6-cylinder engine, 'tI=l1.l1 ms; and for
an 8-cylinder engine, 'tl =8.32 ms.
The second monostable, ICIb/ is triggered

as long as it receives input pulses from ICla.
This results in pin 10 of IC1going high when
the engine speed drops below 1800 rev / min.
To delay the response of the engine speed
monitor, a small hysteresis is provided by Rs
and C2. The monotime of IClb, 't2, must be
greater than the greatest value of 'tl. Here,
't2 is set to about 100 ms.
The integrator is formed by network R7-

C4, whose time constant, 't3, is set to about
3 s. Then follows a third monostable, IC2a,
which determines the on time, 't4, set to about
20 s. A transistor driver, Tl, interfaces the
control to a relay. Note that the fan is switched
off when the relay is energized. This is done
to enable the fan to be used when the control
is not powered for whatever reason. Finally,
the third monostable is connected to the first
via the positive trigger input. This is done to
prevent IC2 being re-triggered every time
the engine speed drops below 1800 rev / min.
The circuitis bestconstructed on theprinted-

circuit board shown here. Keep an eye on
the maximum fan current that flows via the
board and the relay contacts-the connections
between the fan and the board, 'P' and 'Ne'
(for normally dosed) must be made inheavy-
duty terminals and sockets as used in cars.
Test the circuit with the aid of a function

generator connected to pin 5 of ICI. Set a
generator frequency that corresponds to the
desired engine speed at which the fan con-
trol must operate. The generator frequency
is 1/ 'tl. Set the length of 'tl by adjusting pre-
set PI until the signal at pin 10 just toggles.
Lower the frequency. The relay must be en-
ergized. lncrease the frequency, and the relay
must be de-energized after a delay of about
20 s. The circuit is now ready to install in the
car. The current consumption is about 1 mA
in the off state, and about 38 mA when the.
relay is energized. •

2

Semiconductors:
01, D2, D3 = IN4148
D4, D5 = 1N4001
D6=LED
Tl = BC547B
ICI, IC2 = 4538

Miscellaneous:
Rel = 12V/330 n PCB mount relay,
eontaet rating about 8 A, e.g.
Siemens V23127-AOOO2-A201

5 off angled 'fast-en' pin for PCB
mounting
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MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH FOR AMIGA

HERE is an interestingcircuit for all Amiga
owners who object to having to discon-

neet the mouse every time a second joystick
is required for a video game. The switch is
all-electronic, and can be connected perma-
nently to the joystick-l port on the Amiga.
Extremely simple to build from a minimum
of components, the circuit detects automati-
cally when the joystick or the mouse 15used.

The mouse supplied with the Amiga com-
puter supplies four signels, apart from the two
button signals. Signals Hand HQ (or Vand
VQ) indicate the direction, and XOand Xl
the speed (see Hg. 2). The joystick supplies
si milar signals, al though it must be noted that
joystick activity is simpler to detect than
mouse activity. The joystick is active when-
ever one of the four direction signals goes low.
By centrast. mouse activity can only be

detected by comparing the currentstate of the

"IDEN'J'IFICATION
ELE1CTOJt;
·TYPE GAL16V8;
·PINS
M1=2, M2~3, M3_4, M4~5, J1=9, J2=8, J3=1,
J4_6, Q2.T=12, Q3.T-13, Q4.T_14
HOUT.T=15, VOUT.T=16, SWM.T=11, OIF.T=18,
Ql.T"'19:
·BOOLEAN EQUATIONS
5WM = IOIF , 5WH , J1 , J2 , J3 , J4

+ DIF;
Q1 .. 5WH.M1

+ ISWH , J1;
Q2=SWM'M2

+ 15WH , J2;
Q3=5WM'M3

+ 15WH • J3;
Q4"SWM'M4

+ ISWH , J4;
VOOT = M1;
HOUT '"M2;
OIF E IVOUT , M1

+ IM1 • VOUT
+ IHOUT , M2
+ 1M2' HOUT;

·ENO

by D. Gembris
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Hand V lines with the previous state. The
mouse is active when these states are differ-
ent. Hence, a bistable and a clock would be
required to Implement an activity detector.
Hefe, a much simpler solution has been

found by making use of the propagation
delay of the logic functions contained in the
GAL. In practice. the actual delay is uncriti-

cal, so that even the slowest GALs ean be
used-a few nanoseconds are sufficient for
a reliable mouse activity detector.
The Jeft-hand mouse button is combined

with the button on the joystick via diode °1-
Pull-up resistors are fitted at the joystick and
mouse inputs to prevent non-defined sig-
nals when one of these devices is not con-

MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH FOR AMIGA

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI = array, 8x3.3 kQ

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4l48
IC 1= GAL 16V8 (ESS6003)

Miscellaneous:
KI, K2 = 9-way male sub-D connector.
angled, for PCB mounting

K3 = 9-way. female sub-D connector,
angled, for PCB mounting

PCB 914078

nected.
Those of you with access to a GAL pro-

grammer can use the source listing in Ftg. 3
to produce a J EDEC file and program their
own device. If you da not have a GAL pro-
grammer, YOLI may like to know that Ie1 is
available ready-programmed through our
Readers Services. •

RS232 WITH SINGLE POWER SUPPLY

~301'\

vcc

Cl- 18

MC145407

Cl+ 20

5 R,' ~oo, "

6 rxt ~Oll 15

1 RJ<2 ~ 002 14

8 Tx2 ~D12 13

9 Rx3 ~D03 12

10 Tx3 ~ Oll 11

vss

'0,asv
L......_ ...... -(O

914055-11
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by K. Walters

INMOST personal computers. the power
supply provides +5 V and ±12 V lines.

The positive 12 V line is needed for the disk
drives, and the ±l2 V für the RS232 inter-
face. Over the past few years, ICshave become
available (such as the MAX232) thatcan drive
serial channels (which need ±12 V) from a
single +5 V line.
In the dia gram, a Motorola MC145407

and four electrolytic capacttors provide±lO V
(the supply for RS232 connections may lie
between ±S V and ±15 V). The circuit also
provides three input buffersand three out-
put buffers {the MAX232 provides two of
each). If more buffers are needed. the Ie can
supply a 145406 via its Vdd and Vss pins to
give a total of six input buffers and six out-
put buffers.
The Iü-volt potentials are generated by

an integral 20 kHz oscillator and two volt-
age doublers. When the supply is loaded, these
voltages drop a little, but remain weil within
the RS232 requirement.
The open-circuit eurrent drawn by the Ie

is onIy 1.5 mA, but this increases, of ccurse,
under load conditions,
It is advisable to keep the construction as

campact as possible and to locate the elec-
trolytic capacitors very dose to the relevant
pins. The 330 nF decoupling capacitor must

be soldered with the shortest possible leads
between pins 2 and 19. Preferab ly, da not
use an Ie socket, beca use fairl y high peak CUf-

rents flow when theelectrolytic capacitors are
being charged. •
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Hand V lines with the previous state. The
mouse is active when these states are differ-
ent. Hence, a bistable and a clock would be
required to implement an activity detector.
Here, a much simpler solution has been

found by making use of the propagation
delay of the logic functions contained in the
GAL. In practice, the actual delay is uncriti-

cal, so that even the slowest GALs can be
used-a few nanoseconds are sufficient for
a reliable mouse activity detector.
The left-hand mouse button is combined

with the button on the joystick via diode Dj,
Pull-up resistors are fitted at the joystick and
mouse inputs to prevent non-defined sig-
nals when one of these devices is not con-

MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH FOR AMIGA

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl = array, 8x3.3 kQ

Semicondnctors:
D1 = IN4148
ICI = GAL I6V8 (ESS6003)

Miscellaneous:
Kl, K2 = 9-way male sub-D connector,
angled, for PCB mounting

K3 = 9-way, female sub-D connector,
angled, for PCB mounting

PCB 914078

nected.
Those of you with access to a GAL pro-

grammer can use the source listing in Fig. 3
to produce a JEDEC file and program their
own device. If you do not have a GAL pro-
gramm er, you may like to know that !Cl is
available ready-programmed through our
Readers Services. •

RS232 WITH SINGLE POWER SUPPLY

5V
r---~~------~-{+

10~
25V

:J!30n
19

VDD Vcc

10~
25V

3 C2- Cl- 18

10~
25V MC145407

C2 + Cl+ 20

5 RX1~DOl
16

6
TX1~Dll

15

7 Rx2 ~D02
14

8
Tx2 ~DI2

13

9 Rx3 ~D03
12

10
TX3~DI3

11

Vss

~---4----------~O
914055-11
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by K.Walters

INMOST personal computers, the power
supply provides +5 V and ±12 V lines.

The positive 12 V line is needed for the disk
drives, and the ±12 V for the RS232 inter-
face.Over the past few years, ICshave become
available (suchas the MAX232) thatcandrive
serial channels (which need ±12 V) from a
single +5 V line.
In the diagram, a Motorola MC145407

and four electrol ytic capacitors provide ±10V
(the supply for RS232 connections may lie
between ±5 V and ±15 V). The circuit also
provides three input buffersand three out-
put buffers (the MAX232 provides two of
each). If more buffers are needed, the IC can
supply a 145406 via its Vdd and Vss pins to
give a total of six input buffers and six out-
put buffers.
The lO-volt potentials are genera ted by

an integral 20 kHz oscillator and two volt-
age doublers. When the supply is loaded, these
voltages drop a little, but remain weIl within
the RS232 requirement.
The open-circuit current drawn by the IC

is only 1.5 rrtA, but this increases, of course,
und er load conditions.
It is advisable to keep the construction as

compact as possible and to locate the elec-
trolytic capacitors very elose to the relevant
pins. The 330 nF decoupling capacitor must

be soldered with the shortest possible leads
between pins 2 and 19. Preferably, do not
use an IC socket, because fairly high peak cur-
rents flow when the electrolytic capacitors are
being charged. •
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Hand V lines with the previous state. The
mouse is active when these states are differ-
ent. Hence, a bistable and a clock would be
required to Implement an activity detector.
Hefe, a much simpler solution has been

found by making use of the propagation
delay of the logic functions contained in the
GAL. In practice. the actual delay is uncriti-

cal, so that even the slowest GALs ean be
used-a few nanoseconds are sufficient for
a reliable mouse activity detector.
The Jeft-hand mouse button is combined

with the button on the joystick via diode °1-
Pull-up resistors are fitted at the joystick and
mouse inputs to prevent non-defined sig-
nals when one of these devices is not con-

MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH FOR AMIGA

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI = array, 8x3.3 kQ

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4l48
IC 1= GAL 16V8 (ESS6003)

Miscellaneous:
KI, K2 = 9-way male sub-D connector.
angled, for PCB mounting

K3 = 9-way. female sub-D connector,
angled, for PCB mounting

PCB 914078

nected.
Those of you with access to a GAL pro-

grammer can use the source listing in Ftg. 3
to produce a J EDEC file and program their
own device. If you da not have a GAL pro-
grammer, YOLI may like to know that Ie1 is
available ready-programmed through our
Readers Services. •

RS232 WITH SINGLE POWER SUPPLY

~301'\

vcc

Cl- 18

MC145407

Cl+ 20

5 R,' ~oo, "

6 rxt ~Oll 15

1 RJ<2 ~ 002 14

8 Tx2 ~D12 13

9 Rx3 ~D03 12

10 Tx3 ~ Oll 11

vss

'0,asv
L......_ ...... -(O

914055-11
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by K. Walters

INMOST personal computers. the power
supply provides +5 V and ±12 V lines.

The positive 12 V line is needed for the disk
drives, and the ±l2 V für the RS232 inter-
face. Over the past few years, ICshave become
available (such as the MAX232) thatcan drive
serial channels (which need ±12 V) from a
single +5 V line.
In the dia gram, a Motorola MC145407

and four electrolytic capacttors provide±lO V
(the supply for RS232 connections may lie
between ±S V and ±15 V). The circuit also
provides three input buffersand three out-
put buffers {the MAX232 provides two of
each). If more buffers are needed. the Ie can
supply a 145406 via its Vdd and Vss pins to
give a total of six input buffers and six out-
put buffers.
The Iü-volt potentials are generated by

an integral 20 kHz oscillator and two volt-
age doublers. When the supply is loaded, these
voltages drop a little, but remain weil within
the RS232 requirement.
The open-circuit eurrent drawn by the Ie

is onIy 1.5 mA, but this increases, of ccurse,
under load conditions,
It is advisable to keep the construction as

campact as possible and to locate the elec-
trolytic capacitors very dose to the relevant
pins. The 330 nF decoupling capacitor must

be soldered with the shortest possible leads
between pins 2 and 19. Preferab ly, da not
use an Ie socket, beca use fairl y high peak CUf-

rents flow when theelectrolytic capacitors are
being charged. •



SINE WAVE CONVERTER

THE ccnverter, based on a Type CA3080
operational transconductance amplifier

(OTA) converts a triangu1ar voltage into a
sinusoidal one with very low distortion. An
OTA is a device whose arnplification can be
varied by a control current.
The circuit needs a stable, precisely sym-

metrical supply voltage, since the control is
derived directIy from this via reststor R2. It
also needs a syrnmetrical triangular voltage
at a level of 350 mV p-p at pin 3 of [C,. The
output in those conditions is a sinusoidal
voltageata level of2.85 Vr.m.s. Provided the
circuit is constructed carefully and P1 is set
correctly, the distortion does notexceed 1.2%.
This figure deteriorates rapidly when the
supply voltage is not accurate or precisely
symmetrieaL •

byH,Kühne

IC'
CA3080 7

Ci ~4mA 15V
+

R2 er

:mon

4

100n

914074-11

POWER-ON DELAY

THE power supply for this analogue cir-
cuit that affords delays of 330 seconds is

taken directly from the mains. The direct
voltage at the output of the bndge rectifier
is held at 22 V by zener diode Ds. Resistor
~,which enables C, to discharge rapidly as
soon as the mains is switched off must be
rated at 250 V a.c. or 400 V d.c.
The delay is provided primarily by C.,

which is charged via C3, whose impedance
at50 Hz is about 10 MQ,andhalf-waverec-
tifier D6-D7. After a given period, the poten-
tial aeross C4 will be 12 V higher than the
source vol tage of Tl, which is set with Pl'
The gate of Tl has the same potential as C4.
Network RrCs serves to suppress any spu-
rious voltage peaks.
When the potential across C4 becomes

higher than the souree voltage of T" the FET
begins to cond uct and this will resul t in T2
being switched on. Moreover, the voltage
across the rela y is fed back to the ga te of Tl
via DS. 1his feedback ensures thatT, and T2
are quickly driven into saturation.
Once the relay has been energized, tran-

sistorT 3will be switched on via Rs-C6' When
this happens, C4 will discharge through the
transistor, so that the circuit is quickly back
in its initial state. The delay on power-up is,
therefore, not shortened by the resid ual charge

by G.Peltz

inC4. Inspiteof C, beingdischarged, the relay
remains actuated because the gate voltage
01 T, is held via Dg. Only when the supply
voltage is switched off will the relay be deen-
ergized.

Note that the circuit is connected electri-
cally to the mains so that greatcaution should
be observed during any testing and operation.

•
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m
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

TECHNIQUES

Whereas over the past few centuries temperature was
measured by observing the expansion of a liquid (and
later, a solid), nowadays many temperature measuring
devices are based on electronic sensors. This article
looks at the physical backgrounds and application areas
of such sensors, as weil as the methods of using them.

TEMPERATURE in the absiracr is not
easy to define, but it may be said of two

bodies at different temperatures that one
feels hotter to the touch than the other, or
that when placed in contact. heat flows from
the hotter to the colder. Temperature is thus
a difference, which may be measured by the
physical effects it produces in contact with a
measuring instrument called athermometer.
Thermometers of whatever nature are de-
vices for comparing temperature intervals
with a standard temperature interval, that
between two fixed points. The practical
fixed points are the ice point (the equili-
brium temperature between ice and air-satu-
rated water at standard atrnospheric
pressure) and the steam point (the tempera-
ture of equilibrium between liquid water and
its vapour at standard atmospheric pressure).
The SI definition of temperature makes the
fixed points absolute zero (0 K) and the
tripie point 0/ water (273.16 K), that is,
when the three phases liquid, solid and va-
pour exist together in equilibrium.
Scientifically speaking, ternperature

(symbol: T) is a measure of the kinetic en-
ergy of the molecules, atoms or ions of
whieh a body or substanee is eomposed. The
faster the movernent of these particles, the
higher the temperature of the body or sub-
stance. Unfortunately, measuring the speed
of moleeules is hardly a practicable method
to express temperature as a value. Fortu-
nately, we ean make use of some of the ef-
feets of temperature ehanges to measure the
remperature proper. What effects can we ob-
serve?
• the volume increases (usually) with
higher temperatures;

• the state of matter (usually) changes
from the solid into the liquid and, finally,
the gaseous phase.

• Many properties of matter, including
heat capacity , sound propagation and
electrical resistance, change.
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The best known instrument to record the
first type of change is the fluid thennometer.
The lengtb of the fluid column (mercury; al-
cohol) is a measure of temperature. The
fluid is forced to expand in one direction by
a small (giass) tube. A temperature change 1)

gives rise to a volume change, f.V (V,-V2),
of

where 'Y is the thermal expansion co-effi-
cient per kelvin for the relevant matter.
A second example of temperature reeor-

ding elements are thermometers and
thermostats based on bimetallic strips.

These are used, for example, in fuses. A bi-
metallic strip consists of two thin meta!
plates secured to one another, having differ-
ent expansion coefficients. One end of the
strip is securely fixed. Current flow through
the strip causes a temperarure increase,
which in turn causes the strip to bend owing
to unequal expansion of the components.
The free end can ihus serve to open or elose
an electrical circuit. The calculation of the
change of length is similar to that for fluid
expansion:

1=10 a 1)

where (J. is the length expansion co-efficient
for the relevant material. It should be noted
that the co-efficients 'Y and (J. are constant
wirhin a certain temperature range only
(generally, 0-40 "C far fluids, and 0-100 "C
for solid matter).

The phase change frorn solid to liquid as
a result of a temperature rise is exploited in
a well-known electrical component: the
fuse. The wire in a fuse melts when the cur-
rent through it exceeds a certain lirnit.
Bimetallic elements and fuses are not,

50 '" '" ."V('O)--_~
·100 '" '" '"'"

910\,cs.\1

Fig. 1. Characteristic curves 01 some passive temperature sensors.



-m~ST AND MEASUREMENT

strictly speaking, direcr temperature sen-
sors. They are unsuitable for anaJogue tem-
perature measurement, and merely serve to
establish or break an electrical circuit per-
manently or temporarily by monitoring a
current flow.

The resistance-based
thermometer
One of the most important effeets of tern-
perature ehanges on physieal properties is
the change of resistance of conductors and
semiconductors. There exist materials
whose resistivity, p, (rho), rises with tern-
perature. This is caused by an increase or de-
crease of charge carrier mobility, as a result
of a greater charge carrier density. In the
first ease, the material has a positive thermal
co-efficient, in the second, a negative ther-
mal co-efficient.
Thermometers based on resistors are

passive sensors that require auxiliary energy
to enable the effect of a temperature change
to be measured.
Conducting ternperarure sensors usually

eonsist of a copper-nickel a110y (ternpera-
ture range approx. -50°C to + ISO 0C), or
plarinum (-250°C to +1000 0C). The type
rnarking of the sensor indicates the material
resistance at 0 "C. A Type Pt 100 sensor, for
example, consists of platinurn, and is pro-
dueed to have a resistance of 100Q at 0 "C,
Apart from the metal-based sensors,

there are also semiconductor sensors such as
KTY sensors, PTC-cold, and NTC types.
These sensors are inexpensive, and widely
used in, for example, electric household
utensils (washing machines, tumble dryers,
etc.).
Figure 1 shows the ternperature-resist-

anee eharacteristic of a number of metals
and scmiconductors. The curves shown may
be approximated mathematieally by an ex-
ponential series. Sinee the eurves are rela-
tively straight, a sufficiently elose
rnathernatical deseription may be achieved
for powers up to 3. Similarly, the resistanee
characteristic is described sufficiently ac-
eurately by

R ~ Ra [a (u - ua) + ß r o - ua) +
+y(u-uaJ]

Lnthis equation, U is the eurrent temperature
and Uo the referenee temperature of 0 "C, at
which tbe resistance RO is valid.
The first power indicates the rate of rise

of the eurve (the temperature co-efficient),
and the second its curvature. The sensitiviry
of the sensor may be obtained by differentia-
tion:

S,~a +2ß (u-uaJ+3y (u-ual

Table 1. Temperature scale conversions

* For practical purposes, the ice point and the tripie point of water may be taken as Ihe same,
but strictly speaking, the tripie point of water is a !ittle higher lhan 0 "C since, under the
pressure of its own saturated vapour at that temperature, the melting pcmt of iee is about
0.0075 -c.

Absolute zero point
Tripie point point 01water "
Steam point

Kelvin (K)
o

273.15
373.15

Centigrade ("C)

-273.15
o
100

Fahrenheit (OF)
-459.67
32
212

'Ih----_~ positive metal

WARM
{~
Iocatlon}

COLD
{CCIfT1p.;arlson
Iocatlonj

- Utll--+ negative metat

~IOI4&-12

Fig. 2. Basic construetion of a thermoeouple.

Table 2liSlS the values of the first two co-ef-
fieients for the materials indicated in Fig. J.
Note that
• metals are less sensitive to temperature
changes than semiconductors (the
curves are straighter);

• the curvature of the characteristics is sig-
nificant at very high temperatures only,
since the ß co-efficient 1S 3 to 4 powers
of ten smaller than the n-coefficient;

• the temperature/resistance charaeteristic
of copper is linear;

• the non-linearity of semiconductor sen-
sors is much greater than that of metal
sensors;

• the resistance of manganin is virtually
independent of temperature;

• the thermistor characteristic is so non-li-
near that it is better described by an e
function than by series of powers. The
resistance is described by

R~Ra eB (lfT-lfTal

where T is the absolute temperature, and TO
equals ua + 273.15 K, or the referenee tern-
perature at which Ro is valid. The material
eonstant, B, is found in the datasheets. It
takes values of 2000 K to 5000 K at ua ~
20 "C, and eauses a sensitivity that is ten
times higher than that of metal film resistors,
since

2S,~ ß f Ta .

Also note tbat PTC thermistors have a posi-

Table 2. Co-efficients 01 tempera-
ture-dependent resistivity

Nickel
Platinum
Copper
KTY
Manganin

a (1IK)
+5.5.10-3

+3.9.10-3

+4.3.10-3

+9.10-3

<0.04.10-3

ß (1IK')
+7.4.10-6

-0.6.10-6

o
+11.10-6

-0.5.10-6

tive temperature coefficient within a certain
temperature range only-e-outside this range,
the co-efficient is negative.
Resistor-based thermometers come in

many shapes and sizes, Thermistors, PTCs
and NTCs are inexpensive, readily applic-
able and quite sensitive. Their non-linear be-
haviour, however, makes them hardly
suitable for measurement applications.
Their maximurn usable temperature is
usuaUy 200°C to 300 °C, although special
(and mueh more expensive) types may be
found with a rating of 1000 oe.

rntegrated semiconductor sensors such
as the LM35 series from National Sernicon-
duc tor are cbeap and tailored to temperature
measurement. These sensors have the in-
valuable advantage of a high Iinearity within
the operating temperature range. This li-
nearity is ensured by internal compensation
of the self heating caused by the current flow
through the sensor. There also exist vers ions
with an internal current source, wh ich
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TEMPERA TURE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Fig. 3. Characteristic curves of commonly used thermocouples.

allows current-drive to be applied, avoiding
errors caused by the resistance of lang COI1-

necting wires, The main shortcorning of
semiconductor temperature sensors is their
restricted operating temperature range and
maximum temperature, which is usually
ISO °C or so.
High temperatures are the exc1usive do-

main of passive and metal sensors. Inex-
pensive and accurate, these devices are used
at ternperatures up to 1000 "C. Their non-li-
nearity is fairly easy to compensate. On the
down side, passive and metal sensors offer a
low sensiriviry, and are relatively expensive.
Fortunately, metal film sensors are now
available thatcan be produced economically
whilsr offering the same aeeuracy and sta-
bility as the traditional types.

Thermoelements
The group of active thermoelements is quite
different from that of the passive resistanee
thennometers. While the latter require a cur-
rent tlow to operate, thermoelements pro-
duee a voltage proportional to temperature
by virtue of the Seebeck-effect: if two differ-
ent metals are joined, and the two junetions
are kept at different temperatures, an elec-
tromotive force (e.m.f.) is developed in the
circuit. The e.rn.f. is caused by electron
shifts inside a conductor of wh ich the ends
are at different temperatures. A metal is
called 'positive' if it has a surplus of elec-
trons at the 'hot' end, and 'negative' if the
'cold' end is negative with respeet to the
'hot' end. When a positive and a negative
metal are joined as shown in Fig. 2, the re-
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sultant thermoeurrent, hh, eauses a thermo-
voltage, Uth, across the resistor.
The thermovoltage is proportional to the

difference, Uberween the temperature at the
measurement loeation, Um, and that at the
comparison location, uc:

Um=Uc+ U

In praetice, an electronic cireuit is used to re-
late the temperature of the comparison loca-
tion to a virtual referenee of 0 "C. The
degree of electron shift is a material con-
stant. Same values are given below in order
of thermoelectrical voltage:

Material
Antimony
Iron
Zine
Copper
Lead
Aluminium
Platinum
Nickel
Bismuth

Symbol
Sb
Fe
Zn
Cu
Pb
Al
Pt
Ni
Bi

U'h (~VIK)
+35
+16
+3
+2.8
o
-o.s
-3.1
-19
-70

Figure 3 shows the characteristic eurves of
some commonly used tbermocouples. It is
seen that some of these exhibit a virtually li-
near thermovoltage charaeteristic, for in-
stance, the nickel/chromiurn-nickel,
copper/constantan and ironJconstantan com-
binations (constantan is a copperlnickel
alloy). The curves of the high-temperature
thermoelements with a range of up to
2650 °C are relatively non-linear, which is
indicative of a low sensitivity.

The most commonly used thermoele-
ments are classified according to the D[N-
IEC 584 standard:

Mark Comblnatton Symbols
T copper/constaruan CulCuNi
E chromium-nickel/constantan NiCT/CuNi
J iron/constantan FeJCuNi
K chromium-nickellaluminium-nickel NiCrlNiAI
R platinum + 13% rhodium/platinum Pt 13RhIPt
S platinum + IO%rhodiumiplatinum PtlORhlPt

In addition to these elements, thermo-
couples are available based on gold, silver,
rhenium, cobalt, molybdenum and wolfram.
Thermoelements are coupled to the

measurement electronics either by welding
or bolring. One alternative is a connector
whose contacts must be rnade of the same
materials as the thennoelement.

Pyrometers
Pyrometers are instruments far measuring
very high temperatures. Their main applica-
tion is in the meta} industry (steel works;
melting ovens), but also in meteorology. A
principle is used that has not been discussed
so far. Each body with a temperature higher
than the absolute zero ernits electromagnetic
waves of a length between 800 nm and
I mm. The power of this so called radiant
exitance depends on the temperature and on
the shape and colour ofthe object: black and
rough objects have a higher radiant flux than
smooth, bright ones. The relation between
the emission eonstant, the radiant flux, the
surface and the temperature is given by Ste-
fan's law (Stefan's law, often called the
Fourth Power law, is properly called the Ste-
fan-Bolzmann Law, since while Stefan de-
duced it empirically, Bolzmann later gave a
theoretical proof of it).
The radiant flux is distributed over a

wide spectral range, i.e., it is not of a single
wavelength. lt has been found that the short-
wavelength eomponents in this spectrum
beeome more prominent as the temperature
rises (Wien displacement law). This effect
may be observed when iron is heated: red
glowing iron is 'colder' than white glowing
iron.
The optical pyrometer depends for its ac-

tion on the Wien displacement law, and the
total radiation pyrometer on Stefan' s law.
Most pyrometers have optics complete with
a diaphragm and an interference lens. The
application is govemed by the 'visible' area,
the frequency range of the optics, and the ab-
solute absorbtion capaeity of the receiving
surface, which is usually a small black area.
This area absorbs the radiation energy, and
consequently heats up, alJowing the above
mentioned types of sensor to be used for the
actual temperature rneasurernent. •



VOX ACTUATOR FOR BABY ALARM
by R.G. Evans

HAVING arecent arrival in the family
meant that some form of baby alarm Cf

monitor was required if 'junior' was not to
'weh' unduly in his cot when left unat-
tended. The circuit published in Ref. 1
seemed suitable, and was duly built. How-
ever, having dealt with single-transistor RF
oscillators before, I was suspicious about the
lang-term stability of the transmitter, and
did not want to sit thinking a11 was well
when 'junior' was actually 'wahhi.ng away' a
few tens of kHz further up or down in the
FM band.
The circuit shown in Pig. 1 was de-

veloped to enable the vax (voice-operated
switch) at a user-determined interval (1 to
10 minutes), and to emit a recognizable
sound, such that the correct operation of the
device could be verified. WeIl, in actual fact
the single-transistor oscillator in the FM
transmitter proved to be more stable than the
receiver used to monitor it!

The circuit
The circuit (Fig. 1) comprises three sections:
an oscillator and counter, a digital pulse gen-
erator, and two tone generators. Referring to
the circuit diagram, R1, R2 and Cl are C011-

nected to the oscillator pins of a 4060 oscilla-
tor / divider, JCl. Resistor R.3 and capacitor
C2 serve to reset both counters when the cir-
cuit is switched on. Resistor R4 and LED D,
form a counting indicator that provides evi-
dence that the circuit is actually working-
ideal for anxious parents! Pin 7 on ICl sup-
plies the clock pulse that stcps the 4017 de-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the vax timer.

cade counter, IC2. If a slower progression
through the counts is required. simply use
subsequent outputs, for example, Q5 avail-
able on pin 5 of the 4060). Sinee the 4060 is a
binary counter, each successive output will
take twice as lang to step through the tone
sequence selected. Similarly, if a shorter time
between bleep sequences is needed, take
lower Q outputs to reset both counters (as
drawn, this is done by the highest counter

Fig. 2. FM transmitter used with the VQX (see Ref. 1).

output, Q14). The decade counter, [0,
makes each output high in succession, until
Q9 is reached. This is connected directly to
the ENABLE to disable counting when high.
Before this happens. each successive 'high' is
fed through a diode to the requlred oscillator
enable input. Gaps of one or more counts
have been left between successive tones. By
using various combinations of diedes and
TC2 outputs, a variety of effects can be
achieved. In this application, all that was re-
quired was a distinctive note, although a
morse-code-like sequence could easüy be
programmed.

Circuit IC3 contains four NAND gates,
allowing two gated oscillators to be realized.
Note thateach oscillator drives a single piezo
resonator direct. On the prototype, this
caused no problems with overloading of the
NAND gate outputs. Changing the value of
C3 or C4will change the töne frequency as re-
quired.
Current consurnption of the circuit

should average about 5 mA, most of which
goes to the 'counting' LED. Removing this
on the prototype reduced current consump-
tion to 0.8 rnA except when tones were
sounding. when the current drawn was
6mA. At this low level, an Alkaline PP3 9-V
battery should give about 500 hours service .

•
Reference:
1. "Mini FM transmitter". Elektor Electronics
july / August 1991.
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UNIVERSAL POWER-ON DELAY

by J. Ruffell
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OUTPUTQl olthisdelay circuitbecomes
active after the switch-on period has

elapsed and remains so until the next cycle
is begun. Output Q2, on the other hand,
also functionsas a monostable; after its mono
period has elapsed. Q2 automatically be-
comes inactive. The mono period can be set
between 1 second and 4 seconds with P2. The
power-on delay can be setaccurately between
1 second and 1 min ute with P, and DIP
switch 51.
The circuit is also provided with a count-

down indicator: the dtglt display on LD1
givescontinuous Information on the rernaining
switch-on time. The 7-segment display is
driven by IC4, a decoder chip that makes
only the normal digits (1-9) visible.
When the end 01 the delay period has

been reached, counter TC1 has ccme to posi-
tion O.As a result. the output of 1C3a goes
high and Tl is switched on. Sinceat the same
time the output of lC3b toggles from high to
Iow, monostable IC2d is started. The output
ofthe rnonostable then goes high and switches
on T2, indicated by the lighting 01 the deci-
mal point 01 the display. Also, start/stop
bistable IC2b-IC2cisreset, which disables the
counter and the oscil1ator. Ta start the next
tirne-out cycle, the bistable must be set afrcsh,
for which, withlinkJPl in thepositionshown
in the diagram, a last transition (trailing
edge) is required at the input. This is er-
ranged most simply by pressing 52, but the
transition may also eome frorn another cir-
cuit or from a sensor.
When]pl is in the other position, the out-

put of the monostable is linked to the input
01 the start/stop bistable (flip-flop). This re-
sults in the time-out cycle being started anew
at the end of the mono time. The circuit then
operates as an oseillator.
The circuit requires apower supply of

8-15 V. It draws a current of about 40 mA,
most 01which by the display. Transistors Tl
and T2 can switch up to 400 mA •



BCD ROTARY SWITCH

BINARY-coded-decimal (thumb-wheel)
switches are not only relatively expens-

ive, but are also often not available to the
wanted specification. A good alternative is
shown in the present circuit that uses gener-
ally easily available components and a 12-
postnon rotary switch (the most popular
type) 01which two positions are disablad.
The terminals of the switch are connected

to the inputs of a prority encoder, IC}_When
an input goes low, the TCputs the number of
that input as an inverted BCDcode at the
output. The four XOR gates enable the in-
verted code to be inverted again into a stan-
dard BCDcode. Thisoperationiseffected with
link JPl: in position P, the output carries the
standard BCD code, and in position N, the
inverted BCD code.
The circuit is powered by 3-18 V (because

eMOS ICs are used). The use of a 5 V source
enables LS,TTL, HC and HCT inputs also to
be connected to the switch.
The circuit draws a current of only about

200 IlA. •

by J. Ruffell

IC2 = 40708

RI ... R9
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BATTERY TESTER

VARIOUS types 01 dryand rechargeable
battery (with an e.m.f. 0152.7 V) can be

tested with the circuit shown in the diagram.
It is based on the well-known Type LM3914
LED-display driver from National Semicon-
ductor. The circuit compares the e.m.f. of the
batterywith a reference voltage that isderived
from an internal source. The reference po-
tential (pin 8) can be set between 1.5 Vand
2.7 Vby RI-R2-Pj. The voltage at pin 8 refers
to the maximum scale value of the LED se-
ries. Thatis, if that voltage is 1.5 V,each LED
represents 150 mV. Jt is recommended to set
it to 1.5 V lor NiCd batteries, end to 2.0 V
for dry batteries. Resistor R1 arranges a cur-
rent 01 12.5mA lor each LED.
Itis advisable to test dry batteries on load,

stnce the terminal volta ge depends on the
residual capacity. And, of course, the e.m.f.
of even an almost flat battery is still elose to
its specified value. Rechargeable batteries
retain their specified e.m.f. until they are vir-
tually dlscharged, when Itdrops lairly rapidly.
It is, therefore, of not much use to check the
residual capacity of these batteries on the basis
of their e.m.f.: the test is limited to an indi-
cation of whether the battery is fully charged
or (nearly) flat. •

by A.B. Tiwana
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EI
GENTLE HALOGEN-LIGHT SWITCH

THE switch circuit, intended for low-volt-
age halogen lights. extends the life of the

lamps, because it ensures that the filament
current is increased gradually, thus obviat-
ing the high peak currents that flow through
the lamp with normal switches. The addi-
tion of a timer would enable the circuit to
switch the lamp off agam after apreset pe-
riod of time.
The lamp is switched via Tl, a MOSFET

that has a channel resistance of only 0.08 n,
which ensures that lasses are low (in the
prototype <;250 mW). Control is by means
of pulse-wid th modulation, which also tends
to minimize lasses.
The circuit is switched on and off with 51-

ßistable lC2b 1Sa debounce circuit that clocks
binary scaler 1C2a. When the Q output of the
scaler is high, the lamp is on or is coming
on; when the Q output is low, the lamp is
out or gotng out. The lamp may be switched
off automatically by Ie3 after apreset time.
The time, t, in seconds, is calculated frorn
t =32768x2.3xR4xC7, where R4 is in ohms

by H. Moser

and C7 in farads. With values as shown, the
time is 700 s (11 min).
When the reset input of lC2a is earthed,

the lamp can be controlled only via 51; timer
IC3 and the associared Re network can then
be omitted.
When the lamp is switched on with SI,

the voltage across C6 rises slowly. Because of
D3, even at standby there is a potential aCrDSS
C6 at a level just below that necessary to tog-
gle comparator leIb' As soon as C6 is being
charged, the comparator will, therefore, tog-
gle almost i.mmediately. This starts rectan-
gular-wave generator IC1c' However, it is
not the rectangular signal that is used here,
but the triangular signal across Cg. That sig-
nal is compared with the voltage across C6·
This resulrs in a 25 kHz reetangular signal
at the output oflCld, whose pulse width in-
creases slowly. That signal ls used to drive
Tl, and thus the lamp. which will gradually
begon to light.
The voltage across Cg continues to rise until

the toggle level ofcomparator IC la Is reached.

That circuit then toggles, which stops gener-
ator IClet but Tl is kept conducting by ICId·
The potential across C6 is kept just above the
toggle level of JC I, by D2. This arrangement
makes it possible, if required, far the lamp to
be turned down almost immediately after 51
is pressed or the time set for IC3has elapsed.
When IC Ia toggles aga in, the triangular

voltage Is compared with the falling poten-
tial aCrDSSC6, so that the pulse width of the
output signal frorn IC Id decreases. When the
volta ge across C6 has reached the level at
which ICIb toggles, the generator is switched
off agam, but this time Tl, and thus the lamp.
remains off.
Finding switch S1 in the dark is facilitated

by using a switch with integral LED (D4).
The power supply consists of a suitable

mains transformer (which is probably al-
ready present for the lamp) and a bridge rec-
tifier rated at 3 A. The current is drawn pri-
marily by the lamp: with a 20 W lamp. it
amounts to 1.6 A. •
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HCT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

THE wide frequency range, low power
consumption and well-defined switching

levels of HCMOS inverters make these de-
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by J. Bareford

vices emlnently suited to buildtng quartz
crystal oscillatars with TTL compatible out-
puts. Here, the six gates in a 74HCT04 pack-

age are used to build three crystal oscilla-
tors. The only difference between the 2 MHz,
16 MHz and 24 MHz oscillators is the capac-



Im HCT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

itance around the quartz crystal, which in
a11cases must be a type that resonates at the
fundarnentalfrequency;overtonecrystalscan-
not be used here.
For output frequencies.L; other than the

ones used here. use the folJowing design
data:

C, = 723 /10;
C, = C, / 4.

where j ; is in MHz and Cl, C, in pF. For
I-MHz crystals with a high impedance:

When one of the oscillators is not built,
make sure to fit a wire link in pes position
Cl, C3 or es. This ensures a low level at the
Input of the first oscillator gatc. preventing
high current consumption and spurious 05-

cillation 01 the HCT04. •

PARTS LIST
Reslstors:
RI, R3, R5 = LOMn
R2, R4, R6 = 220 n
Capaeiters.
CI = 82 pF
C2 = 330 pF
C3= 12pF
C4=47 pF
C5 = 5.6 pF
C6 = 22 pF
C7=lOOnF

Semicooductors:
ICI = 74HCT04

Miscellaneous:
X I = crystal 2 MHz
X2 = crystal 16 MHz
X3 = crysral 24 MHz

IC1I

'..1
C.

82PJ:

IC1 = 74HCT04

~

~
914069-11
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2764 EPROM EMULATOR
by I & H.J. Ehlers

THE emulatorenablesa Type 2764 EPROM
in an existing circuit to be replaced by a

static RAM. It is a vcry compact circuit: to-
gether with the stand-by power supply, it
fits on a 105x40 mrn (4 '/8 x 19/16 in) board.
To all intents and purposes, the action of

the circuit is indistinguishable from that of
an aetua! 2764 EPROM. The programming
volta ge may be 12.5 V or 21 V An addi-
tional advantage of the emulator is that pro-
grarnming and erasing d uring a develop-
ment phase are not necessary, thus saving
much time.
The position olswitch S;,deterrnines whether

the circuit is actuated or inactive. When it is
closed, the circuit Is inacrive and the mem-
ory cannot be influenced externally: it is then
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HCT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

itance around the quartz crystal, which in
all cases must be a type that resonates at the
fundamental frequency; overtone crystals can-
not be used here.
For output frequencies.j' 0' other than the

ones used here, use the following design
data:

C2 = 723 110;
CI=C2/4.

where 10 is in MHz and Cl, C2 in pE For
I-MHz crystals with a high impedance:

CI=C2/1O.

When one of the oscillators is not built,
make sure to fit a wire link in PCB position
Cl, C3 or CS. This ensures a low level at the
input of the first oscillator gate, preventing
high current consumption and spurious os-
cillation of the HCT04. •

PARTS LIST
Reststors.
RI, R3,. R5 ::::10Mn
R2, R4,·R6 :::::220n

Cäpacitors:
Cl:::: 82pF
C2::::330pP"
C3:::: 12 pF
C4::::47'pF
CS:::: 5.6pF
C6::::22.pF
C7:::: lOOnF

Semiconductors:
ICI ::::74HC'I'04

Miscellaneous:
xr, crystal 2 MHz
X2:= crystal16 MlJz
X3 ::::crystal 24 MHz

ICi1

Cl

82P~

ICi = 74HCT04

~

~
914069-11

leao~rel

2764 EPROM EMULATOR
by I & H.J. Ehlers

THE emulator enables aType2764EPROM
in an existing circuit to be replaced by a

static RAM. lt is a very compact circuit: to-
gether with the stand-by power supply, it
fits on a lOSx40mm (4 1/8 xl 9h6 in) board.
To all intents and purposes, the action of

the circuit is indistinguishable fram that of
an actual 2764 EPROM. The programming
voltage may be 12.5 V or 21 V. An addi-
tional advantage of the emulator is that pro-
gramming and erasingduring a develop-
ment phase are not necessary, thus saving
much time.
Thepositionofswitch5:2 determineswhether

the circuit is actuated or inactive. When it is
closed, the circuit is inactive and the mem-
ory cannot be influenced externally: it is then

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1991



Im HCT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

itance around the quartz crystal, which in
a11cases must be a type that resonates at the
fundarnentalfrequency;overtonecrystalscan-
not be used here.
For output frequencies.L; other than the

ones used here. use the folJowing design
data:

C, = 723 /10;
C, = C, / 4.

where j ; is in MHz and Cl, C, in pF. For
I-MHz crystals with a high impedance:

When one of the oscillators is not built,
make sure to fit a wire link in pes position
Cl, C3 or es. This ensures a low level at the
Input of the first oscillator gatc. preventing
high current consumption and spurious 05-

cillation 01 the HCT04. •

PARTS LIST
Reslstors:
RI, R3, R5 = LOMn
R2, R4, R6 = 220 n
Capaeiters.
CI = 82 pF
C2 = 330 pF
C3= 12pF
C4=47 pF
C5 = 5.6 pF
C6 = 22 pF
C7=lOOnF

Semicooductors:
ICI = 74HCT04

Miscellaneous:
X I = crystal 2 MHz
X2 = crystal 16 MHz
X3 = crysral 24 MHz

IC1I

'..1
C.

82PJ:

IC1 = 74HCT04

~

~
914069-11

leao~rel

2764 EPROM EMULATOR
by I & H.J. Ehlers

THE emulatorenablesa Type 2764 EPROM
in an existing circuit to be replaced by a

static RAM. It is a vcry compact circuit: to-
gether with the stand-by power supply, it
fits on a 105x40 mrn (4 '/8 x 19/16 in) board.
To all intents and purposes, the action of

the circuit is indistinguishable from that of
an aetua! 2764 EPROM. The programming
volta ge may be 12.5 V or 21 V An addi-
tional advantage of the emulator is that pro-
grarnming and erasing d uring a develop-
ment phase are not necessary, thus saving
much time.
The position olswitch S;,deterrnines whether

the circuit is actuated or inactive. When it is
closed, the circuit Is inacrive and the mem-
ory cannot be influenced externally: it is then
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way the memory can be erased is by placing
it in an EPROM programmer, setting switch
51 to'erase', and actuating the function 'Blank
Check' or 'Read Out' on the programmer.
When this routine has been completed, the
entire content of the emulator is set to FF-H.
Switch S1 must then be set to position 'pro-
gram' again, whereupon the emulator can
be programmed in the traditional manner.
When programming has been completed,

'I"IC2:: 74HCT132
ICl:: 74HCTG2

in the stand-by mode. Tlus mode should be
selected when it Is expected that the circuit
will not be used for some time or when it is
removed from, or placed into, another circuit.
When 52 ls open. the content of the mem-

Dry is protected by Je" T, and Tl. The only

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI, R8 = 'Hn
R2, RI5 = 100n
R3, R4 = 560 kl1
R5, R I1 = 68 kfl
R6=39kn
R7 = 3.3 kfl
R9=330n
RI0=560n
R12, R14, RI6 = 1 kl1
Rl3=3.9kfl
R I 7 = array 8x47 k.Q
PI = 250 kn preser

Capacitors:
CI = IOOnF
C2=2.2W·16V
C3=IOOpP

Semiconductors:
01,05 = BAT85
D2 = IN4148
03 = zener diode 3.3 V, 400 mW
04 = zenerdiode2.7V.400mW
TI, T4 = BC556B
T2= BOl40
T3 = BC547B
ICI =6264
IC2 = 74HCT132
lC} = 74HCT02

Miscellaneous:
SI -S3 = PCB slide s\v-irchjchange-over conrect
Butt I = 3 V lithium battery

~
, ," ,12~3d 3 ICJ,1

" I,.." "
" ce AO~

" " Al~
13 02 A2~
15 03 ICl A3~
UI o. 626' A4~
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Aß 2~ "8

U CS2
.. 9 24 ..g

". 21 "'0

'" 13"'''
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22 OE

20 CS,

'"
I"
*oeelu,

52 must be closed and the emulator can then
be inserted into its proper place in the cir-
cuit. Before that circuit can be operared. 52
must be opened again.
The battery supply is switched on and off

with switch 53: when it is switched off the
content of the RAM is lost, of course.
As can be seen in the photo, two peB ter-

minal strips with extra lang pins are used ta
replace the EPROM pins. •

-

J "r~"~ \-~,
100P L~ ~ T*..
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in the stand-by mode. This mode should be
selected when it is expected that the circuit
will not be used for some time or when it is
removed from, or placed into, anothercircuit.
When 52 is open, the content of the mem-

ory is protected by IC2, T4 and Tl. The only

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl, R8 = 22kQ
R2, RI5 = 100 0
R3, R4= 560 kO
R5, Rll = 68 kO
R6 = 39 kO
R7=3.3 kQ
R9 = 330 0
RIO=5600
RI2. RI4, RI6 = I kQ
R13 = 3.9 kQ
R 17 = array 8x47 kQ
PI = 250 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl = loonF
C2 = 2.2 J.lF, 16 V
C3=loopF

Semiconductors:
DI, D5 = BAT85
D2= IN4148
D3 = zener diode 3.3 V, 400 mW
D4 = zener diode 2.7 V, 400 mW
TI, T4 = BC556B
T2=BDI40
T3 = BC547B
ICI = 6264
IC2 = 74HCTl32
IC3 = 74HCT02

MisceUaneous:
SI-S3 = PCB slide switch;change-over contact
Batt l = 3 V lithium battery

) .
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way the memory can be erased is by placing
it in an EPROM programmer, setting switch
51to' erase', and actuating the function 'Blank
Check' or 'Read Out' on the programmer.
When this routine has been completed, the
entire content of the emulator is set to FF-H.
Switch 51 must then be set to position 'pro-
gram' again, whereupon the emulator can
be programmed in the traditional manner.
When programming has been completed,

90409~11

52must be closed and the emulator can then
be ins er ted into its proper pIace in the cir-
cuit. Before that circuit can be operated, 52
must be opened again.
The battery supply is switched on and off

with switch 53: when it is switched off, the
content of the RAM is lost, of course.
As can be seen in the photo, two PCB ter-

minal strips with extra long pins are used to
replace the EPROM pins. •



CLASS APOWER AMPLIFIER - PART 2

THE voltage amplifier and current ampli-
fier are housed on separate printed-cir-

cuit boards-c-see Fig. 3 and 4 (Part 1). The
current-amplifier boardis fitted just above the
hea t sink as shown inPig. 1, while the dri vers,
current contrcl transistor and output tran-
sistors are screwed undemea th (or beside) the
board on to the heat sink. The terminals of
the transistors are bent upwards at 90° about
3 mm from their housing and then soldered
directly to the board. All other components
are fitted at the track side of the board a few
rrrillimetres above the surface.

Protection circuit
The proteetion circuit serves to:
• delay the energizing of the output relay
by a few seconds frorn power-on;

• monitor the d.c. resistance of the loud-

by T. Giffard

speaker on switch-on: if this is lower than
2.2 Q. (nearing short-circuit), the output
relay is not energized;

• deactuate the relay if the direct voltage
across the output terminals of the ampli-
fier rises above 0.6 V (indicating adefeet
in the amplifier);

• deactuate the relay if Olle, or both, of the
secondary a.c. voltages fails-this also
ensures that the loudspeakers are discon-
neeted from the output when the ampli-
fier is switched off.
Although the amplifier is not protected

against short-circuits during operation, the
output transistors can cope with such large
currents that a short-circuit has disastrous
results only whenithappens at full drive. Such
conditions are, however,notenvisaged. After
a11,this is a quelitydesign, nota foolproofpub-
lic-address amplifier.

The circuit diagram of the protection sec-
tion is given in Fig. 5. Note that the relay is
not shown here, beeause it is loeated on the
current amplifier board---see Pig. 4 (Part 1).
The relay is controlled by Schmitt trigger T43
and T41. The hysteresis in these stages, de-
terrnined by R99-R1Q0, ensures that the relay
Is energized when the potential across C47 is
notlessthan 11 V and de-energized when that
potential drops below 8.5 V. Inverter T42 in the
colleetor circuit of T41 conducts when the
relay is energized and this causes D29 to light.
When the power is swi tched Oll, and every-

thing is in good order, C47 is charged slowly
via R97. Once the potential across the capac-
itor has reached a level of 11 V,T43 is switched
on and the output relay is energized.
Capaeiter C47 is shunted by T40, which

enables it to discharge very rapidly if a fault
arises. The base of T40 is conneeted to the
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Fig. 6. Prinled-circuil board tor Ihe proleclion unil.

Miscellaneous:
K2 = 10-way header for PCB mounting

IDC socket for mating with K2
PCB 880092-3 (see Readers' services)

PARTSLlST Capacitors:
C40 = 150 nF
C41, C46 = 10 iJF, 25 V
C42, C43 = I iJF, 63 V
C44, C45 = 220 iJF, 25 V
C47 = 100 iJF, 40 V
C48 = 2.2 iJF. 63 V

Resistors:
R75, R77 = 15 kQ
R76, R99, RIO I = 100 kfl
R78 = 2.2 Q
R79, R81 = 10 kfl
R80 = 1.8 kfl, 0.5 W
R82, R89, RlO5 = 2.2 kfl
R83, R85 = 22 kQ
R84, R86 = 100 Q
R87 = I kQ
R88 = 150 kfl
R90=27 kQ
R91 =5.6 kQ
R92 = 2.2 kQ, 0.5 W
R93, R95 = 56 kfl
R94 = 12 kfl
R96= 150Q
R97 = 270 kfl
R98, RI04 = 2.7 kQ, 1.5 W
Rloo=IMQ
RI02 = 330 Q, 0.5 W
RI03 = 220kQ

Semiconductors:
D20, D23-26 = IN4148
D21, D22 = zener, 15 V, 400 111W
D27 = LED, orange
D28 = zener, 10 V. 400 mW
D29 = LED. red
D30, D31 = IN4oo2
D32 = zener, 18 V, 400 mW
T35, T36, T40, T43 = BC546B
T37 =BF256A
T38 = BC639
T39, T41, T42 = BC556B
lCI = LF41lCN
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CLASS APOWER AMPLlFlER - PART 2

secondary winding of the transformer via
R9s-C4g--Rl05-D3CrD31'This rectifier circuit
provides a negative direct voltage at a level
which ensures that Tpj is switched on as soon
as the secondary voltage fails.
All other protection sections make use of

T40via a comparator based on T39.When the
base potential ofT39 drops below about 12 V,
that transistor conducts, and this causes C47
to discharge via T40.
The value of the loudspeaker resistance

is monitored by ICl immediately after the
power is switched on, but just before the
relay is energized. The inputs of the IC are
connected to a Wheatstone bridge. one arm
of which consists of R75and the loudspeaker
resistance, and the other of R77and R78. If
the loudspeaker resistance is smaller than
2.2 n, the output of the opamp goes high so
that T38 1S switched on and LOW IMP indi-
cator D27lights. At the same time, T39swi tches
on T40,so that the relay cannot be energized.
When the loudspeaker resistance is lugher

than 2.2 0:, the relay is energized a few sec-
onds after power-on. The voice coil is then
no longer connected to the inverting input
of IC, via pins 5 and 6 of K, and the JC can
no longer monitor its resistance. During nor-
mal operanon. the output of Iel is kept low
via diode D20.
The di.rect voltage at the outpur of the am-

plifier is measured by the differential am pli-
fier formed by T35 and T36. The output sig-
nal ts fed to T35direct and to T36via C44and
C45.If the direct-voltage difference is greater
than 0.6 V, the collector vo1tage of either T35
or T36 drops to such an extent that T39 is
switched on via D23 or D24, depending on
the polarity of the direct voltage.
Transistors T27and T30in the current am-

plifier-see Fig. 2 in Part l-measure the
current through the ernitter resistor of one of
the output transistors in the positive and
nega tive half of the output signal respecti vely.
When the peak value of that current exceeds
15 A, T39is switched on via the ERROR line,
so that the relay is de-energized.

Power supply
The power supply isdesigned as a dual mono
configuration toensurecomplete isolation be-
tween the two outpur stages. Its circuit Is
contained in Fig. 2 (Part 1). It also needs an
additional board-see Fig. 7-to hause the
auxiliary transformer, TrI, rectifiers 035-D38,
and smoothing capacitors C54and CS5.The
board is designed to be fitted with a number
of terminal blocks to facili tate the inter-wiring
of the amplifier sections.

Construction
Theconstruction details are given for a mono
ampliiier; two such amplifiers are needed,
of course, for a stereo Installation.
The prototype is built in a fairly expens-

ive enciosure with integral heat sinks; a suit-
able box and separate heat sinks may,ofcourse,
also be used. Itis best to begin by drilling (and,
preferably, tapping) holes in the heatsinks for
the fastening screws of the boards and tran-



AUDIO & HI-FI

sistors: a photocopy of Fig. 4 can be used as
a template. Note that the board must be cen-
tred on the heat sink to ensure even heat dis-
tribution.
Next, build the voltage and current ampll-

fier boards, followed by that for the protec-
tion unit. It is worth while to pair the tran-
sistors beforehand, parücularly'Tj- T4,T6-T7,
T21-T221 T23+T24-T2S+T26, and, not so im-
portant, Ts-T9 and TurTn·
On the current amplifier board, fit all com-

ponents at the track side, a few millimetres
above the tracks. Note that inductor LI has
fewerturns thanitscounterpartin the LFA150.
Resistor R63 is located in the centre of the

PARTS LIST

ANClLLARY POWER SUPPLY
Resistors:
R106= 820Q

Capacitors:
C50-53 = 22 nF
C54, C55 = I000 ~, 63 V
C56, C57 = 680 nF, 100 V
C58 = 22 ~, 25 V

Semiconductors:
D35- 39 = IN4002
D40 = LED, green

Miscellaneous:
Tri = mains trans former, 2x9 V, 3 VA Ior

PCB mounting
F I = fuse, 50 mA, delayed action, with
PCB-mount holder

3x six-way PCB terminal block
PCB 880092-4 (see Readers' services)

MAIN POWER SUPPLY:
BI = BlOOC35000
Tr2 = torroidal mains trausformer, 2x22 V,
5A

C31, C32 = 2x22,OOO~, 40 V
F2 = Iuse, 2 A, delayed action
SI = double-pole mains switch
Mains input socket with integral
fusebolder

Heat sink: thermal resistauce ~0.4 KIW
Enclosure

SWITCH-ON DELAY SECTION
Resistors:
RI =220Q
R2 = 1MQ, ~350 V
R3, R4 = 22 Q, 10 W (4x12 Q, 5 W)

Capacitors:
Cl = IOOO~,40V
C2 = 330 nF, 630 V

Semiconductors:
DI-4 = IN4007
D5 = zener, 24 V, 1.4 W

MisceUaneous:
Rel =relayforPCB mounting, 24 V d.c.,

20 mA. contact rating ~5 A

coil, thus 'floating' a good centimetre (about
71t6 in) above the board.
Make certain that the type numbers of Tl

and T2 in the voltage amplifier have the suf-
fix 'V' (whichindicates the amplification fac-
tor). Also ensure that the dot on the case of
thisdual FETislocated above the corresponding
dot on the board.
The pairs T3-T4 and T6-T7 must be juxta-

posed with their smooth sides separated by
heat conducting paste. Tighten the pairs to-
gether with a nylon cable tie.
Mount transistors Ts, T9, TlOand Tn, in-

sulated from Olle another, on a common L-
shape aluminium heat sink measuring
55x20x15 mm (21fsx3/4x9 h6 in).
Note that the dimensions of a number of

components on theprint have becomesmaller
(because their rating has been reduced) and
that several of the indicated voltage levels

on the board are no longer correct.
After the three boards have been com-

plered, fit the drivers, output transistors and
T20-T 26 to the heat sink: use heat conducting
paste and insulatingwashers throughout. Cut
about 1 mm off the washers for the output
transistors to prevent their overlapping.
Bend the plns ofT,,- TZ6 into a 'Z', so that

their ends finish up about 1.2 mm (1h6 in)
above the heat sink-see Pig. 8.
The pins of Tjj end T22 must point straight

up and those of the quiescent-current tran-
sistor, T20, obliquely upwards. While bend-
ing the pins, check from time to time with
the current amplifier board to make sure that
everything fits nicely. If so, the board can be
fitted on to the heat sink with the aid of 1 cm
(3/s in) long spacers. The transistor termi-
nals should loeate exaetly in the eppropriare
holes in the board.

,
~ .,.

1~-seOOBB.aQ3,1

o o

Fig. 7_Printed-circuit board tor the ancillary power supply.
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Bend the terminals of the output transis-
torsso that they lieon the relevantsolderpads
over a lengthof a few millimetres, whereupon
a11 transistors can be soldered in place.
Next, fit the voltagearnplifieron to the cur-

rent amplifier board on 30 mm (Pi!6 in)
spacers, and then the protection board on to
the voltage amplifier board. agam on 30 mm
(Ph6 in) spacers. The length of the spacers,
by the way, is dietated largely by the dimen-
sions of the components.
Intercon.nect the 10-way connectors on

the protection board and current-amplifier
board by a length of suitably terminated 10-
core flatcable. Interlink points A, B, C and
FB on the current amplifier and voltage am-
plifier boards by short lengths of enamelled
copper wire.
Provide a good number of ventilation holes

in the top and bottom panels of the enclos-
ure: the heat sinks get pretty hot and part of
that heat is radiated into the case. Note that
the ageing of most electrolytic capacitors (in
the power supply) is aceelerated at very high
temperatures. It pays, therefore, to use elec-
trolytic capacitors that ere designed for op-

eration in high temperatures.
The bottom panel also needs sorne holes

for access to presets PI.
In the protorypc, the two ma ins trans-

formers were placed one above the other in
the eentre of the ease. Fit each of the boards
of the ancillary power supplies on two L-
shaped pieces of aluminium, in such a way
that the 6-way terminal blocks are accessible
from above. Screw the bridge rectifier next
to the transformers to the bottom panel with
behind it the electrolytic capacitors-see
Fig. 12. Keep a reasonable gap between the
rectifier and the capacitors, because the rec-
tifier gets pretty hot.
Figure 12 gives the wiring diagram of a

mono amplifier: everything shown must be
doubled for a stereo amplifier, except the
mains entry, on/ off switch and switch-on delay
circuit.
The switch-on delay eireuit prevents the

fuses blowing when the amplifier is switehed
on (surge currents!). lt consists of only a few
components, so that it can easiJy be accom-
modated on a smal l piece of vero (proto-
typing) board.

CLASS A AMPLlFIER - PART 2

The 'earth' side of the audio input ccn-
nector must be connected to the metal case.
lf an insulated connector is used, fit a solder
tag to its 'earth' side and solder this to the
meta! case. These are the onl y earth points that
should be connected to the metal case. Note
that the loudspeaker return line is not con-
nected, as usual, to the central earthing point
(between C31 and C3,), but to polnt C on the
current-amplifier board. This arrangement
ensures the least possible potential differ-
ence via the earth line between the input sig-
nal and the feedback signal at the gate of T2
on the one hand, and the loudspeaker signal
on the other, so that distortion is kept well
below that in a traditionally wired amplifier.
lt was arrived at after extensive measurements
with a number of earthmg configurations.

Testing and setting up
After the wiring of the power supplies has
been completed. it is wise to check it care-
fully before the amplifiers are connected to
the power lines. Switch on the mains and
measure the voltages aeross the buffer ca-

THD+noise at 14 Veff, a + 4 ohm'.__ Ap
I%l

0.1
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Fig. 8. This photo shows how the output transistors should be Fig. 9. Harmonie distortion over Irequeney range 20 Hz to 20 kHz
mounted; their terminals are bent into an 'Z' shape. at an output power 01 25 W.
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pacitors, which should be ±30 V, and those
at the terminal blocks, marked ±70 V,on the
ancillary supply bonrds. which should be
±44 V. If the last voltages are clearty lower
than that value, the windings of the main trans-
former and of the ancillary transformer are
not in series. That is remedied by interchanging
the connections to the terminals marked
40V-.
When a11these levels are in order, run

supply Iines to the three boards, suitable
lengths of screened cable to the audio inputs
and heavy-duty wires to the loudspeaker
terrninals. For safety's sake, connect a IOn,
5 W resistor in each of the supply lines to the
current-amplifier boards.
Set P4 to maximum resistance and switch

on the mains. Next, with P2 and P3 respect-
tvely, set the supplies to the voltage ampli-
lier to +38.5 V and -35 V. With a multimeter,
measure the direct voltage at the output of the
amplifier and set it to zero with Pj. Adjust
the quiescent currents by varying P4 until
the voltage across the emitter resistors of the
output transistors is 10 mV. When that is
done, and the d.c. setting at the output re-
mains virtually zero, the resistars in the
supply lines to the current-amplifier boards
can be removed after the mains has been
switched off. 5witch the mains on again, and
measure the offset at the output afresh: re-
adjust PI ifnecessary. Then, thequiescentcur-
rent can be increased until the average di-
reet voltage across each of the four 0.22 Q emit-

CLASS APOWER AMPLlFIER - PART 2

ter resistors is 138 mV It is advisable to let
the amplifier operate in that state for about
an hour and then to measure the voltage
across the emitter resistors agam: readjust
P4 if required.
Committed Class A enthusiasts can adjust

the qulescent current to 1.8 A, correspond-
ing toSOWinto Sfz inClassA. However,much
larger heat sinks (lower R uJ orforeed eooling
are then required. Ln the near future, we in-
tend to publishan indicatorcircuitthatshows
when the -3 dB drive and the clipping point
have been reached during music reproduction.
In that way itwill bepossible toeheck whether
the amplifier operates inClass A or in Classa _

VARIABLE TIME SWITCH

THE SWITCH described has two time ranges
that are selected with a push-button. In

the prototype, the ranges were 5 minutes
and 20 minutes, but these can be altered eas-
ily Moreover, pressing the switch three times
in succession switches off the load (here, a
lamp).
When 51 is pressed, 1C3is enabled via Dj

and NAND gate lC2b; at the same time, ca-
pacitors C3 and C4 are charged. When the
switch is released, IC3getsa clock pulse from
IC" via R" so that its QA output goes high.
Th.is results in the relay being energized by
T21 so thatitscontactdosesand the lampcomes

01 = 1N4148
IC2=4093

A
1C2 IC3

Y 1000~

'"

by C. Mieslinger

on.
At the same time, the QA output switches

on transistor Tl, so that ~ is short-circuited.
Capacitor C4 is then discharged via R3. After
the potential across C4 has dropped to the
lower trigger level oflC2b, which takes about
5 minutes, IC3 is reset and the relay switches
off the lamp.
when S, is pressed twice in succession, the

counter gets two dock pulses and its QB out-
put goes high. Transistor Tl then remains off
and C4 discharges via R3+R." whieh takes about
20 minutes. As an indication that the longer
time has been selected, immediately after

the second press on SI, the lamp goes out
briefly. This iseffeeted by lC'd, whieh is given
a pulse bydiflerentiating network R<J.-Cswhen
QB 01 lC3 goes high.
When 51 is pressed three times in succes-

sion, both QA and QB 01 JC3 go high, which
results in the output of IC2bbecoming 0 and
C4 discharging rapidly. The lamp is then
switched off instanUy.
Rotary swi teh Sz enables switching the lamp

on or off permanently. When this switch is
in its centre position, the relay is controlled
by the timing cireuit.-
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Fig. 6. Printed-circuit board tor the protection unit.

PARTS LIST Capacitors:
C40=150nF
C41, C46 = 10 W', 25 V
C42, C43 = 1 W', 63 V
C44, C45 = 220 W', 25 V
C47 = 100 W', 40 V
C48 = 2.2 W', 63 V

Resistors:
R75, R77 = 15 Iill
R76, R99, R101 = lOOIill
R78 = 2.2Q
R79. R81 = 10 Iill
R80 = 1.8 Iill,0.5 W
R82, R89, R105"; 2.21ill
R83, R85 = 22 kQ
R84, R86 = 100 Q
R87 = llill
R88 = 150 Iill
R90=27kQ
R91 =5.6kQ
R92 = 2.2 Iill,0.5 W
R93, R95 = 56 Iill
R94 = 121ill
R96= 150Q
R97 = 270 Iill
R98, R104 = 2.71ill, 1.5 W
R100= 1 MQ
R102 ::::;330 Q, 0.5 W
RI03 = 220kQ

Semiconductors:
D20, D23-26 = IN4148
D21, D22 = zener, 15 V, 400 mW
D27 = LED, orange
D28 = zener, 10 V, 400 mW
D29 = LED, red
D30, D31 = IN4002
D32 = zener, 18 V, 400 mW
T35, T36, T40, T43 = BC546B
T37=BF256A
T38=BC639
T39, T41, T42 = BC556B
ICI = LF411CN

Miscellaneous:
K2 = 10-way header for PCB mounting

IDC socket for mating with K2
PCB 880092-3 (see Readers' services)
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secondary winding of the trans former via
R95-C4S-R105-D30-D31'This rectifier circuit
provides a negative direct voltage at a level
which ensures that T40 is switched on as soon
as the secondary voltage fails.
All other protection sections make use of

T40 via a comparator based on T39.When the
base potential of T39drops below about 12V,
that transistor conducts, and this causes C47
to discharge via T40.
The value of the loudspeaker resistance

is monitored by lC1 immediately after the
power is switched on, but just before the
relay is energized. The inputs of the lC are
connected to a Wheatstone bridge, one arm
of which consists of R75and the loudspeaker
resistance, and the other of R77 and R7S.If
the loudspeaker resistance is smaller than
2.2 11,the output of the opamp goes high so
that T3Sis switched on and LOW IMP indi-
cator D27lights. At the same time, T39switches
on T40, so that the relay cannot be energized.
When the loudspeaker resistance is higher

than 2.2 11,the relay is energized a few sec-
onds after power-on. The voice coil is then
no longer connected to the inverting input
of lC1 via pins 5 and 6 of K2 and the lC can
no longer monitor its resistance. During nor-
mal operation, the output of lC1 is kept low
via diode D20.
The direct voltage at the output of the am-

plifier is measured by the differential ampli-
fier formed by T35and T36.The output sig-
nal is fed to T35direct and to T36via C44and
C45.If the direct-voltage difference is greater
than 0.6 V, the collector voltage of either T35
or T36 drops to such an extent that T39 is
switched on via D23 or D24' depending on
the polarity of the direct voltage.
Transistors T27and T30in the current am-

plifier-see Fig. 2 in Part 1-measure the
current through the emitter resistor of one of
the output transistors in the positive and
negative half of the output signal respectively.
When the peak value of that current exceeds
15 A, T39is switched on via the ERROR line,
so that the relay is de-energized.

Power supply
The power supply is designed as a dual mono
configuration to ensure complete isolation be-
tween the two output stages. Its circuit is
contained in Fig. 2 (Part 1). It also needs an
additional board-see Fig. 7-to house the
auxiliary transformer, TrI, rectifiers D35-D3s,
and smoothing capacitors C54 and C55.The
board is designed to be fitted with a number
of terminal blocks to facilitate the inter-wiring
of the amplifier sections.

Construction
The construction details are given for a mono
amplifier; two such amplifiers are needed,
of course, for a stereo installation.
The prototype is built in a fairly expens-

ive enclosure with integral heat sinks; a suit-
ableboxandseparateheatsinksmay,ofcourse,
also be used. It is bestto begin by drilling (and,
preferabl y,tapping) holes in the hea t sinks for
the fastening screws of the boards and tran-
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sistors: a photocopy of Fig. 4 can be used as
a template. Note that the board must be cen-
tred on the heat sink to ensure even heat dis-
tribution.
Next, build the voltage and current ampli-

fier boards, fo11owed by that for the protec-
tion unit. It is worth while to pair the tran-
sistors beforehand, particularly T3-T4,T6-T7,
T21-T22, T23+T24-T25+T26, and, not so im-
portant, Ts-T9 and TlO-Tn.
On the current amplifier board, fit a11com-

ponents at the track side, a few millimetres
above the tracks. Note that inductor LI has
fewerturns than itscounterpartin the LFA150.
Resistor R63 is located in the centre of the

PARTS LIST

ANCILLARY POWER SUPPLY
Resistors:
R106= 820n

Capaeiters.
C50-53 = 22 nF
C54, C55 = 1000 j.tF, 63 V
C56, C57 = 680nF, 100 V
<;:58= 22 j.tF, 25 V
Semlconductors;
Q35-39 =1N40Q2
040 = LEO, green

Misc~lIaneops:
TrI = mains transfonner, 2x9 V, 3 VA for

PCB möunting
Fl =Juse, 50mA, delayed aetion, with
PCB-mount holder

3x six-way PCB terminal bleck
PCB880092-4 (see Readers' services)

MAIN POWERSUPPLY:
BI = B 100C35000
Tr2 = torroidal mains transfonner, 2x22 V,
5A

C31,.C32 = 2x22,OOOj.tF, 40 V
F2 = fuse, 2 A, delayed action
SI = double-pole mains switch
Mains input socket with integral
fuseholder

Heat sink: thermal resistance :50.4 KJW
Enclosure

SWItCH-ON OELAY SECTION
Reslstors:
Rl = 220n
R2 = 1Mn, ~350 v
R3, R4 = 22 n, 10 W (4x12 n 5 W)

Capacitors:
Cl = 1000 j.tF, 40 V
C2 = 330 nF, 630 V

Semiconductors:
01-4 = IN4007
05 = zener, 24 V, 1.4 W

Miscellaneous:
Re 1= relay for PCB mounting, 24 V d.c.,

20 mA, contact rating ~5 A

coil, thus 'floating' a good centimetre (about
7/is in) above the board.
Make certain tha t the type numbers of TI

and T2 in the voltage amplifier have the suf-
fix 'V' (which indicates the amplification fac-
tor). Also ensure that the dot on the case of
this dual PETis located above thecorresponding
dot on the board.
The pairs T3-T4 and T6-T7 must be juxta-

posed with their smooth sides separated by
heat conducting paste. Tighten the pairs to-
gether with a nylon cable tie.
Mount transistors Ts, T9, TI0 and Tu, in-

sulated from one another, on a common L-
shape aluminium heat sink measuring
55x20x15 mm (21/sx3/4x9 h6 in).
Note that the dimensions of a number of

components on the print have become smaller
(because their rating has been reduced) and
that several of the indicated voltage levels

on the board are no longer correct.
After the three boards have been com-

pleted, fit the drivers, output transistors and
T20-T26to the heat sink: use heat conducting
paste and insulating washers throughout. Cut
about 1 mm off the washers for the output
transistors to prevent their overlapping.
Bend the pins ofT23-T26 into a 'Z', so that

their ends finish up about 1.2 mm (1h6 in)
above the heat sink-see Fig. 8.
The pins of T21and T22must point straight

up and those of the quiescent-current tran-
sistor, T20,obliquely upwards. While bend-
ing the pins, check from time to time with
the current amplifier board to make sure that
everything fits nicely. If so, the board can be
fitted on to the heat sink with the aid of 1 cm
(3/S in) long spacers. The transistor termi-
nals should locate exactly in the appropriate
holes in the board.
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Fig. 7. Printed-circuit board for the ancillary power supply.
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READERS' LETTERS

ARE DESIGNERS GETTING STALE?
Dear Editor-Many electronics magazines
have a tendency to repeat constructional pro-
jects over the years. Elektor Electronics is
not too bad, but 1 have noticed that so me
other magazines continually repeat certain pro-
jects. lt is as though they are stuck Ior new
ideas, and yet there are many projects that 1
have never seen in an electronics construc-
tion magazine, Two examples: an audio pick-
up probe wiLh increased sensitivity and a pro-
gressive wire locator system. Although bath
devices are cornmon in the USA*, they are
not available here in the UK and would, there-
fore, lend themselves to a future constuction
project.

P. Male, P.ershore

*Available from Time Motion Tools, 12778
BrookprinterPlace, Poway, CA 92064, USA,
Telephone (619) 689 7272.

Your Letter has been copied to Dur Head 0/
Design, CIS weil as 10 several ot our American
free-kmce contributors. Note, inpassing, that
we have published one 0,. [WO wire locators
over the years, which. have proved Vel)1 pop-
ular. However; these used components that
are naH!out of date, so replacements based
on modern components would be 170 /uxUJY.

Editor

THANKS!
Dear Editor-e-I would like to put on record
my sincere thanks for the help received as a
direct result of your including rny cry for
help in repairing rny Freeway phone(Letters,
November 1992).1 especiallyappreciated the
speed with which you phoned through de-
tai Is of the other readers who were offering
assistance. The phone is now working again!
Iwould also add that your magazine was the
only one of three which Icontacted that was
prepared to assist.

I.M. Tasker, Grantham.

f am pleased to read that your troubles have
beeil resolved with. our assistance. One of
ouraims is to help readers in trouble: we don 't
always succeed, but we always try. Editor

AM BROADCAST RECEIVER
(October 1991)

Dear Editor-I am attempting to construct the
'AM Broadcast Receiver', but 1 arn having
difficulty with the PLL section. This is be-
cause on the circuit the marked pin connec-
tions of lC4 do not appear to be correct.

S. Farrant, Yangebup, Western Australia

The 'pin numbers' ofthe 4053 in the PLL
are not incorrect: they are not pin 111l111bers

but pin function lndications. What yo/{ may
have read as '10' and I]1', are acutally '/0'
and '11', that is, 'Input noughi' and 'input
one', respectively. Other readers mayaiso
note that in our circult diagrams pin num·
bers are always printed outside the lC and
pin functions inside.
The 4053 contains three identical change-

over switches with a C0l11111011 inhibit con·
trol. The reason that we have not given pin
numbers in this particular case is that there
is 110 cotresponding PCB design. Constructors
are, tlierefore.free to choose tjeir own switclies
(0, b, and c), which are identical. Editor

PHONE/FAX INTERFACE
Dear Editor-c-I have come quite frequently
across people who would like to use their
internal fax modem in a single line mode
and thus require a phone/fax interface with
the ability to handle an answering machine.
Additionally, it would be useful to provide
sorne ideas of how to protect your phone
line from lightning strikes effectively arid
reduce line noise at the sarne time. Some of
the input circuits of the inexpensive rnodems
are rather flimsy in this regard. Here in FIOIida
this is an ongoing problem arid I am sure there
is a requirement for such protection in other
parts of the world. 00 you have an expert on
phone line interfacecircuits whocould either
design such a phone/fax inrerface or da you

LFA150-A Class-A
amplitier

November and Decemher 1991
Replacementfor 2SK146V.
We have recently been informed by
Toshiba that the dual FET Type
2SK146V used in the LFAI50-A destgn
is no Ionger manufactured. The
2SK146V is not a dual FET in the true
sense of the word, i.e., there are no two
FETs on a single chip. Rather, it

CORRECTIONS
AND

UPDATES

consists of two FETs, each in its own
enclosure. whtch are held together by
a metal ring. Such a construction is
readily reproduced by cJamping two

2SK147V FETs together, ustng a small
piece of metal [e.g., cop per or brass).
The photograph illustrates the

constructrcn of the replacement dual
FET. In practice. the 'imitation' works
perfectly. Note. however. that the pin
connections of the replacement FET
are different from the orrginal 2SK 146.
which has facing identical ptns. By
centrast. the dual 2SK147V con-
struction has identical pins in
mirrored positions. Fortunately, this is
simple to resolve by bending the outer
pins [drain and source) of one FET
such that the pin postttons are
swapped. (920163)

Sound sampier tor Amiga
November 1991-
Capaetter Cs is mtstng from the parts
list and the circuit diagram. Ca is a
lOO-nF decoupling capacitor fitted
near IC7 (see component overlay).
LEDs D2 and D4 should be transposed,
both in the ctrcutt diagram and tho
parts list. D2 is the ERROR LED. arid
D4 the LEFT LED. (920074)
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pacitors, which should be ±30 V, and those
at the terminal blocks, marked ±70 V,on the
ancillary supply bonrds. which should be
±44 V. If the last voltages are clearty lower
than that value, the windings of the main trans-
former and of the ancillary transformer are
not in series. That is remedied by interchanging
the connections to the terminals marked
40V-.
When a11these levels are in order, run

supply Iines to the three boards, suitable
lengths of screened cable to the audio inputs
and heavy-duty wires to the loudspeaker
terrninals. For safety's sake, connect a IOn,
5 W resistor in each of the supply lines to the
current-amplifier boards.
Set P4 to maximum resistance and switch

on the mains. Next, with P2 and P3 respect-
tvely, set the supplies to the voltage ampli-
lier to +38.5 V and -35 V. With a multimeter,
measure the direct voltage at the output of the
amplifier and set it to zero with Pj. Adjust
the quiescent currents by varying P4 until
the voltage across the emitter resistors of the
output transistors is 10 mV. When that is
done, and the d.c. setting at the output re-
mains virtually zero, the resistars in the
supply lines to the current-amplifier boards
can be removed after the mains has been
switched off. 5witch the mains on again, and
measure the offset at the output afresh: re-
adjust PI ifnecessary. Then, thequiescentcur-
rent can be increased until the average di-
reet voltage across each of the four 0.22 Q emit-

CLASS APOWER AMPLlFIER - PART 2

ter resistors is 138 mV It is advisable to let
the amplifier operate in that state for about
an hour and then to measure the voltage
across the emitter resistors agam: readjust
P4 if required.
Committed Class A enthusiasts can adjust

the qulescent current to 1.8 A, correspond-
ing toSOWinto Sfz inClassA. However,much
larger heat sinks (lower R uJ orforeed eooling
are then required. Ln the near future, we in-
tend to publishan indicatorcircuitthatshows
when the -3 dB drive and the clipping point
have been reached during music reproduction.
In that way itwill bepossible toeheck whether
the amplifier operates inClass A or in Classa _

VARIABLE TIME SWITCH

THE SWITCH described has two time ranges
that are selected with a push-button. In

the prototype, the ranges were 5 minutes
and 20 minutes, but these can be altered eas-
ily Moreover, pressing the switch three times
in succession switches off the load (here, a
lamp).
When 51 is pressed, 1C3is enabled via Dj

and NAND gate lC2b; at the same time, ca-
pacitors C3 and C4 are charged. When the
switch is released, IC3getsa clock pulse from
IC" via R" so that its QA output goes high.
Th.is results in the relay being energized by
T21 so thatitscontactdosesand the lampcomes

01 = 1N4148
IC2=4093

A
1C2 IC3

Y 1000~

'"

by C. Mieslinger

on.
At the same time, the QA output switches

on transistor Tl, so that ~ is short-circuited.
Capacitor C4 is then discharged via R3. After
the potential across C4 has dropped to the
lower trigger level oflC2b, which takes about
5 minutes, IC3 is reset and the relay switches
off the lamp.
when S, is pressed twice in succession, the

counter gets two dock pulses and its QB out-
put goes high. Transistor Tl then remains off
and C4 discharges via R3+R." whieh takes about
20 minutes. As an indication that the longer
time has been selected, immediately after

the second press on SI, the lamp goes out
briefly. This iseffeeted by lC'd, whieh is given
a pulse bydiflerentiating network R<J.-Cswhen
QB 01 lC3 goes high.
When 51 is pressed three times in succes-

sion, both QA and QB 01 JC3 go high, which
results in the output of IC2bbecoming 0 and
C4 discharging rapidly. The lamp is then
switched off instanUy.
Rotary swi teh Sz enables switching the lamp

on or off permanently. When this switch is
in its centre position, the relay is controlled
by the timing cireuit.-
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AUTO POWER-ON/OFF FOR
BICYCLE SPEEDOMETER

~~--------------+-------~TO'
INPUTOF

REVCOUNTER

LM2931 Cl

NiO
Reed Switch R2

+

le 1 :: 4049 12V

.,..,

.,.
rev

... AI)Jll$T

LM 2931 er ca

100n

o

910141 ·11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01the auto power-on/off extension.

by R.G. Evans

When a bicyc1e speedometer must be
rugged, accurate and, above alt novel

and a Iittle unusual, the 'high-rech' compu-
terized LeD units found in the shops are not
really what YOll are looking for. The author
found a circuit published in this magazine
far more attractive, end set out to design an
automatic on/ off contral for it.
Digital revolution counters (or 'speedos')

are all very weil, but although satisfactory in
practical use, are unlikely to create much in-
terest from other cyeling enthusiasts. The
same applies to a conventional moving-coil
meter display, which is no alternative be-
cause it requires scale lighting. and its wave-
ring needle is difficult to read in the first
place. So, what is needed is a combination of
a LED-based readout and yet some novel
feature such as a line of Hghts. Fortunately,
such a circuit was found in Ref. 1: a LED rev-
olution counter with the LEDs arranged in a
circle, just like a conventional rev counter or
speedo. TI)e circuit is based on Telefunken's
UI096B 30·LED bar driver.
Some quick calculations on the likely rpm

(and therefore speed) of a bieyde wheelled
to substantially lower input pulse rates than
would be encountered in the original appli-
cation. Re.ferring to the original article made
redimensioning the monostable period
simple, and the use of four trigger pulses per
revolution helped iron out low-speed flicker
whilst retaining a reasonable 'reaction time'
to changes in speed (although not many
people ride a bike at 1-2 mph).
In the present application, it was required

to displayamaximum speed of 30 mph (it

was an off-road bike), which meant thateach
LEO would represent 1 mph - easy to read,
and novel in its appearance.

Automatie onJoff eontrol
Building the circuit to the original Elektor
Electronics article was easy. However, a
prob~em arose with the voltage regulator
specified, an 48L10 low-drop 10·V stabilizer
rc. This proved difficult to obtain, so an al-
ternative was sought, and located in the RS
(EleetraMail) eatalogue. The LM2931CT
from National Semiconductor has the facility
to adjust the output volrage. and offers an
on/off function coupled with low standby
current drain. The idea was born to imple-
ment an automatic on/off control for the bi-
cycle speedo. It had already been decided to
(a) make the deviee quickly rernovable to
prevent theft, and (b) to make it rechargeable
to reduce running costs, and (c) to cut down
on the fiddling about when installing the de-
vice.
Basically what was needed was a low

current drain monitoring device that would
sense the front wheel's movement, and
switch the voltage regulator in thespeedo on
and off. The circuit to accomplish this is
shown in Fig. 1. Based on a single CMOS IC,
its standby current is under 1 ~A,while its
output capability is sufficient to switch the
regulator on. Also, there are two inverter
gates left, which are used here to provide the
count signal to the rev counter circuit. A
simple high/low input was obtained from a
cheap reed switch mounted on the front fork,
triggered by four passing magnets attached
to the spokes of the front whee!. This signal
is processed to suit both the rev counter
Input and the on/off circuit.

Pull-up resistor R1ensures that the lnput
to gate rCIa is low most of the time (the
chances of the bike being left in a position
where the reed switch and magnet coincide
are much smaller than them being separate,
and so allow the circuit to turn off, e.g., when
you leave the bike for a short while). When
the bike is ridden, the reed switch is closed
by a passing magnet, when the input of rCla
is taken low, and the output of the gate goes
high. The resultant pulse train charges capa-
citor Cl via diode 01. Resistor R2determines
the 'on' time, and the value shown provides
a 30-second delay. The voltage across Cl is
applied to the input of gate IClb, which,
along with ICIc and feedback resistor R3,
forms a pulse shaper that provides a well-
defined high or low output used to contral
the voltage regulator via one further inver-
rer.K'ro. The regulator control voltage is low
for 'on' and high for 'off". TI)e two remaining
inverters are connected in parallel, and also
take the reed contact signal. Their outputs
are, therefore. high when a magnet passes
the reed switch, just what the rev counter
needs for correct operation.

Battery eonsiderations and connection
The stend-by current of the prototype was a
mere 0.8 mAI which goes mainly on account
of the regulator. Since the circuit was being
powered from a 12· V 800·mAH lead-acid gel
battery. this would provide at least a week
between recharges. Incidentally, rechargtng
is accomplished by uslng two contacts on the
base of the cycle lamp holder, so that the bat-
tery need not be removed for recherging. A
suitable battery charger may be found in
Ref.2.
The current consurnption of the active

circuit is about 30 mA on average, givtng at
least 24 hours use in a week. This was
deemed more than sufficient (after a11,who
has the time to cycle more than three hours a
day).
Connections to the reed switch (a nor-

melly-open type) are made via a miniature
plug and socket cornbination mounted on
the back of the lamp holder, wh ich, with
carefuJ modification, provided a ready-
made housing for the battery and the circuit
board. Using such a ready-made housing
was felt reasonable in this case, as someone
else had already spent time desigrung an
anti-slip and anti-jolt bracketry to suit a bi-
cycle environment, thereby solving what
could be a major problem for some construc-
tors. •
Referenees:
1. 'LED revolution counter'. 303 Circuits, cir-
cuit no. 045.
2. 'Lead-acid battery charger'. 303 Circuite.
circuit no. 250.
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DISCO RUNNING LIGHTS

POP MUSIC and light effects are insepa-
fable. The circuits that make the effects

possible vary from simple to camp lex. The
circuit presented here is a simple one and is
a sort of running light whose rate of change
dependson thefrequency and intensityofthe
sound.
The signal is applied to the dock input of

by A.B. Tiwana

counter Ie1 via a single-trensistor amplifier,
Tl. Its (amplified) level must be high enough
to overcome the switching threshold of the
counter, while its frequency determines how
often the counter is docked.
The input may be fed with the signal of a

preamplifier, but it is also possible, as shown
in the diagram. to connect an electret micro-
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phoneacross it, when itfunctions entirely con-
tact-less. After amplifieation, the signal is
applied to JC 1via PI, which eontrols the sen-
sitivity of the circuit.
Sinee audio frequencies are too high for

making a good visual effect, the signal fre-
queney is scaled down by JC1when SI con-
neets pin 11 with pin 15. When the switch is
in the other position, pin 2 is connected with
pin 15: the counter then divides by 1 and the
effect assumes a completely different char-
acter that no longer resembles a runrung
light.
The aetual running light is provided by

IC2Ia counter with integral l-from-l Gdecoder,
which is clocked by the QO output of IC,. Of
the ten outputs of 1C2,each of which is con-
neeted to an LEO, there is always one 'high'.
The ten LEOs have a eommon bias resistor,
Rg, an arrangement that is perfectly feasible,
since only one LED lights at a time (although
it often seems as if more do so).
Thecircuitmay be expanded by adding an

LEDatpin 12(carryoutj oflt.j. This LEDmust
have its own bias resistor (560 Q) .
The power supply must be able to pro-

vide a eurrent of up to 100 mA: at low fre-
quencies the eurrent is appreciably lower.
The eolours of the LEDs can be chosen to

individual taste. •

TELEPHONE BUZZER AS SWITCH

RECTIFYING the buzzer signal on a tele-
phone line results in a voltage that may

be used to switch one or more loads, for in-
stance, a light to show the deaf or hard-of-
hearing that the telephone is ringing.
In the present circuit, the buzzer signal is

by A. Rigby

rectified by 01-04; the rectified voltage is
smoothed by C2 and held at 15 V by zener
diode 05. The voltage is used to drive the LEO
in optoisolator IC} via R3. The optoisolator
provides safe isolation between thetelephone
line and the present circuit and its load. Note,
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however, that in spite in this, the telephone
authorities in some countries may not per-
mit the use of the present circuit: it is always
best to seek the advice of your loeal tele-
phone manager.
As soon as a call signal appears on the

telephone line, the LEO in the optolsolator en-
sures that the integral transistor is switehed
on. This in turn switches on Tl, whereupon
relay Re} is energized.
Cepecttor C3 is charged as long as the

transistor in the optoisolator conducts, but
discharges via ~-R5-Tl when the call signal
falls: this prevents Tl betng switched off dur-
ing the intervals between the various pulses
of the call signal. When that signal fails, the
relay will be denergized after a short delay.
The circuit can be supplied by a 12 V

mainsadapter. The current itdrawsdepends
on the type of relay used, but should not ex-
ceed 100 m.A. Make sure that the relav can
handle the switched voltages and currents .

•



ON/OFF DELAY FOR VALVE AMPLIFIERS

THIS circuit has been designed primarily
for use with valve amplifiers. When the

arnplifier is switched on, filament voltage is
supplied first and the anode potential a few
minutes later. When there has been no input
signal fora while, the anode voltage is switched
off agam automatically.
When the mains is switched on, aset pulse

is supplied to bistable (Flip-flop) IC3b via
R'6--C6. The Qoutput (pin 13) then goes high
and the bistable resets itselfvia Rg-Cjg,where-
upan relay Re} is energized via T3 and the
valvesare provided with heatervoltage. After
a delay, dependent on time constant R13-C4,
the potential at theclock input ofIC3a reaches
a level thatcauses the bistableto toggle so that
its Q output (pin 1) goes high. Relay Re2 is
then energized and switches the high volt-
age to the valves.

by A. Rigby

During operation of the amplifier, the in-
verting input of leI and the non-inverting
Input of IC2" both of which circuits are con-
nected as comparator, are provided with a
voltage of about 6 V by potential divider
R,-R2-R3-R.,.The audio signal from the pream-
plifier er output amplifier (one channel suf-
fices) is fed to both ICs. The earth of this sig-
nal isconnected to the potential divider, which
means that the supply and earth Iines of the
amplifier and the delay circuit must be weil
isolated from one another. When the signal
level is about 60 mV or greater, the output
of either IC, or IC2 will go high, depending
on the polarity of the signal. Transistor Tl is
then switched on via Rtt er R7, which results
in C3discharging. when T, isoff C3is charged
slowly via Rjg. When there has been no sig-
nal input for a few minutes, the voltage across

C3 rises to a level where IC3b gets a clock
pulse. This resu1ts in IC3a being reset, where-
upon T2 Is switched off, so that relay Re2 is
deenergized and the high voltage is removed
from thevalves. Transistor Tl isprovided with
base current via Rn and D3, so that the dock
input of IC3b remains low. This bistable re-
sets itself almost immediately, however, via
R1S-Cs. The interval between clock pulseand
reset is so short tha t Re} remains energized:
heater voltage to the valves is, therefore,
maintained.
There are two keys for user operation: 51

resets Kj, whereupon the high voltage is reap-
plied to the valves; 52, when pressed, causes
a clock pulse to be genera ted that swi tehes the
amplifier to standby. •
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BEDSIDE LIGHT TIMER

MANY young children will insist on keep-
ing the bedside light on for a couple of

minutes after the storybook has been closed
and father or mother has gone downstairs.
They are also prone to fall asleep with the light
on, which is a waste of energy, and a prob-
lem for the parent because the light has to be
switched off without waking the child.
The timer shown here is an elegant solution

"1~'4B
R7 Dl

'0'
BC547B

byH.Moser

to this little domestic problem. Simple to
build from a handful of inexpensive compo-
nents, it lets you determine how long the
bedside light remains on after you have said
goodnight and actuated the timer.
Presstng switch Sl causes bistable lClb to
toggle, and produces a debounced dock pulse
at theinputof the second bistable, lCla,whose
Q output goes high, triggering a lew-power

thyristor, Th1. The complementary bistable
output, Q, goes low and enables timer IC2.
The load, a small bulb (max. 60 W) is switched
on, and rem ains on until counter lC2 resets
IC".
The counter; a Type CD4541, has an on-board
oscillator thatoperates at a frequency,f, given
in Hzby
f ~1/2.3 RTCCrc,
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1991



where RTC and CTC are the resistor and ca-
pacitor connected to pin 1 and 2 respectively
The resistor connected to the RS input, pin 3,
has a value of about 2RTC
The scale faetor of the 4541 is set to 65 536

(216) here by tying its A and B control pins to
the positive supply rail. This means that the
OUTpin changesstate after 32 768dockpulses.
The legte Ievels defined at pins 5, 10 and 9
seleet a logic Jow level at the OUT pin when
the RESET pin is logic high. Hence, the deley,
't, in seconds, introduced by the circuit can
be calculated frorn

't = 2.3 x 32768 x Rs x Cs.

The circuit is powered direct by the mains.
Transistor Tl forms a 10-V zener diode. A LED,

r-------~------~r_--~----r_--~--_0+ 10V
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BEDSIDE LIGHT TIMER

1

D:u is used as an orientation aid for the child.
The LED forms part of the ITW (Digitast)
push-button, 5,.
It should be noted that the aetual supply

voltage of the circuit may lie between 6 V
and 12 V, depending on the characteristics
of Tj ,The actual value is of Iittle importance,
however, as lang as ICla is capable of sup-
plying a trigger eurrent of about 200 ~A to
the thyristor.
The circuit is constructed on the printed-

circuit board shown in Hg. 2, and fitted in a
suitable ABS enclosure. In the interest of
safety, make sure the input and output cable
areproperly insulated and secured withstrain
reliefs. The clearance for the keytop in the
top panel of the enclosure must be made as
small as possible to prevent any risk of the
circuit being touched.
WARNING. Since the circuit carries danger-
ous voltages at a number of points, it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation is ap-
plied. Never work on the circuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the circuit can be touched when it is
being set, adjusted or used. •

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
RI = 180 kQ, 0.5 W
R2 = 220 kQ
R3, R4 = 470 kfl
R5 = 180 kQ
R6 = 390 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl =22 1lF, 16 V
C2= l00nF
C3, C4 = I nF
C5=47nF

Semiconductors:
D1 = IN4007
D2 = LED, high-efticieney (see SI)
D3 = IN4148
BI =B38OCI500
Tl =BC547A
Thl =BRX49
ICI = 4027
IC2 = 4541

2

Miscellaneous:
SI = digitast push-button switch with
integral LED

KI, K2 = PeB-mount terminal block,
pin spacing 10 mrn

ABS enclosure about lOOX50x25 rum



where RTCand CTCare the resistor and ca-
paeitor connected to pin 1 and 2 respectively.
The resistor connected to the RS input, pin 3,
has a value of about 2RTC.
The scale factor of the 4541 is set to 65 536

(216) here by tying its A and Bcontrol pins to
the positive supply rail. This means that the
OUTpin changes state after 32 768c1ockpulses.
The logic levels defined at pins 5, 10 and 9
select a logic low level at the OUT pin when
the RE5ET pin is logic high. Hence, the delay,
't, in seconds, introduced by the eircuit can
be calculated from

't = 2.3 x 32768 x Rs x Cs.

The eircui t is powered direct by the mains.
Transistor Tl forrnsa lO-Vzenerdiode. ALED,
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BEDSIDE LIGHT TIMER

D2, is used as an orientation aid for the child.
The LED forms part of the ITW (Digitast)
push-button.Sj.
It should be noted that the actual supply

voltage of the circuit may lie between 6 V
and 12 V, depending on the characteristics
of Tl. The actual value is of little irnportance,
however, as long as ICla is capable of sup-
plying a trigger current of about 200 JlA to
the thyristor.
The eircuit is constructed on the printed-

eircuit board shown in Fig. 2, and fitted in a
suitable AB5 enc1osure. In the interest of
safety, make sure the input and output cable
are properly insulated and secured with strain
reliefs. The c1earance for the keytop in the
top panel of the enclosure must be made as
small as possible to prevent any risk of the
circuit being touched.
WARNING. 5ince the circuit carries danger-
ous voltages at a number of points, it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation is ap-
plied. Never work on the circuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the eircuit can be touched when it is
being set, adjusted or used. •

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
RI = 180kQ, 0.5 W
R2 = 220kQ
R3, R4 = 470 kQ
R5 = 180kQ
R6 = 390kQ

Capacitors:
Cl =22~, 16V
C2= 100nF
C3, C4 = 1 nF
C5 =47nF

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4007
D2 = LED, high-efficiency (see SI)
D3 = IN4148
BI = B38OC1500
Tl = BC547A
Tbl =BRX49
ICI =4027
IC2 = 4541

Miscellaneous:
SI = digitast push-button switch with
integral LED

KI, K2 = PCB-mount terminal block,
pin spacing 10 mm

ABS enclosure about 100x50x25 mm
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9-VOLT NiCd BATTERYCHARGER
byH.Moser

charged).
LEDs in the emi tter circui ts of the transis-

tors give a visual lndication of the on and off
switching of the eherging current. When the
battery is nearly flat, the LED will be on con-
tinuously; when it is abcut fuHy charged,
the charging currentwill be interrupted more
a.nd more frequently, so that the LED begins
to flicker.The more nearly the battery ischarged,
the faster the LED will flicker; when the rate
is about 1 Hz, the battery is fully charged.
The circuit requires an alternating volt-

age of 15~18V; it draws a current of about
150mA. •

rises). The eherging voltage, resulting from
the current through the battery or batteries
can riseto the level setwith P1. When that level
is reached, the relevant circuit is switched
off, and the e.m.f. 01 the battery drops al-
most instantly. This might cause the charg-
ing current to be switched on again, result-
ing in a charging voltage rising to the level
set with PI. To prevent this oscillatory ac-
tion, the capacitor across the opamps enables
the battery to stabilize. If after a short deley,
the battery voltage proves to be too low, the
current is switched on egain. The capacitor
then ensures that the current will flow for a
while, irrespective of the battery e.m.f. (after
all, the battery was found not to be fully

THE regulated power supply and four
identical current sources shown in the

diagram enable thesimultaneouschargingof
four 9-volt NiCd batteries. The potential at
the wiper of Pl determines to what voltage
the batteries will be charged: an unusual,
buteffective method. Thevoltage at the wiper
is also applied to the non-inverting inputs of
four comparators, IC2a-IC2d,via 100 kQ re-
sistors. When the battery voltage is too low,
the relevant comparator toggles, which re-
sultsin theassociated transistorbeingswitched
on,whereupon thebattery ischarged. The rate
atwhich thecomparators can toggleis slowed
down by a capa citor shunting the opamps
(when a battery is being charged, its e.m.f.
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VIDEO CAMERA TIMER
byC. Hagl

SOME video cameras have a socket for aremote control unit. It appears, however,
Blaupunkt 8010carncorder isnot switched on
or off in the traditional manner, but with a

that it is not always easy to connect an inter-
val-contral to this socket. For instance, the

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1991
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40-60 ms lang pulse. One pulse switches the
camera on, thenextone switches itoff. Manual
operation with a switch is virtually impossi-
ble to achieve. However, the timer described
here offers a solution.
The timer generates the pulses automati-

cally: the interval between two pulses can
be set between about 1 5 and 10 s. It operates
from a 9V (PP3 or 6F22) battery: the current
drain is onJy 330 flÄ.
When switch 51 is closed (signal A-see

Pig. 2), differentiating network R2-Cl en-

sures that Ie2a gets only a short pulse (signal
B), even if Sl remains closed for some t.ime.
Assurning that the circuit was quiescent be-
fore 51 was closed, pin 1 of 1C2a is high, so
that the output of the IC (signal C) goes low
as a resu1t of signal B.
The output signal of IC2a triggers monos-

table rcla via AND gate DTD3-R3, whereupon
the output of IC1a(signal E) switches on tran-
sistor T1. This transistor serves as the stop / start
switch of the camcorder; its drain and source
are connected to the camera.

o

VIDEO CAMERA TIM ER
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At the same time that ICla generates the
stertpulse.Ko.is triggered tocommence mea-
suring the time interval between the start
and stop pulses. This interval can be preset
with Pt. During the Interval. signal H is kept
low and this disables switch 51. Once the
mono time of ICIb has elapsed, signal H goes
high via IC2d, so that 1Cla is triggered anew
and sends a stop pulse to the camera. The
circuit then returns to thequiescentstate, until
51 is closed afresh.
As drawn, the circuit is particularly suit-

able for adding titles to the filmed material.
One touch of 51 and the title in front of the
camera lens is recorded within a few sec-
onds.
Switch 51 may be replaced by an interval

timer for making speeded-up recordings .•

SWITCHING CLOCK FROM
PARKING TIMER

by w. Zeiller

OVERCHARGINGofba tteries isprevented
by the timely switching offof the charger.

A timer that can be set to within a minute
can be built fairly easily from an inexpen-

sive parking timer and a simple switching cir-
cuit as shown in the diagram.
The button cell is removed from the timer

and the connections remadeas shown. Diode

914083·11
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O2 serves as on/ off indicator and as voltage
stabilizer for the timer. The voltage across
the buzzer is used as the output signal. Check
that the buzzer in the timer you are using is
connected as suggested here.
When the buzzer comes into action, its out-

put is rectified by D2 and then used to charge
Cl. When the capacitor is charged to a cer-
tain level, the potential across it is sufficient
to switch on Tl, whereupon relay Re} is en-
ergized and its contacts change over. One of
these holds Tl in conduction; the other can
be used to make or break contact. The load
can also be switched manually with 51.
The connecting wires between the timer

and the rest of the circuit pass via a small
hole drilled in the back of the timer and a
hole in the case that houses the other com-
ponents. When that is done. the timer is glued
to the front of the case so that its operating
controls remain within easy reach. •
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40-60 ms lang pulse. One pulse switches the
camera on, thenextone switches itoff. Manual
operation with a switch is virtually impossi-
ble to achieve. However, the timer described
here offers a solution.
The timer generates the pulses automati-

cally: the interval between two pulses can
be set between about 1 5 and 10 s. It operates
from a 9V (PP3 or 6F22) battery: the current
drain is onJy 330 flÄ.
When switch 51 is closed (signal A-see

Pig. 2), differentiating network R2-Cl en-

sures that Ie2a gets only a short pulse (signal
B), even if Sl remains closed for some t.ime.
Assurning that the circuit was quiescent be-
fore 51 was closed, pin 1 of 1C2a is high, so
that the output of the IC (signal C) goes low
as a resu1t of signal B.
The output signal of IC2a triggers monos-

table rcla via AND gate DTD3-R3, whereupon
the output of IC1a(signal E) switches on tran-
sistor T1. This transistor serves as the stop / start
switch of the camcorder; its drain and source
are connected to the camera.
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At the same time that ICla generates the
stertpulse.Ko.is triggered tocommence mea-
suring the time interval between the start
and stop pulses. This interval can be preset
with Pt. During the Interval. signal H is kept
low and this disables switch 51. Once the
mono time of ICIb has elapsed, signal H goes
high via IC2d, so that 1Cla is triggered anew
and sends a stop pulse to the camera. The
circuit then returns to thequiescentstate, until
51 is closed afresh.
As drawn, the circuit is particularly suit-

able for adding titles to the filmed material.
One touch of 51 and the title in front of the
camera lens is recorded within a few sec-
onds.
Switch 51 may be replaced by an interval

timer for making speeded-up recordings .•

SWITCHING CLOCK FROM
PARKING TIMER

by w. Zeiller

OVERCHARGINGofba tteries isprevented
by the timely switching offof the charger.

A timer that can be set to within a minute
can be built fairly easily from an inexpen-

sive parking timer and a simple switching cir-
cuit as shown in the diagram.
The button cell is removed from the timer

and the connections remadeas shown. Diode

914083·11

'2V
.-------------------------~--~------~------{+
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o
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O2 serves as on/ off indicator and as voltage
stabilizer for the timer. The voltage across
the buzzer is used as the output signal. Check
that the buzzer in the timer you are using is
connected as suggested here.
When the buzzer comes into action, its out-

put is rectified by D2 and then used to charge
Cl. When the capacitor is charged to a cer-
tain level, the potential across it is sufficient
to switch on Tl, whereupon relay Re} is en-
ergized and its contacts change over. One of
these holds Tl in conduction; the other can
be used to make or break contact. The load
can also be switched manually with 51.
The connecting wires between the timer

and the rest of the circuit pass via a small
hole drilled in the back of the timer and a
hole in the case that houses the other com-
ponents. When that is done. the timer is glued
to the front of the case so that its operating
controls remain within easy reach. •



SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
A simple and adaptable logic

a simplest logic of all

A PROBLEM with standard logic as im-
plernented in the 7400 series of integrated

circuits is that, since the approach is func-
tional, there is a natural tendency to orga-
nize any system into levels-a kind of nested
hierarchieal structure results. But suppose the
requirement ismore unilevel and free-wheel-
ing-suppose true statements are chasing each
other round in a loop in a system intended to
have a use as associative memory in arti-
fieial intelligence applications, sorne ex-
pressed positively: 'all ships are intended
far use in water' and same negatively: 'no
normally conducting useful circuits are short
circuits', then any hierarchical approach to
analysing what can follow from statements
Iike these will confound the flexibility of
the system by deciding the functional pat-
tern of logical analysis at the outset. The
logic suggested in this article, being relational,
not functional, gets round this,

Building the new system
The system used here is very simple

EVEN is true ODD is false

and the relation is, for three integers a,b,c:

a+b+c is odd abc is even.

Here, addition and multiplication are car-
ried out as usual.
Ta show that this simplest logic is what

is claimed, we must show that aU logic can
be done by this relation. Consider the nota-
tion «a,b,c)) used to indicate that numbers
a,b,c obey this rule: a+b+c is odd and abc is
even. We must show that this relation is ad-
equate for all logic and this can be da ne if
the existence of the functions (relations)
NOT and OR (first of all NOT) must be
shown to exist:

«a,b,2)) is equivalent to a~NOT b, since
one of a,b is even and the other is odd. In
fact, the relation is exactly two of a,b,c
are even numbers.

• toshowwecan makeOR: consider«a,h,2)),
«h,d,e)), «e,b,g)), «g j,d)), (f,g ,c))--these
entail that a OR b ~ c is TRUE.

Here is a diagram ofthis logic circuit, where
circles denote the relation:

by M. Soper, MA

a

T eh

d 9
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The proof is thus:
Let a ,b be odd: then h is even and, since b is
odd, from «e,b,g)) we have e and g is evcn;
then «h.,d,e)) implies d is odd so that from
«(f,g,d)),jand g are even and, sincejand g
are even, from «(f,g,c)), c is odd.

Let a be even and b odd, then as before, e
and gare even, bur in this case h is odd since
ais NOTh. Since h is odd, from «h,d,e)), d
and e are even now since d.g are even, f is
odd so that «(f,g,c)) implies c is even.

Let a be odd and b be even, then h is even:
«h,d,e)), «e,b,g)) imply e is even and d,g
odd; ORe is odd and d,g are even in either
case because «g,f,d)), j is odd. Moreover j
is odd and «(f,g,c)) implies c is even.

Let a be even and b be even, then h is odd
and from «h,d,e)), d and e are even; from
«e,b,g)) and e,b even, we have g odd, then
from «(f,g,c)), c is even.

From all this we now have the table

a b c

odd odd odd
odd even even
even odd even
even even even

which is the correct pattern for the logic
function OR with even meaning true, and odd,
false.

Why should this logic be
preferred?
There are two reasons for this logic to be

b

preferred: the first is that no easy logic could
be simpler, and the second is the fact that a
relation is not hierarchical and can thus op-
erate on converging data streams to create
new true and false statements without any
hierarchical structure being necessary. One
can imagine tri pies of related strings, each
oneofwhichrepresents a 'proposition', mo v-
ing through a data network like 'trains with
three carriages' and interacting with other
trains at junctions to produce more trains of
statements on the data lines. Eacb junction
can become a source of proliferation and
segments on the 'Iines', when tripies of propo-
sitions are formed in this way, can 'f1oat
about' on the communication lines of a dis-
tributed processing system preceded by a spe-
cial symbol or token (like three carriage
trains running freely through a number of junc-
tions). Thus, for an artificial intelligence
system, each tripie can be compared at each
junction according to interference rules like
these:

«A,D,E)), «A,B,C)), «B,C,D)) implies
«B,C,E)) and E false;

«A,D, D),«B,D,X)), NOT«A,D,B)) implies
«(A,B,D);

«(B,C,E)), «A,B,C)), «C,D,E)), «A,D,F»)
implies «B, E, F»);

«A,B, C)), «C,D,E)), «(A,D, F»),NOT«B, c,E))
implies «iJ,E,F'j)

«A, B, Cl), «B, C, D)), «B, C, E)) implies
NOT«A,D,E))

Liberation from standard
binary functional logic
Tbe most useful rules for generating a few
of the rnany possible relations are:

«A,D,D), «B,D,X)) iff A v B is true, where
X has any possible value, and

«A,B,C)), «B,C,D)) iff A~D.

Note that «A,B, D) irf A~B, and

«A,B,X)) implies Aar B true.

These relations, therefore, can generate
all standard logic. But we need, perhaps, to
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generate from any propositions ones thatare
true and false. Here is one such method:

«A,B, C), «B, C,D», «A,D, E) implies Eis
false, and

«A,B,C), «B,C,D)), «A,D,E), «U, v,E)
implies U, V true.

Thus, the bierarcbical structure caused by
functional approaches is not necessary.

Continuity with the old
system
Stripped down to bare essentials, the new
system of logic expressed as a table looks
like this

a b c

F F *
F T T
T F T
T T F

which is the function table for exeIusive OR
(XOR) with one line deleted. This can be
implemented by the following logic eircuit:

910112·11

This is cumbersome, but itshows thatthe sirn-
plest logic we are dealing with here can ac-
tually be built. In practical terms, the reason
for using relational logic, and for perhaps
building such units as available les, is the fact
thatone relationallogic circuit caneasily per-
form more than one task, because lines are
not specifically inputs and outputs.
All lines can be connected as outputs-

impossible or paradoxical networks simply
result in unstable or partially competing out-
put circuits, so that the units built for this
purpose should be output protected. In prac-
tice, lines to have a use as inputs should be
fed by high impedance buffers (non-invert-
ing) or, moresimply, red by some impedance.
Thus, all logic functions, and naturally also
oscillators (three-phase) and other derived
circuits, can be implemented with the use of
buffers and our symmetrie logic element.
Hence, continuity with the old system is es-
tablished.

Some higher versions of the
logic
There are infinitely rnany relational logics,
of which ours is the simplest. The next in-
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teresting logic is a six-logic, where the con-
secutive lines coming out have this cyeIic pat-
tern of true and false values: (TTFTFF),
and a lO-logic, where the consecutive lines
are (TITFFFTFTF) in a cyclie pattern. In
the six-logic, for readers with the patience
to work this out, (CDABMN)(MNFCGH) is
equivalent to C=A NANO Band in the 10-
logic, the pattern (T.A B..C.) fonns C=ANORR.
These ten lines form a kind of device (or in-
sect) with ten radiaJly disposed legs, They are
based on wh at is know as the Theory of
Quadratic Residues.

Transformation model of the
relation
Forsome purposes, a transfonnational model
is preferable, When this is the case, the fol-
lowing model can be used-thus

[ ~][ ~]=[~]
[ ~][ ~]=[:]
[ .t.i..

where all the numbers are modulo 2-that
is, throwing out 2s and taking only the re-
mainders, 0 or I.
Note the fact thata,b, c here are not allowed

all to be zero; we could rernove this condi-
tion by adding one rnore row and column to
the threematrices, but insteadwemerely note
abc <> O.One interesting fact is that this
matrix can be square-rooted; the square root
is

The original matrix could generate the
Fibonacci series from (Ll )" and so can this
one, but inverted. This square-root property
suggests that our I:l. of transformations can
be turned into a Y of transformations and,
indeed, this is possible-Iet all transfonna-
tions operate from the same vector at the
middle (a,b,c)T The three matriees need
three rows and three columns since they are
distinct in the three directions. These

[~~~I~~~I~~~j
100010001

can do this, each operating in turn.

Buffer stages

Tbe logic outIined above does require in the
practical implementation the use of buffer
stages, but these are used anyway. From the
point of view of logic rather than electron-
ies, these are not easily modelIed in a sys-
tem without time. They can be called com-

A SIMPLE AND ADAPTABLE LOGIC

pellers and merely insist that output equals
input. Logieally (without a sense of evolu-
tion), these are simple equalities,
Is there any reason for relational logic to

dominate?The systems, being equivalent, can
coexist, but note that relational logic i5 very
highly suited to the continuous ordering and
relationof'isolated facts,whereas amore func-
tional approach eannot do this naturally.
Forexample, thesystem associating propo-

sitions with numbers can Linkeach proposi-
rion with a multiple of three, and add 0 or I,
depending on truth orfalseness; adding 2could
be used, when the truth of a statement has
oot yet been decided, if required,

Adaptation

The strange feature of this logic system is
that a 'cubic' network is used. For exarn-
pie: define ['yz] by «X,S,I)), «y,I,U», «z,s,u»,
«1,S,u)) for some s,/,L1; then this network:
«a,c, n)), «a,c, I», «b,q,n», «n,c,p)), [qdp]
performs d=a iff b when a,b are inputs and
in this case c is NOT a. Using c,d, as in-
puts results in b iff c XORd.
This is a strange feature to adapt to--in-

stead of rank upon rank of ordered func-
tionallogic, we have what appears as a graph
with two sorts of vertice or node and a rank
of buffers (one way round or another). This
utilization of f1exibility of options is diffi-
cult for people, but very easy for computers,
which can quickly print out all available
uses of a net, whethere they can be used im-
mediately or not.
Here, then, is a logic based merely on

arithmetic. •



ECONOMY POWER SUPPLY
One instrument no
electronics hobbyist can
do without is a regulated
power supply. This month
we present a no-frills
design that should be
affordable for many.

UNOOUllTEDLY the most popular class
of regulated, variable power supplies is

that with a volta ge rage of up to 30 Vorso,
and an output current of2 to 3 amperes. The
present supply belangs in this ever popular
dass. The fact that we have baptized. it 'econ-
omy power supply' does not mean that it is
a very basic design with marginal specifica-
tions. Most of you will know that the greater
part of the money spent on a regulated

\\\\ \\\\

power supply is invested in the power trans-
former and the smoothing capacitors -little
to be done about that! However, while this
cost consideration holds true for the present
supply. it was our aim to achieve the best
possible specifications from irrexpensive
components.

AS T5.T6

0-.-l=:::J--.-1: ;\------------.----------..---{+)+ ~.:~~3VA

'"

l-}.....,C:::J-<IClb
•

TfI.T10

f-------.-'"-"..,.-,,-B~::~~3~

Fig. 1. Block schematic diagram of the power supply. Conventional? Weil, not quite ..

Basic operation
The operatio» of the power supply is illus-
trated in Fig. L What is shown is a dassie
series-regulated power supply. The heart of
the circuit is formed by a positive voltage
regulator based on IC3a, T4, Ts and T6. This is
a classic volta ge regulator. The negative
input of the opamp is supplied with a
sample of the output voltage via a voltage
divider. The opamp compares the volrage at
the negative input with that at the positive
input, which is held at a voltage adjustable
with P6. The opamp aets as an error ampli-
fier. that is, it will attempt to counter voltage
differences between its inputs by driving the
power transistors via T4. In this way. it en-
su.res a stable output voltage at all load cur-
rents beJow the maximurrt.
The base-emitter junction of T4 is sh unted

by the phototransistor of an optocoupler. As
soon as the current limit is actueted. the
phototransistor starts to conduct, withdraw-
ing so much base current frorn T4 as is
neeessary to keep Ts and T6 from supplying
the maximurrt permissible output current.

The current limit circuit rneasures the
output current with the aid of resistors R, in-
serted in the two supply rails. In the positive
half 01 the supply, T3 monitors the voltage
across Rs in the positive raiL When this volt-
age is high enough for T3 to conduct, the
'eurrent limit' LED, D4, lighrs, just as the
LED in the optocoupler. The latter causes the
associated phototransistor to conduct, and
the output current to be limited.
The actuation level of the current Iimit is

made adjustable by a current source based
on Tl and T2. Transistor Tl supplies a current
set by potentiometer P2 to the current Iimit
eireuit in the positive half of the supply. T2
supplies the same current to the negative
half. This provides the current monitoring
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ECONOMY POWER SUPPLY
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the economy power supply, a conventional symmetrical design based on series regulators and error amplifiers.
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transistors, T3 and T4, with a bias, which
gives the current limit circuit a greater sensi-
tivity, that is, itcan be actuated by relatively
small currents.
The operation of the current limit circuit

in the negative supply is identical to that in
the positive supply. Potentiometer P1 acts as
a ccmmon control for both current limiters.
Transistor T7 monitors the negative output
current, and controls the voltage regulator
accordingly via an optocoupler. The voltage
regulator is basically the same as in the posi-
tive supply. Note, however, that the driver
transistor, T8,and the optocoupler are con-
nected to +12V instead of to ground. This is
necessary because the negative voltage regu-
lator is powered by a positive supply volt-
age. This unusuaJ arrangement obviates
positive end negative auxiliary supply volt-
ages, but does raise the problem of regulat-
ing the output voltage between 0 V and
about -28 V with the aid of an opamp that
works with input voltages between 0 V and
+12 V. At the output 01 the op.rnp, this is
solved by operafing the driver with respect
to +12V.The opamp Input voltages are held Fig. 3. Initialtest on the assembled board.
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POWER SUPPLIES

at virtually nought volts. The positive input
(the reference of the regulator) is sirnply tied
to ground. This means that the regulator
must keep the negative input at 0 V via the
feedback of the negative output voltage.
Since the feedback is realized with two ident-
ical resistors R connected between the posi-
tive and the negative output, the regulator
will adjust itself such that the positive and
negative output voltages are equal. and ad-
justable with a single control, P6.

Circuit description
The circuit diagram of the power supply,
Pig. 2, is a not more than a 'dressed up' ver-
sion of the block diagram discussed above.
The mains voltage is connected to the

supply via a mains entrance socket, K4 (note
that this has an integral fuseholder), and
from there goes to the on/ off switch, 52, and
the primary of the mains transformer, Trt.
The secondary voltages (2x25 V) are rectified
by a bridge rectifier, B1, and srnoothed by
reservoir capacitors Cl and C2. This results
in an unregulated voltage 01 about±35 V.
The unregulated voltage is reduced by

about 10 V by zener diode Dt. This is done to
keep the input voltage 01 regulator [Cl (a
7812) within safe limits. The regulator out-
put voltage. 12 V, is used to power the auxi-
liary supply.

In the current limit circuit. P2 has two
diodes connected in series. Tlus is done to
prevent a 'dead range' on Pz. when the thre-
shold voltage of the base-emitter junction of
Tl and T2 has to be overcome.
The power stages of the supply consist of

two parallel connected transistors, Ts-T6and
T9-TlO. Strictly speaking. one transistor
would have sufficed in each power stage,
since the second breakdown point is just not
reached when the dissipation is maximum
(maximum output current at minimum out-
put voltage). However, the additional tran-

COMPONENTS LIST

ResIstonI:
1 27kO
3 lkO
3 4kn7
2 6&llW
2 33001W
2 470 lW
5 2k!l2

Rl
R2;R8;R12
R25;R26;R28
R4;R19
R5;R18
R6;R17
R3;R7;R15;R30;
R31
R9;RI3;R22;R24
Rl0;RI4;R23;R27
Rll;R16
R20
R21
R29;R32
Pl;P5
P3;P4
P6

4 lk!l8
4 0.4705W
2 3k!l9
1 10k!l
1 2k07
2 270kO
2 lOOk!l preset H
2 10k!l presel H
1 1kO Hn. poten1iomeler

~:
2 47!KJ11F40V
2 IIl1tF 63V radial
2 470pF
1 2nF2
2 2201lF 63V radial
2 lnF

Cl;C2
C3;04
C5;Cl0
C6
C7;Cll
C8;C9

Semlconcluclonl:
1 IOV1Wzsnerdiode 01
2 lN4148 02;03
2 LEO 3rM! red D4;D6
2 BAT85 05;07
1 B8OC5OOOI33OO BI

(80V piv, 5A peak bridge rectIIier)
BC547B Tl
BC557B T2

sistor affords peace of mind both in regard of
safe maximum ratings and the ability of the
heatsink to maintain a reasonably low tem-
perature.
Theernitter resistors with thepower tran-

Fig. 4. Preparing the enclosure and the front panel before the pes is fitted.

2 80140
2 80139
2 TIP2955
2 TIP3055
1 7812
2 CNY17-2
1 TLC272

T3;T8
T4;T7
T5;T6
T9;Tl0
ICI
IC2;I04
IC3

................"
2 3-way PCB-mount tetmlnal Kl;K2

bIock; pitCh 5mm
1 lo-way male box header
1 MaJns appilance socl<et

with integral ftJseholder;
ftJse: 1.25A sIow (2401220 V
rneins) or 1.25 A siow (1101117 V
mainS)

1 IO-WayfemaIe IDC header K5
plus ftaIcabIe
2-po1e, 4-contac1 rotary-1 2-po1e malns onIofI swilch 52
with Indicator lamp
l00'jIA moving-coil metar
or digital metar module
Printed-clrcui1board 910111
Front-panelfoil 910111-F
Toroldal malns transformer TrI
2x.25V @ 3.2A , e.g., 510116 (220V) or
530116(240V)h<mnILP(Jaylee
EIectronic Services)
Heat sink 0.6KIW, s.g., Fischer SK90;
h=100mm

4 Insuleting set lorT5, T6, T9 and Tl0
1 Meta! case l00x300xl8Omm

(Telet LC970; supplier: C-I EIectronics)

K3
K4;Fl

51

MI,

sistors have two tasks: first, they distribute
the current between the transistors; and sec-
ond, they function as current sensors Rs
(reler back to Fig. 1). Since the current limi-
ting circuit is to monitor the total current
through both power transistors. the emitters
are connected to the base of T3 and T7 respec-
tively via surnming resistors.
Diodes D5 and Dz do not appear in the

block diagram. Their function is to protect
the negative opamp inputs against negative
voltages that could cause destruction, or
switch.ing to u.ndefined states. The diedes
limit the negative input voltage to about
0.6 V, a value that is salely withstood by al-
most any modern Je. Normally, the opamp
inputs will not go negative. This may hap-
pen briefly, however, when the supply is
switched on, or when it acts on sud den,
large.foad variations. In these cases, the dif-
ference between the output voltage can gtve
rise to a negative voltage at the negative
input 01 the opamps. Diodes Ds and D7
clamp these negative voltages to safe levels.
Ta keep the cost of the instrument low, a

stngle meter is used for the voltage and cur-
rent read-out. The meter ranges are created
by switch 51, whose contacts are connected
to several points in the circuit. Your budget
allowing you are, of course, free to fit as
many meters as you like, with a choice be-
tween analogue and digital.
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ECONOMY POWER SUPPLY m

,

Fig. 5. Single·sided printed circuit board for the economy power supply.
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POWER SUPPLIES

TESTING A POWER SUPPLY- THEDYNAMIC WAY-
The most lmportant feature of a regulated ations. Because a rectangular contror signal peaks (approx. 100 ~), enables us to de-
power supply ls its ability 10keep the output is used, we can find a point where the von- duce tnat the regulator functions properly
voltage constant in spite of load variations. aga regulator loses track of the load vari- up to about 10kHz (above 10kHz, the re-
Unfortunalely, this can never be done per- atlcns. spanse may be improved by adding buffer
fecUy. The main stumbling blocks we an- When the load is switched on, the voJtage capacitors).
counter in practice are the internal will first drop considerably, and not rise 10 Apart !rom the peaks, the scope plot also
resistance of the supply, and the speed of the previously set level until the voltage shows a small variation of the output volt-
the voltage regulator. To establish the effect regulator provides the necessary drive to age when the load is stable. This change is
of these parameters, the suppty may be sub- the power transistors. Similarly, when the caused by the internal resistance of the
jected 10the fairly gruesome test described load is switched off, the voltage regulator power supply. Here, the variation is abouthere. maintains the drive tor the transistors a little 15 mV_Since this vottage drop is caused by
A 16-Q load is switched on an off by a reo- 100 long, so that the output voltaqe rises a current of 1 A, the internal resistance of
tangular control signal via apower transis- considerably. The length of the voltage the supply is 15 mn.
tor. The power supply is set to an output
vottaqe of 16 V, so that the output current is
switched between 0 A and 1 A. The test set-
up is shown in the circuit diagram. The oscil- 3-jul-91 lBCroyloscope plot shows the response of the 15: 19:53

supply to these sudden, heavy, load vert-

Panel
STATUS ---- -"(" ---- --- - -- . ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

Memory

L• Sov.
PA""-

" J I~
c . Recall

AUxil1ary
Setups

supply ~~

R5 ~~

fo= 19"- .- ._ . . - ---- -j - ---- _.- 'r 0." 1X-Y mode
.5ms 50mV

Persistence 0.,,2
=de .5ms 10V

910111-13

Return CH1 30 mV OC

-"--

••••••• ~ !

Fig_ 6. Internal view of the economy power supply.

Construction end edjustment
The construction is best carried out on the
single-sided printed-circuit board shown in
Fig. 5. There is no fixed order in which the
cornponents are rnounted on to the board, as
long as you start with the eight wire links.
Keep the power transistors. Ts-T6, and T9-
TlO,and connector K2to the Last.
The case and the heatsink must be drilled

before the power transistors are soldered to
the board. When it is time to solder, have a11
rnounting hardware, i.e.. mounting pillars,
bolts, nuts, washers and the like handy to en-
able the transistor terminals to be given the
required Z-shape and inserted into the PCB
holes. At this stage it is also possible to deter-
mine the best way of rnounting the terminal
block connector. K2, which is fairly elose to
the edge of the pes and, therefore, to the
heat sink. ln some cases, you may want to fit
K2 such that the connecting wires can be in-
serted frorn the side of Cl /Cn. On the com-
ponent mounting plan there seems to be
little space to do this, but inmost cases capa-
citors Cz and Cu will be smaller than drawn.
The wiring between the rnains entrance

socket, mains switch 52 and the primary of
the transformer must be Installed in accord-
ance with safety regulanons.
The wiring between connector 1<3 and
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Fig. 7. Front panel layout.

switch Sl consists of connector 1<5 and a
length of flatcable. The connector pinning is
such that the flatcable wires can be con-
nected to the switch contacts in the nght
order. If a digital meter ts used, a 3-pole type
must be used for S1. The third switch section
is then used to switch the decimal point and
the 'V' and 'A' indications on the display. In
addition, you will require a shunt resistor at
the input of the digital meter. When a meter
is used with a sensitivity of 200 mV, this
shunt resistor takes a value of 270 n. Also
note that the power supply of the digital
meter unit must float with respect to the sup-
ply. Ln rnost cases, this means that a battery
or aseparate supply is required.

The power supply proper has no adjust-
ment points; only the meter needs to be ca li-
brated against an accurate multimeter. Set

the supply to the maximurrt output voltage
and maximum output current. Connect the
multimeter as a voltmeter to the outputs.
Take the multimeter reading, end adjust P1
and P3 to give corresponding meter indica-
tions for the positiveand the negatlve output
voltage respectively. Next, short-circuit the
positive output with the multimeter set to
the rurrent range. Adjust P4 until the indica-
tion of the meter on the supply equals that of
the multimeter. 00 the same for the negative
output and preset Ps.

Finally, note that the space reserved for
the meter on the front panel foil (Fig. 7)
allows analogue as well as digital meters to
be fitted. The analogue meter scale printed
on the toll may be cut out and stuck over the
existing meter scale. •
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Fig. 8. Suggested rear panel tabeis for the
power supply.
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by J. Ruffell

THE measurement card for the in-
door Ioutdoor thermometer "may be pro-

vided with the additional LED indicator
shown in the diagram to check the opcre-
tion of the software.
Every Hfteen seconds, a pulse is placed

via the background program TLOGGER on
to line PBO, which is taken outside via con-
nector K6. The level on this line is, of course,
not switched irrespective, but only at the in-
stant that TLOGGER checks whether a tem-
perature measurement is being carried out.
[f that is so, the level on the line remains high
for about 1 s (depending on the speed of the
computer). When no rneasurement is betng

carried out, this time is appreciably shorter:
of the order of 80 ms. The line is also used
by the software to signal an error condition
outwards. If for instance, TIRANS.CFG er
TLOGGERCFG is not found. er the path is
not correct, or the disc is full, pulses at a fre-
quency of 10 Hz are placed on it.
The diagram shows how the LED is con-

nected to % via a short length of flatcable.
Power is supplied by the computer. •

,. Elektor Electronics, March 1991
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Fig. 5. Single-sided printed circuit board for the economy power supply.
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switch Sl consists of connector 1<5 and a
length of flatcable. The connector pinning is
such that the flatcable wires can be con-
nected to the switch contacts in the nght
order. If a digital meter ts used, a 3-pole type
must be used for S1. The third switch section
is then used to switch the decimal point and
the 'V' and 'A' indications on the display. In
addition, you will require a shunt resistor at
the input of the digital meter. When a meter
is used with a sensitivity of 200 mV, this
shunt resistor takes a value of 270 n. Also
note that the power supply of the digital
meter unit must float with respect to the sup-
ply. Ln rnost cases, this means that a battery
or aseparate supply is required.

The power supply proper has no adjust-
ment points; only the meter needs to be ca li-
brated against an accurate multimeter. Set

the supply to the maximurrt output voltage
and maximum output current. Connect the
multimeter as a voltmeter to the outputs.
Take the multimeter reading, end adjust P1
and P3 to give corresponding meter indica-
tions for the positiveand the negatlve output
voltage respectively. Next, short-circuit the
positive output with the multimeter set to
the rurrent range. Adjust P4 until the indica-
tion of the meter on the supply equals that of
the multimeter. 00 the same for the negative
output and preset Ps.

Finally, note that the space reserved for
the meter on the front panel foil (Fig. 7)
allows analogue as well as digital meters to
be fitted. The analogue meter scale printed
on the toll may be cut out and stuck over the
existing meter scale. •
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by J. Ruffell

THE measurement card for the in-
door Ioutdoor thermometer "may be pro-

vided with the additional LED indicator
shown in the diagram to check the opcre-
tion of the software.
Every Hfteen seconds, a pulse is placed

via the background program TLOGGER on
to line PBO, which is taken outside via con-
nector K6. The level on this line is, of course,
not switched irrespective, but only at the in-
stant that TLOGGER checks whether a tem-
perature measurement is being carried out.
[f that is so, the level on the line remains high
for about 1 s (depending on the speed of the
computer). When no rneasurement is betng

carried out, this time is appreciably shorter:
of the order of 80 ms. The line is also used
by the software to signal an error condition
outwards. If for instance, TIRANS.CFG er
TLOGGERCFG is not found. er the path is
not correct, or the disc is full, pulses at a fre-
quency of 10 Hz are placed on it.
The diagram shows how the LED is con-

nected to % via a short length of flatcable.
Power is supplied by the computer. •
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AMPLIFICATIONj ATTENUATION SELECTOR

ANational Semiconductor application

ATYPE TL081 opamp and same passive
components are sufficient to construct

a small amplifier whose amplification can
be varied between +1 and -1 with a poten-
tiometer-see the diagram.
The input signal is applied to both inputs

of the opamp: to the inverting input via CI
and R11 and to the non-inverfing input via
CI and PI- The amplification of the amplifier
is R2:R1=1. However, the level of the signal
at the +input is determined by the position
of the wiper of Pj. When the wiper is at the
centre of its travel, the two input signals can-
cel each other, so that there is no output.
When the wiper is at the 'high' end of the
potentiometer, the signal at the +input i5
largerthan thatat the invertinginputand this
is then available, amplified by 1, at the out-
put. When the wiper is at earth potential,
the opamp functions as anormal inverting

amplifier with unity gain.
The input impedance of the circuit is about

50 kQ. With a value of Cj as shown, the am-
plifier can handle frequencies from 30 Hz up~
wards.
The circuit requires apower supply of

±5-15 V and draws a current of only a few
mA. If such a supply is not available, it may
be produced from a single 10-30 V supply
as shown in the diagram. •

,
5 •.. 15V 10 •..30V

• +}-~--;---jr--{+ (I*

*ne text r
IC,

•
5 ... 15V.-)------"'''''------~

914098-11

SLAVEMAINS ON-OFF CONTROL

THIS is an improved version of the slave
mains on-off control published in the

July 1990 issue of Elektor Electronics. The cir-
cuit has been substantially changed and of-
fers much better control of inductive loads.
The control switches mains-powered equip-

K' 1"1 5A3T

'"'..!,.
'"'
Q

by J. Ruffell

ment on and off simultaneously with a rnas-
ter urut. One particularly useful application
of the control is in audio racks where the sig-
nal sources (cassette deck, CD player, tape
recorder, tuner; etc.) are switched on and off
together with the power amplifier.

Theci.rcuitmonitors thecurrentconsumption
of the master unit (connected to K2) with the
aid of an optocoupler. Ie}_ When P1 is set to
maximum sensitivity (corresponding to the
highest resistance value), a few milliamperes
are sufficient for the control to switch on the

K2

"v
ct oa ca ~

"v
4 x 1N5408

:S500W

D' •c"
~

,.. •K3
"v

..!,.
"v

914072·11 :S7.50W

'"9V/166mA
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SLAVE MAINS ON-OFF CONTROL. BI
slave(s), which are connected to K3. The max-
imum sensitivity will rarely be used, however,
since allowance should be made for leakage
and quiescent currents of the master unit.
When the current consum ption of the mas-

ter uni t exceeds the preset trigger level, the
transistor in leI starts to conduct, causing
the outputof oparnp JC, to golow. Consequently,
transistor Tl conducts and actuates the load
(the 'slave') via relay Rej.
After the master unit has been switched

off, C2 is charged via Rs. At a certain voltage
on C21 the comparator toggles and switches
off theslavevia Tl and Rel.1hishappens after
500 ms CI so.
The state of the contral is indicated by

two LEDs, one, °51 as an on/off indicator
for the control proper, and another, D61 for
the on-off state of the slave, The maximum
loads at the master and slave outputs are
500 W and 750 W respectively,
Thecontrol isbestconstructed on theprinted

circuit board shown in Fig. 2. The rnains con-
nections to the board are made with three 3-
way peB terminal blocks. For safety reasons
theearth track on the boardshould bestrength-
ened by a ptece of copper wire of 2.5 rnmz
cross-secrional area or larger.
WARNING. Since the circuit carries danger-
aus voltages at e number of poi.nts, it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation is ap-
plied. Never work on the circuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the circuit can be touched when it is
being adjusted or used. •

PARTS LIST
Reststors.
RI = 120Q
R2,R5,RII=lOkQ
R3,RI0= I kQ
R4= 33 Q
R6= 68 kQ
R7 = 270kQ
R8, R9=47 kQ
RI2 =2,2 kQ
RI3=220Q, I W

Capacitors:
CI = 470 J.lF. 25 V
C2 = 47 J.lF, 25 V
C3 = 150 nF, 630 V
C4 = 10 J.lF, 25 V

Semiconductors:
DI-D4 = IN5408
D5 =LED, red
D6 = LED, green
D7 = IN4148
BI = B4OCl500
Tl = BC327
JCI = CNY 17-2
JC2= LM74 I

MisceUaneous:
K I-K3 = 3-way PCB block, pitch 7.5 mm
FI = 6.3 A fuse with holder
Tri = mains transformer 9 V. 160 mA sec.
Rel = SPST relay, 12 V, 330 Q. e.g.
Siemens V23127-B2-A201

ABS enclosure 190xIIOx74 mm, e.g.
Retex RG4
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SLAVEMAINS ON-OFF CONTROL. m
slave(s), which are connected to K3.The max-
imumsensitivitywillrarelybeused,however,
since allowance should be made for leakage
and quiescent currents of the master unit.
When the currentconsumption of the mas-

ter unit exceeds the preset trigger level, the
transistor in ICt starts to conduct, causing
theoutput ofopamp IC2togo low.Consequently,
transistor Tt conducts and actuates the load
(the 'slave') via relay Rej.
After the master unit has been switched

off, C2 is charged via Rs. At a certain voltage
on C2, the comparator toggles and switches
off the slave via Ti and Re-. This happens after
500 ms or so.
The state of the control is indicated by

two LEDs, one, Ds, as an on/off indicator
for the control proper, and another, D6, for
the on-off state of the slave. The maximum
loads at the master and slave outputs are
500 Wand 750 W respectively.
The control isbest constructed on the printed

oircuit board shown in Fig. 2. The mains con-
nections to the board are made with three 3-
way PCB terminal blocks. For safety reasons
the earth track on the board should be strength-
ened by a piece of copper wire of 2.5 mm2
cross-sectional area or larger.
WARNING. Since the circuit carries danger-
ous voltages at a number of points, it is es-
sential that proper electrical insulation is ap-
plied. Never work on the circuit when the
mains is connected to it. Make sure that no
part of the circuit can be touched when it is
being adjusted or used. •

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl = 120n
R2. R5. Rll = 10 kn
R3.RlO= 1 kQ
R4=33 n
R6=68 kQ
R7=270kn
R8, R9 =47 kQ
R12=2.2kn
R13 = 220 n. 1 W
Capacitors:
Cl = 470 J.lF, 25 V
C2 = 47 J.lF. 25 V
C3 = 150 nF, 630 V
C4 = 10 J.lF, 25 V

Semiconductors:
Dl~D4 = IN5408
D5 =LED, red
D6 = LED, green
D7 = lN4148
BI = B4OCl500
Tl = BC327
ICI = CNY17-2
IC2=LM741

MisceUaneous:
KI-K3 = 3-way PCB block, pitch 7.5 mm
Fl = 6.3 A fuse with holder
Tri = mains transformer 9 V, 160 mA sec.
Rel = SPST relay, 12 V, 330 n, e.g.
Siemens V23127-B2-A201

ABS encIosure 190x1l0x74 mm, e.g.
RetexRG4
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DIGITAL (TAPE) COUNTER

SINCE there are still tape recorders about
that have no mechanical tape counter, the

circuit shown here offers an excellent, elec-
tronic add-on for these. It can, of course, also
be used to replace a mechanical counter.
Furthermore, it can be used for other appli-
cations, for instance, as hoist-height indi-
cator for a model building crane, or for indi-
cating the position of a ehisel on a lathe.
The input of the circuit is formed by two

optoisolators. The sequence of the pulse sig-
nals provided by these isolators depends on
the direction into which a coding disc turns.
The NAND gates fal lowing the isola tors pro-
duce frorn those signals an up pulse or a
down pulse, whichenables upl down counter
1C3 to register the postnon irrespective of
the direction of rotation. That position is
made visible via a decoder on a seven-seg-
mentdisplay. The numberofdigits thecounter
provides can be extended by adding more
counter Zdecoder Zdisplay stages to the ex-
tension terminals, PC1-PC4, in the same way
that ICs, IC6, LD2 are connected to IC3.
The optical input signal is provided by a

codlng disc that is sub-divided into a num-
ber of alternate refleeting and non-reflecting
segments. The two optoisolators are posi-
tioned above the disc in such a way that
when one is direetly above a segment, the
other is exactly above the line dividing two
segments. It is, ofcourse, possible to usea light
barrier and a coding disc that has alternate
transparentand opaque segments. Two LEDs
and a pairofphototransistorscan also be used.
The power supply is a 5 V regulated type

that can deliver 250 mA. For each additional
counter stage, 100 mA should be added to
that figure. •

a Texas Instruments application

+
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WATER LEVEL CONTROL

INSOME countries, the water supply is ir-
regular at most tirnes: in many other coun-

tries at times of a drought. A means of mak-
ing this less inconvenient is offered by the
circuit described here. Tt needs two water
tanks: one, T2, at ground level or even un-
derground and the other, Tl, in the loft or at
least considerably higher than the first one.
Tank 2 gets filled by a pump from tank 1 to
ensure that there is sufficient water pressure.
The eircuit shown ensures that the water in
tank 1is keptata given level; ifthewaterdrops
below that Ievel, the pump will be switched

•
by S.Kokate

on. There is protection in case tank 2 is empty.
The circuit is opera ted by a number of

sensors mounted in the tanks. Each tank con-
tains a non-corrosive or insulated pin or straight
piece of stout wire, R. Tank 1 has two sen-
sors, P and Q, each consisting of a small, non-
corrosive metal disc; tank 2 has one sensor,
S, which is identical to those in tank 1. Sensor
P indicates when tank 1 is fuJl; Q signals
when tank 1is empty; S indicates when tank
2 is empty (no water at all).
Pins Rare connected via a resistor to the

positive supply Iine, while the sensors are

linked to the inverttng input of threeopamps,
IC1-IC 3.111enon-inverting Inputs of these am-
plifiers are supplied with a reference volt-
age, derived from potential dividers. Sufficient
water between a pin and a sensor causes a
virtual short-circuit that results in a high
level at the inverting input of the associated
opamp. A relay is used to switch the pump
and and off: its normally open contact oper-
ates the motor and its normaJly closed con-
taet is linked to the output of IC2.
When tank 1is full, the inverting input cf

all three opamps is at a high level: the out-
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WATER LEVEL CONTROL

puts of al1 three are then low and the relay is
not energized. When the water level in tank
1 drops, the output of!C, goes high, but,
since the output of IC2 is low, the relay will
remain inoperative. When, however; the water
level drops to below sensor Q, the output of
Te2will go high. Transistor Tl is switched on
and the relay is actuated, so that the pump is
switched on and the output of IC2 is open-
circuited. The high level at pin 6 of TC, will
ensure that Tl remains switched on.
When tank 1 is filled to the level of sensor

P, the resulting low level at the output of JC,
will cause the relay to be deenergized, so
that the pump is switched off.
When tank 2 is cmpty, the output of JC,

becomes high, which switches on T2 so that
Tl does not getany basecurrent. Consequent1y,
the relay cannot be energized.
The reference vol tage for each of the opamps

can be preset with PI-P3 to obtain the re-
quired switching pattern, which, of course,
dependsalso on the sensors used and thecom-
position of the water.
Since there is a direct vo1tage at the sen-

sors, these must be inspeeted regularty Some
advice here: thecarbon electrodes from an old
battery do not dissolve in water and arte
non-corrosive.
The current drawn by the circuit is deter-

mirred chiefly by the relay coil: the BCS17
can switch up to 400 mA. The opamps draw
onlya few milliamperes. •

AUDIBLE TESTER
by L. Roerade

,

THE TESTER, whichis very useful for test-
ing parts of electronic circuits. eonsists

of an oscillator that generates a 1 kHz test
signal and a detector that amplifies the de-
tected signal which is then made audible by
a smallloudspeaker or buzzer. The tester
draws only a small eurrent so that it ean be
powered by a 9 V (PP3 or 6F22) battery.
Circuit Ie Jafunctions as arectangular-wave

generator whose frequency is determined
by the time constant R4-C2. With values as
shown, the frequency is about 1 kHz and
this is hardly affected by variations in the
supply voltege.
The oscillator signal is fed to the eircuit

on test via C3, Rs, potentiometer P1 and C4·
With a 9 V supply, the maximum voltage at
the wiper 01 P, is about 3.5 V p-p. When 5,
is closed, the voltage at the output terminals
is reduced to 1h4th.
The measurand is input to the detector

via sensitivity control P2' The circuit is pro-
tected against too high input voltages by R9,
D1 and D,. After the signal has been buffered
by TC'b' it is applied to power amplifier JC,
via C6 and P3' The signal is raised to a level
that enables its drtvuig a smallioudspeaker
or buzzer.
The prototype drew a curren t of 7 mA in
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the absence of a signal, and this increased to
nearly200 mA withastronginputsignaL The
maximurrt drive level to the power ampli-

fier, and thus the maximum current drain, is
determined with P3· •
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WATER LEVEL CONTROL

puts of al1 three are then low and the relay is
not energized. When the water level in tank
1 drops, the output of!C, goes high, but,
since the output of IC2 is low, the relay will
remain inoperative. When, however; the water
level drops to below sensor Q, the output of
Te2will go high. Transistor Tl is switched on
and the relay is actuated, so that the pump is
switched on and the output of IC2 is open-
circuited. The high level at pin 6 of TC, will
ensure that Tl remains switched on.
When tank 1 is filled to the level of sensor

P, the resulting low level at the output of JC,
will cause the relay to be deenergized, so
that the pump is switched off.
When tank 2 is cmpty, the output of JC,

becomes high, which switches on T2 so that
Tl does not getany basecurrent. Consequent1y,
the relay cannot be energized.
The reference vol tage for each of the opamps

can be preset with PI-P3 to obtain the re-
quired switching pattern, which, of course,
dependsalso on the sensors used and thecom-
position of the water.
Since there is a direct vo1tage at the sen-

sors, these must be inspeeted regularty Some
advice here: thecarbon electrodes from an old
battery do not dissolve in water and arte
non-corrosive.
The current drawn by the circuit is deter-

mirred chiefly by the relay coil: the BCS17
can switch up to 400 mA. The opamps draw
onlya few milliamperes. •

AUDIBLE TESTER
by L. Roerade

,

THE TESTER, whichis very useful for test-
ing parts of electronic circuits. eonsists

of an oscillator that generates a 1 kHz test
signal and a detector that amplifies the de-
tected signal which is then made audible by
a smallloudspeaker or buzzer. The tester
draws only a small eurrent so that it ean be
powered by a 9 V (PP3 or 6F22) battery.
Circuit Ie Jafunctions as arectangular-wave

generator whose frequency is determined
by the time constant R4-C2. With values as
shown, the frequency is about 1 kHz and
this is hardly affected by variations in the
supply voltege.
The oscillator signal is fed to the eircuit

on test via C3, Rs, potentiometer P1 and C4·
With a 9 V supply, the maximum voltage at
the wiper 01 P, is about 3.5 V p-p. When 5,
is closed, the voltage at the output terminals
is reduced to 1h4th.
The measurand is input to the detector

via sensitivity control P2' The circuit is pro-
tected against too high input voltages by R9,
D1 and D,. After the signal has been buffered
by TC'b' it is applied to power amplifier JC,
via C6 and P3' The signal is raised to a level
that enables its drtvuig a smallioudspeaker
or buzzer.
The prototype drew a curren t of 7 mA in
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the absence of a signal, and this increased to
nearly200 mA withastronginputsignaL The
maximurrt drive level to the power ampli-

fier, and thus the maximum current drain, is
determined with P3· •
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APPLICATION NOTES

The contents of this article are based on Information obtained from manufacturers in
the electrical and electronics Industry and do not imply practical experience by

Elektor Electronlcs or Its consultants.

MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMABLE UNIVERSAL ACTIVE
FILTERS

(Maxim Integrated Produets Ine.)

Maxim's MAX260/261/262
series of ICs contain two
double filter sections of
which the response can be
set for each section
individually by means of a
microprocessor output
port or a microcomputer
system. This brings the
programming of roll-off
frequencies and Q factors
at the flick of a switch
within easy reach. Handy,
too, in the laboratory, such
a computer-controlled filter
bank!

FILTERles based on switched capacitors
have been with us for quite some time.

Their operaring principle is fairly simple:
each freguency determining capacitor is as-
sociated with an electronic switch that en-
ables the charge transfer to the capacitor to
be controlled by pulse-width modulation at
a frequency much lugher than the desired
pass-band. Switched-capacitor filter les
usually require the desired pass-band to be
deflned beforehand, which results in a cer-
tarn internal configuration. Next, a poten-
tiometer is added to give continuous control
of the filter frequency Qver a certain range.
The new lamily 01Je filters produced by

Maxim takes thls principle one step further.
Each Ie in the three-member family contains
two second-order switched-capacitor active
filters, whose parameters Q, Je and Jo can be
set with the aid of a few datawords supplied
by a computer system. Virtually cverytlung
required to do this efficiently is integrated in

O~ r ~

Q : OPOU'
supply

MAX 261/262 on1y J)
INA N/HP/APA 'PA CPA IN, N!HP!APa 'P, LP,

A progfam memory mode

'O,a
B program memory mode

'O,a

Imerlace
logle

00,01 AO•.•A3 ose.OUT CU; OUT CLK,WR

910125-11

MAXI.
MAX260

MAXIM
MAX261
MAX262

Fig. 1. MAX260/261/262 block diagram and pinouts.
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the IC, including the capacitors. The filter
configuration is flexible since each seetion
has a lew-pass, a high-pass and a band-pass
output. Each filter secnon can be used on its
own, but it is also possible to cascade sec-
tions to obtain higher-erder filters (which
have steeper roll-off characteristics).

le topography
The block schematic diagram of the
MAX260/262/262 is shown in Fig. 1. Each
second-order filter seetion has its own clock
input, and individual settings for the roll-off
frequency and the Q factor. In this way, the
seetions can operate independently whilst
allowing complex filter functions to be cre-
ated. An on-board oscillator is available that
may be connected to a quartz crystal or a
suitable R-C combination. A binary scaler
connected between each clock input and the
filter section prevents the duty factor of the
applied signal affecting the operation of the
filters. The MAX261 and the MAX262 also
contain an uncommitted opamp that may be
used to create, for instance, a notch output.
Figure 2 gives the internal structure of a

filter. What is shown is basically a state-vari-
able filter consisting of two integrators and a
summing amplifier. Four switched-capaci-
tor networks enable the Q factor as weil as
the centre frequency, /0, of each section to be
programrned individually. The three swit-
ches controUed by the 'mode select' block
allow the opamps and the summing arnpli-
Her to be intereonnected in many different
ways.
The ratio of the dock frequency to the set

centre frequency is so large that the clock fre-
queney is readily extracted from the outpur
signal, which results in a nearly ideal sec-
ond-order state-variable response. The ratio
is not the same for all three ICs - for the
MAX262, it is purposely set to a lower va1ue
to enable the IC to handle tugher frequencies
than the other two.

Filtermode selection
Mode 1 (Fig. 3a) is useful when implement-
ing all-pole low-pass and band-pass filters
such as Butterworth ..Bessel and Chebyshev
types. It can also be used for notch filters, but
onIy second-order types because the relative
pole and null locations are fixed. Mode I,
along with Mode 4, supports the highest
dock frequencies because the input summ-
ing amplifier is outside the fllter's resonant
loop. The gam of the low-pass and notch out-
puts is I, while the band-pass gain at the
centre frequency.ji, equaIs Q.
Mode 2 (Fig. 3b) is also used for all-pole low-
pass and band-pass Filters. The advantages
compared to Mode 1 are lugher available Q
factors and lower output noise. However,
the filii fo ratios available in Mode 2 are ~2
tirnes lower than with Mode 1, so a wider
overall range of secnon centre frequencies
may be selected when a common clock is
used.
Mode 3 (Fig. 3c) is the only mode which pro-
duces high-pass filters. The maximum dock
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sampie & hold
Max2600nly

N/HP/AP>--..---n.
~ -{BP.

51 52 53.........

Fig. 2. Filter block diagram. The IC contains four switched-capacitor sections. 5witches 51,
52 and 53 allow a certain filter configuration to be set (see Fig. 3)

switch-cap'- _
nelwork .-mode

eeteet 5310-'-- __ kl" I'WIt'h~pl
---, nelwork_

9101:25-12MO MI 00 ...06 FO•.•F5

MOOE 1a
h---------O" •

I..-...,..J BP.

,1012So13a

MODE Zb

910125-1Jb

h---------O" •~==~ BP.

c MODE 3

Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c. Filter modes selected by programming the IC.



•• APPLlCATION NOTES

frequency is slightly lower than with
Mode 1.
Mode 3a (Pig. 3d) is an extension 01Mode 3.
The uncommitted opamp in the MAX261
and MAX262, or an external opamp, is used
to create aseparate notch output. This is
achieved by summi.ng the Iow-pass and
high-pass outputs. Mode 3a is particularly
suited to creating elliptical filters (with poles
and nulls).
Mode 4 (Fig. 3e) is the only mode that pro-
vides an all-pass output. It also allows a11-
pole low-pass and band-pass filters to be
created. TabJe 1 lists the main characteristics
of the above müdes.

Programming the filters
Very narrow filterscan be created by cascad-
ing a number of filter sections. This, how-
ever, requires the central frequency, JOI and
the quality factor, Q, to be calculated with
the aid of filter theory. Sirtee the two filter
sections in the MAX26x-based experimental
circuit (to be described further on) are used
independently, the discussion can be limited
to a second-order filter, which will meet
most experimental demands.
The filter lC has three address lines and

two datalines. These are readily connected
to, for instance, a Centronics port on a com-
puter. To program a filter section, eight two-
bit datawords must be written to it. The
function of these bits is given in Table 2.
Alter programming the lC, the connection to
the computer may be broken. The filter IC
will continue to function with the pro-
grammed settings until its supply voltage is
removed.
Apart from the desired mode for a certain

filter configuration, the computer must sup-
ply a corresponding value for the ratio /elk/ /0,
and another for the desired Q factor. The lat-
ter two parameters depend on the pro-
grammed rnode. and can not be caught in a
simple rule or equat:ion. That is why Table 3
lists values for N, a number to be fed to the
TC in order to obtain a certain frequency ratio
given the selected mode. When using this in-
formation, do mind the 'notes' below the
table.
The ratio /olk//O may be programmed be-

tween about 100 and 200 for the most fre-
quently used modes 01 the MAX260/261.
Consequenrly, at a clock 01200 kHz,!o can be
set (via the computer) to a value between
1 kHz and 2 kHz. Ta obtain a somewhat
larger control range, the oscillator frequency
is made adjustable in our design. This is
achieved with the aid of a potentiometer.
The Q factor is also programmed via a

correspondingnumber, N, which may take a
value between 0 and 127. This allows the ac-
tual Q to be set between 0.5 and 64 in
Modes 1,3 and 4. The set Q also determines
the maxi m um clock frequency. The MAX261
in the present circuit is capable of operating
up to 1.7:MHz in all modes at Q values smal-
ler than 8 (with Q~l,4 MHz is achieved). At
higher Qs, the maximum frequency is re-
duced to about 1.2 MHz.
The filter lC may be put into a low-power

d

e

MODE ae

,

MODE 4

~~ -rAP.
'----! BP.

Fig. 3d,3e.

NOIe.: '0 - Center fr!lquenc)'
I,.. ~ Noteh Frequöncy
HOlP " Lewpass Geln 81 oe
HOBP " Bandpass Ga!n at '0
HOHP = Highpasa Gain es I approaches 'cu.:!4

Table 1. Main filter characteristics (Fig. 3)

shut-down mode by prograrnmtng a Q of 0
in filter A. This reduces the current drain
Jrom 7mA to about 0.35 rnA

A development circuit
Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of an ex-
perimental programmable filter based on the
MAX261. The circuit is eminently suited to
quick design and testing of a certain filter re-
sponse.
The Inputs of the le are fitted with two

coupling capacitors, Cl and C2, and signal
level controls, P1 and P2. Two clamp circults.
Dl-D2-Rl and D3-D,-R2, protect the Je inputs

910125-13e

FILTER HOH' H~,
MODE MI, MO FUNCTIONS '. c '. H~ Hop (I - 0) (1-lcu,J4) OTHER,

0, ° LP. BP. N '. -, -0 -t -,
2 0, , LP. BP. N . ~ 'n.J2 .{).5 OI,j2 '{).5 ,
ä

t. ° Lp, ee HP
~ ~ -, -0 HOt;p - -t• •~ ~ lo-J:!1 • R, • R,3A " ° Lp, BP. HP, N w w -, -0 HQHP" -1
W w R, R, R.00 00

• ',' lp, 6P. AP -2 -20 Ho,o,p--l
fz = 'g. o, = a

HOHl - Noteh Gam as r eocrcecnes oe
H()N2 " Noteh Gain as , approaches ICL~/4
Ho.o.p " Allpas.s Gein'z. 0l = I ,nd a 01 Camp/ex POle Pair

,

against too large input signals.
The dock oscillator runs with an R-C

cornbinarion, P:3-C7.The potentiometer gives
a clock frequency range of about 70 kHz to
1.5 MHz. If necessary, Iower frequencies
may be obtained by increasing the value of
C7.
The jumpers at the outputs of the filter

seetions allow you to select a particular filter
function for feeding to output connectors K4
and Ks. It is also possible to connect two filter
sections in series by fitting a jumper (or a
wire link) between points' A' and 'B'.
The low-pass filters at the outputs of the

circuit, Rs-Cs and R7-ClO,serve to suppress
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OATA BIT AOORESS 1LOCATION
ce 01 I Al A2 Al AO

FILTER A

"0, "', 0 0 0 0 0
FO, F1, 0 0 0 , ,
", F3, 0 0 , 0 a
", F5, 0 0 , , 3
00, 0', 0 , 0 0 ,
0', 03, 0 , 0 , 5
04, 05, 0 , , 0 •
06, 0 , , , ,
FILTER 8

..." "'. 1 0 0 0 ,
'0. F1. , 0 0 , 9

". F3. , 0 , 0 10

". ". , 0 , , "00. 0'.
, , 0 0 12

0'. 0"
, , 0 , 13

0'. 05. , , , 0 "06. , , , , 15

Nole: Wrllillg 0 tmc 00 ..-06 .. (address iocaücns 4-7) 01'1
Filter A aClivates shutdown mooe. 80TH lilter sections
ceacnvete.

Table 2. Filter parameter address locations.

the dock frequency. Por best results, these
filters should have a roll-off frequencywhich
is geared to the set clock frequency. How-
ever, in view of the universal character of the
present application, a fixed roll-off fre-
quency of just lugher than 20 kHz is used
here.
The IC is linked to the computer via a

Centronics connector. A resistor array is
used to ensure fixed logic levels at the IC in-
puts when the computer is not connected.
For simplicity's sake, the circuit is powered
by an asyrnmetrical supply. This requires an
additional potential of half the supply volt-
age to be created for the MAX261. Th.is is
achieved with components R3, R4 and Cs.
The supply voltage is stabilized by a 5-V
regulator Type 7805. The current drain of the
circuit is smaller than 20 mA.

Practical use
The experimental programmable filter is
best constructed on the printed circuit board
shown in Pig. 5. The wiring is reduced to a
minimurrt because all connectors are
mounted on to the board. The completed
PCB is fitted into a smaH ABS enclosure frorn
Pactec of dimensions 146x92x27 mm (ap-
prox.). The input supply voltage is best fur-
nished by a small mains adaptor with 9 V to
12 V d.c. output.
For an initial test, connect the control

input of the filter to the Centronics output of
a PC, and the input(s) to a signal generator.
The output(s) is (are) connected to a measur-
Ing Instrument, e.g., an oscilloscope. The
maximum input voltage with the level con-
trols fully open depends on the desired
mode, the selected output, and the set Q fac-
tor (see Table 1). The maximum output volt-
age is about 1.5 Vrms at the supply voltage
used here.
The short BASIC program listed in Fig. 6

gives ready controlover the filter section set-
tings. First, select the desired mode. Inmost
cases, this will be Mode 1 if a lew-pass or
band-pass filter is desired, or Mode 3 if you
want a high-pass filter.
Next, enter the corresponding number

for /0 (centre frequency) and Q (quality fac-
tor). Use Tables 3 and 4 to look up the num-
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Icu/lo RATIO PROGRAM CODE

MAX26OJ&1 MAX262

MODE 1,3,4 MOOE2 MODE 1,3,4 MODE 2 N F5 F4 F3 F'2 F1 FO

100.53 71.09 ..... 28-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

102.10 12.20 42.41 29.99 , 0 0 0 0 0 ,
103.67 73.31 "'98 3uO , 0 0 0 0 , 0
105.24 7<1.42 45.55 32.21 3 0 0 0 0 , ,
106.81 75.53 47.12 33.32 , 0 0 0 , 0 0
108 38 76.64 48.69 34.43 5 0 0 0 , 0 ,
109.96 17.15 50.27 35." • 0 0 0 , , 0
111.53 18.86 51.84 36.65 , 0 0 0 , , ,
113.10 79.97 53.41 3U6 , 0 0 , 0 0 0
114.67 81.(18 ".98 38.87 9 0 0 , 0 0 ,
116.24 82.19 56.55 39.99 10 0 0 , 0 t 0
111.81 83.30 58.12 .1.10 " 0 0 , 0 , ,
119.38 84.42 59.69 42.21 " 0 0 , , 0 0

120.95 85.53 61,26 43.32 13 0 0 , , 0 ,
122.52 es, ., 62.83 ".43 14 0 0 , , , 0
124.09 87.75 .,... 45.~ 15 0 0 , , , ,
125.66 88." 65.97 46.65 " 0 , 0 0 0 0
127.23 89.91 6754 4776 " 0 , 0 0 0 ,
128.81 91.80 69.12 48.87 18 0 , 0 0 , 0
130.38 92.19 70.69 49.98 19 0 , 0 0 , ,
131.95 93.30 "'" 51 10 20 0 , 0 , 0 0
133.52 94.41 7383 52.20 21 0 , 0 , 0 ,
135.08 95.52 75.40 53.31 22 0 , 0 , , 0
136.66 ".63 76,97 54.43 23 0 , 0 , , ,
138.23 97.74 78.53 55." " 0 , , 0 0 0
139.80 98." 80.11 56.65 25 0 , , 0 0 ,
14137 99.97 '168 57.76 ae 0 , , 0 , 0

142.94 101.08 63.25 58.87 27 0 , , 0 , ,
144.51 102,89 '''' 59.98 28 0 , , , 0 0
146.08 103.30 "39 61.09 es 0 , , , 0 ,
147.65 104 41 87.96 62.20 30 0 , , , t 0
149,23 105.52 89.54 63.31 31 0 , , , , ,
150.80 H16.63 91 11 64.42 32 , 0 0 0 0 0
152.37 107,74 92.68 6553 33 , 0 0 0 0 ,
153.98 108.85 94.25 66." " , 0 0 0 , 0
155.51 109" 95.82 67.75 35 t 0 0 0 , ,
15708 11107 97.39 68." ae , 0 0 , 0 0
158.65 112.18 98." 6998 37 , 0 0 , 0 ,
160.22 11329 '00 53 71,09 38 , 0 0 , , 0
161.79 11441 102,10 72" 39 , 0 0 t , ,
163.36 115.52 102.67 7331 40 , 0 , 0 0 0
164.93 116.63 105.24 74.42 " , 0 t 0 0 ,
166.50 117_74 106.81 75.53 " , 0 , 0 , 0
168.08 11885 '08 38 16.54 ea , 0 , 0 , ,
169.65 \19.96 109,96 77.75 " , 0 , , 0 0
171,22 121.07 111 53 18.86 45 , 0 , , 0 ,
172.79 122.18 113.10 79.97 46 , 0 , , , 0
174,36 123.29 114.66 '10' 47 t 0 , , , ,
175.93 124.40 116.24 82.19 48 , , 0 0 0 0
177,50 125.51 117.81 83.30 49 , , 0 0 0 ,
179.07 126.62 119.38 84.41 50 , , 0 0 , 0
180.64 127.73 120.95 65.53 51 , t 0 0 , ,
182.21 128.84 122.52 ae. ., 52 , , 0 , 0 0
163.78 129.96 124.09 87.15 53 , , 0 , 0 ,
185.35 131.07 125.66 88" 54 , , 0 , , 0
166.92 132.18 127,23 89.97 55 , , 0 , , ,
188..49 133.29 128.81 91,08 56 , , , 0 0 0
190.07 134.40 130.38 ..92.19 sr , , , 0 0 ,
191.64 135_51 131.95 93.30 sa , , , 0 , 0

193.21 136.62 133 52 94.41 59 , , , 0 , ,
194.78 137.73 135.09 95.52 60 , , , , 0 0
196.35 138.84 136.66 96.63 61 , , , , 0 t

197.92 139.95 138.23 97.74 sa , , , , , 0
199.49 141.06 139.80 98,85 63 , , , , , ,

NOlet: 1) Fot tne MAX260/61, 'wile - (64 N)1f12 10 Mode 1. 3. and 4. where N venee Irom 0 10 63.
2) For me MAX262. 'cu/lo = (26 + N)1T12 rn Mode 1. 3. end 4. where N varles 0 to 63.
3) In Mode 2, en ICl..K/loratlos are divided by "ß.. The lunctions ere then:

MAX260161 Icu/le = 1.11072 (54 + N), MAX262 ICLK/lo = 1.11072 (26 + N)

Table 3. Central frequency programming.
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Fig. 4. Although fairly simple, the experimental circuit based on the MAX262 offers many
interesting possibilities.

COMPONENTS LIST

Rt1818Iora:
2 lkn
2 4kn7
2 2kn2
2 l00kn
1 3300
1 10kn 8-way SIL
2 50kn preset H
1 l00kn _I H

Rl;R2
R3;R4
R5;R7
R6;R8
R9
RIO
Pl;P2
P3

Capacltors:
2 330nF
2 1000F16V
3 l00nF
1 66pF
2 3nF3
2 470nF
1 1OOJ1F35V radial

Cl;C2
C3;C5
C4;C6;CI3
C7
C8;Cl0
C9;Cll
C12

Semlconductora:
4 lN4148
1 LEOred5mm
1 MAX261
1 7805

01-D4
05
ICI
1C2

Miscellaneoua:
1 36-way PCB-mount angled Kl

Centronics socket
4 PCB-mounl RCA or K2-K5

phono sockel
3-mm dia. PCB-mounl K6
adaptor socket
Prinlad circuH board 910125

"""N~
~Oo~~""""

+ 0

............

Fig. 5. Printed-circuit board designed tor the programmable filter.
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PROGRAMMEO Q PROGRAM CODE

MODE 1,3,4 MODE 2 • ce 05 Q4 Q3 Q2 01 00

0.500' 0.707' O· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.50< 0.713 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
0.508 0.118 2 0 0 0 0 0 , 0
0.512 0.724 3 0 0 0 0 0 , ,
0.516 0.730 • 0 0 0 0 t 0 0
0.520 0.736 5 0 0 0 0 t 0 ,
0.525 0.742 , 0 0 0 0 t , 0
0.529 0.748 t 0 0 0 0 , , ,
0.533 0.754 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
0.538 0.761 g 0 0 0 , 0 0 ,
0.542 0.767 tu 0 0 0 , 0 t 0
0.547 D.n4 " 0 0 0 , 0 t ,
0.552 0.780 " 0 0 0 , , 0 0
0.506 0.787 ta 0 0 0 , , 0 ,
0.561 0.794 " 0 0 -0 , t , 0
0.566 0.801 te 0 0 0 , , , ,
0.511 0.808 te 0 0 , 0 0 0 0
csn 0.815 " 0 0 , 0 0 0 ,
0582 0.823 " 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0.587 0.830 " 0 0 , 0 0 , ,
0.593 0.838 20 0 0 , 0 , 0 0
0.598 0 ... at 0 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0."" 0854 " 0 0 , 0 , , 0
0.609 0.862 23 0 0 , 0 , , ,
0.615 0.870 " 0 0 , , 0 0 0
0.621 0.879 25 0 0 , , 0 0 ,
0.627 0.881 26 0 0 , , 0 , 0

0"" 0.896 27 0 0 , , 0 , t
0.6<0 0.905 " 0 0 , , , 0 0
0.eae 0.914 ee 0 0 , , , 0 ,
0.653 0.924 30 0 0 , , , , 0
0.660 0.933 at 0 0 , , , , ,
0.667 0.943 32 0 , 0 0 0 0 0
0.674 0.953 33 0 , 0 0 0 0 ,
0.681 0."" " 0 , 0 0 0 t 0
0688 0.973 35 0 , 0 0 0 , ,
0.696 0.'" 36 0 , 0 0 , 0 0
0.703 0.995 37 0 , 0 0 , 0 ,
0.711 1.01 38 0 , 0 0 , t 0
0.719 '-02 39 0 , 0 0 , , ,
0.727 '-" '" 0 , 0 , 0 0 0
0.736 '-" e r 0 , 0 , 0 0 ,
0.744 '-05 " 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
0.753 '-06 " 0 t 0 , 0 , ,
0.762 '.OS " 0 , 0 , , 0 0
0.771 '-09 " 0 , 0 , , 0 t

0.780 1.10 " 0 , 0 , , , 0
0.790 '.12 " 0 , 0 , , , ,
0.800 1.13 " 0 , , 0 0 0 0
0.810 1.15 49 0 , , 0 0 0 ,
0.821 1.16 50 0 , , 0 0 , 0
0.831 1.18 "- 0 t , 0 0 t t

0.842 1.19 52 0 , , 0 , 0 0
0853 1.21 53 0 , , 0 , 0 ,
0.865 1.22 " 0 , , 0 , , 0
0.877 1.24 55 0 , , 0 , , ,
0.889 1.26 56 0 , t , 0 0 0
0.901 1.27 57 0 , , , 0 0 ,
0.914 '-29 58 0 , , , 0 , 0
0.928 1.31 es 0 , , , 0 , ,
0.941 '-33 60 0 , , , , 0 0
0955 1.35 sr 0 , , , , 0 ,
0.969 1.37 62 0 , , , , , 0
0.985 1.39 63 0 , , , t , ,

PROGRAMMED Q PROGRAM CODE

MODE 1,3,4 MODE 2 N Q6 OS Q4 Q3 Q2 01 00

'-00 1.4\ " , 0 0 0 0 0 0
'-02 '-" 65 , 0 0 0 0 0 ,
'-03 '-" 66 , 0 0 0 0 , 0
'-05 '-" 61 , 0 0 0 0 , ,
1.07 1.51 " , 0 0 0 , 0 0

'-OB '-53 69 , 0 0 0 , 0 ,
'" '-56 70 , 0 0 0 , , 0
1.12 1.59 "- , 0 0 0 , , ,
1.14 1.62 " , 0 0 , 0 0 0

'" '.65 73 , 0 0 , 0 0 ,
"g '" ,. , 0 0 , 0 , 0
1.21 1.71 75 , 0 0 , 0 , ,
1.23 1.74 76 , 0 0 , , 0 0
1.25 '" rt , 0 0 , , 0 ,
1.28 1.81 78 , 0 0 , , , 0
1.31 '-'5 79 , 0 0 , , , t

'.33 1.89 80 , 0 , 0 0 0 0

'" '-93 " , 0 , 0 0 0 ,
'-" 1.97 " , 0 , 0 0 , 0
1.42 2.01 83 , 0 t 0 0 , ,
1.45 206 " t 0 , 0 , 0 0
1.49 2.10 85 , 0 , 0 t 0 ,
1.52 2.16 86 , 0 , 0 , , 0
'.56 2.21 87 , 0 , 0 t t ,
,:sO 2.26 .. , 0 , , 0 0 0,." 2.32 89 , 0 , , 0 0 t

'-" 2-'0 90 , 0 , , 0 , 0
1.73 2.45 "- , 0 , , 0 , ,
1.78 2.51 92 , 0 t , , 0 0
'-83 2.59 93 , 0 , , , 0 t

'-.. 2.66 " , 0 , , , , 0

'-" 2.74 95 , 0 , , , t t

2.00 2.83 96 , , 0 0 0 0 0

2.06 2.92 97 , , 0 0 0 0 ,
2.13 3.02 .. , , 0 0 0 , 0
2.21 3.12 .. , , 0 0 0 , ,
2.29 3.23 '00 , t 0 0 , 0 0
2.37 335 '" ,

, 0 0 , 0 ,
2." 3." "2 , , 0 0 t , 0
2.56 362 '" , , 0 0 , , ,
2.67 3.77 '" , , 0 , 0 0 0
2.78 396 '05 t , 0 , 0 0 ,
2.91 4.11 '06 , , 0 , 0 , 0
305 4.31 '" , , 0 , 0 , ,
3.20 4.53 'OS , , 0 , , 0 0
3.37 4.78 '09 , , 0 , , 0 ,
3.56 5.03 '" , , 0 , , , 0
3.76 5.32 '" , , 0 , , , ,
4.00 5.66 '" t , , 0 0 0 0
4.27 6.03 ua , , t 0 0 0 ,
4.57 '" '" , , , 0 0 , 0
4.92 '.96 us , , , 0 0 , ,
5.33 7." '" , , , 0 , 0 0
5.82 6.23 '" , , , 0 , 0 ,
6-'0 9.05 '" , , , 0 , t 0
7.11 10.1 "g , , , 0 , , ,
'00 11.3 "0 , , , t 0 0 0
9.14 12.9 '"

, , , , 0 0 ,
10.7 15.1 '" t t , , 0 , 0
12.8 18.1 '23 t , , , 0 , t
16.0 22.6 '" , t , , , 0 0
21.3 302 "5 , , , , , 0 ,
32.0 ".3 '26 , , , t , , 0

".0 905 '" , , , , , , ,

NoI": 4) • Writ(ng an OStntc QOA-06A on Fl!ter A acnvates a low power shutdown mode. 80TH !liter secrcns ere deaClivated.
Therelore lhls Q varue is only acmevaete In mter B

5) In Modes 1.3, and 4; Q ~ 647fi28-N)
6) In Mode 2, me listed Q vanres are mcee 01 Mode 1 mu!liplled by .j2. Then Q = 9O.51/(128-N)

Table 4. Q factor programming.

FILTER A. " : GOSUB 150 : REM GET DA.TA. FOR SECTION A.
o : GOSUB 220 : REM WRITE DA.TA. TO THE PRINTER PORT
FILTER B " : GOSUB 150 : REM GET DA.TA. FOR SECTION B
32 : GOSUB 220 : REH WRITE DATA. TO THE PRINTER PORT

100
110
120
130
135
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310

ABS="
ADD =
ASS="
ADD =

PRINT
GOTO 100
PRINT " MODE (1 .. 4; SEE TABLE 1) : "i ASS; : INPUT M
IF 1'1<1 OR H>4 THEN 150
PRINT "CLOCK RATIO (O .. 63. N OF TABLE 3) "; ABS; : INPUT F
IF F<O OR F>63 THEN 170
PRINT "Q (0 •. 127. N OF TABLE 4) "; ABS; : INPUT Q
IF Q<O OR Q>127 THEN 190 ELSE PRINT
RETURN
LPRINT CHR$(ADD-+-H~1); : ADD=ADD-+-4
FOR 1=1 Ta 3
X=(ADD -+- (F-4*INT(F/4») : LPRINT CHR$(X);
F=INT (Fj4) : A.DD -; AOD -+-4
NEXT I
FOR 1=1 TO 4
X=(ADD -+- (Q
Q=INT(Q/4 )
NEXT I
RETURN

4*INT(Q/4»)
ADD " A.DD "'" 4

LPRINT CHR$( X);

910125-15
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bers N that yield the desired parameter
values, observing the available range (be-
tween 0 and 63 for N(jo), and between 0 and
127 for N(Q)). The compuler builds the re-
sulting datawords and sends them to the fil-
ter circuit. You may want to extend the
program by incorporating the equations
below Tables 3 and 4 in order 10 be able 10
work without the conversion (N-) tables, and
program the frequency ratio and the quality
factor direct.
Finally, a few programming hints for

commonly used filter types. A Butterworth
filter is implemenled by programming aQ of
0.707, in which case the -3-dB roll-off fre-
queney equals /0. A Bessel characteristic is
obtained with Q sei 1005, when /0 equals the
-6-dB roll-off frequency. A Chebyshev-like
response is possible by entering a Q of 1. In
that case, /0 is the resonance point of the
smaU peak which occurs near the roll-off fre-
quency with this type of filter. This peak
becomes larger when higher Q values are
prograrruned. However, the resultant filter
characteristics are rarely used or required .•

Source:
Maxim lntegrated Circuits Data Book 1989/
pages 10-11010-24.

Maxim Integrated Products Inc. • 120
Gabriel Drive • Sunnyvale • CA 94086
r.sA Telephone: (480) 7377600. Fax: (480
377914.

Maxim UK Lid. • 21C Horseshoe Park
fangbaume. Resding RG87JW • England
elephone: (07357) 5255. Fax: (07357) 5257.

distributo15: Dialogue Distribution Lt
0276682(01); 2001 Electronlc Componen
(0438742(01); Thame Components Lid. ~
14561). I
L.- ~

Fig. 6. Use this BASIC program along with
the information in Tables 3 and 4 to program
the filter sections. Note that the eentre fre-
queney and the Qfaetor are not programmed
direct but as eorresponding values of a vari-
able, N.
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Fig. 4. Although fairly simple, the experimental circuit based on the MAX262 ofters many
interesting possibilities.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
2 1kil
2 4kil7
2 2kil2
2 100kil
1 330.0
1 10kil 8-waySil
2 50kil presetH
1 100kil presetH

R1;R2
R3;R4
R5;R7
R6;R8
R9
R10
P1;P2
P3

Capacitors:
2 330nF
2 10llF 16V
3 100nF
1 68pF
2 3nF3
2 470nF
1 100llF35V radial

C1;C2
C3;C5
C4;C6;C13
C7
C8;C10
C9;C11
C12

Semiconductors:
4 1N4148
1 lEO red5mm
1 MAX261
1 7805

01-04
05
IC1
IC2

Miscellaneous:
1 36-wayPCB-mountangled K1

Centronicssocket
4 PCB-mountRCAor K2-K5

phonosocket
s-mmdia.peS-mount K6
adaptorsocket
Printedcircuitboard 910125

Fig. 5. Printed-circuit board designed for the programmable filter.
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR FOR CARS

INOLDER cars, the battery eherging volt-
age is controlled mechanically. The regu-

lator consists of a relay that switches the sta-
tor windings of the alternator on and off.
This arrangement is prone to breakdown.
inaccurate regulation and sensitivity to load
variations.
An electronic alternative as shown has

the advantages of not containing any mov-
ing parts and of providing much more accu-
rate regulation. Moreover, the voltage is mea-
sured at the battery terminale, so that lasses
in the wiring are not incJuded in the mea-
surement.
The regulator, TCt, is essentially a device

that continuously compares the battery volt-
age with a reference potential. This com-
paratordrivesa power transistor thatswitches
the excitation of the altemator.
Terminal 21 is connected to the + termi-

nal of the battery; Z2 to the ignition switch:
and Z3 to the stator winding of the altema-
tor.
The battery volta ge is reduced to about

5 Vbypotential divider R,-R,-Pl and applied
to the non-inverting input of Schmitt trigger
IC]. The inverting input of this opamp is at a
referenee potential of 5 Vprovided by regu-
lator 1C2.Power transistor Tl is switched by
the output of ICl and transistors T2 and'Tg.
Diode D2 functions as an indieator, while D1
is a free-wheeling diode. Capaeiter C6 atten-
uatesthepulsegenerated when Tl is switched
on. so that far fewer harmonics are gener-
ated and interference on medium-wave radio
is suppressed.

by R. Lucassen

Z' +~~~~------------ ~ ,-__~ ,-~~ __,
6AJ T

Z3

es 01

",
oD------+~~'----~----~-----+--------4---~~~~___+----~{o

220n 1N4001

MJ2955 IBD677

J~t
c

, BeS4,

0111,
B

~
"", C

B

I?BLOS

.1110 914107,11...

The regulator is calibrated by eonnecting
a 12 V lamp er 15 n, 10 W resistor between
Z3andearth and a variable power supply and
multimeter; set to 15 V,between Zl and earth.
Set the power supply output to 14.3 Vand
adjust Pj until the lamp just goes out. When

the power supply output is reduced slowly,
the lamp should come on again at 13.9 V.
The regulator is best built in a small alu-

minium ease that also serves as heat sink for
Tj. The case can be made water-tight with a
suitable (hardening) silicone paste. •

FASTSWITCHING GATE

SWITCHING transistors are usually driven
into saturation. which has an adverse ef-

feet on the switehing speed. This effect is
eliminated,ornearlyso, by the use ofSchottky
diodes at the inputs. It is equaLly possible to
add a diode to a transistor (across its base-
collector juncrion) as shown in the diagram
to increase its switching speed.
When the transistor is driven into eon-

duction, its base current will soon be limited
because rhe diode has a lower transfer po-
tential than the base-collector junction.so that
part of the current will flow through the
diode. When the transistor is switched off, it
will therefore require less time to reach the
non-conducting state. The effect is seen clearly
in the photograph. Signal 1 is the input sig-
nal at a frequency 01166 kHz. Signal 2 is the

by A.Rigby

(inverted) collector signal without diode,
and signal 3 is the collector signal with the
diode added. It is evident thatowing to the

dicde, the collector returns to the lugh-Ievet
state much more rapidly. •

+
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UNIVERSAL 64-81T OUTPUT

SINCE the proposed circuit rnakes use of
the Centronics interface, it is suitable for

virtually all types of computer: even older
types with a seven-bit Centronics interface,
although in their case the possibility of giv-
ing an overall reset is not available.
The data frorn the interface are clocked in

IC 18 with thestrobesignal. The three leastsig-
nificant bits are applied directly to the three
addressinputsofeight-bitaddressable latches
IC"ICI6' These latehes are addressed by the
next three data bits via address decoder IC17·

byD. Lorenz

In that way, the six least significant bits form
the number of the output bit to be addressed
(0--63).
Whether the addressed output is high or

low depends on data bit 6. Sincedrivers IC l-ICg
invert, the legte level at the output is inverted
withrespecttobit6. Thedriver ICscanswitch
up to 500 mA per output.
All outputs are reset (the open-collector

outputs of the drivers become high-impedance)
when data bit 7 is high and data bit 6 is low.
The sta te of the three address bi ts is irrelevant.

When it is required to setone bit and reset
the others rapidly (for instance, by a run-
ning light), data bi ts 6 and 7 can both be
made high, whereupon the wanted bit is ad-
dressed with the other six bits.
Most loads can be driven directly by the

driver Ks, aslong as the levels at the output
do not exceed 50 V and 500 mA. If it Is re-
quired to switch the mains, the outputs can
be expanded with a solid-stete relay. •
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STATIC D.C.-D.C. CONVERTER

ATYPE 555 timer and some passive com-
ponents can provide a small converter

to provide a negative output of 12 V at a
few milliamperes.
The 555 is connected as an astable with a

rateof125 kHz.NetworkCrD,-Cs-D3fonns
a cascade circuit that supplies a negative di-
rectvoltage. Since in thedesign it wasrequired
that neither a trans former nor a coi! was
used. the efficiency of the converter is not high:
not more than 16% at an output current of
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by A.B. Tiwana

Load (Q)
Output data for Vin = 15 V

Iout (mA) Iin (mA)

15 k
1 k
680
400
330

14.3
12.7
10.5
10
9
7.5

o
4
14
15
16
11

Emcieney (% )

0.85
10.5
14.7
22.5
22.7

15
17.8
53.8
65.5
85.4
105



STATIC D.C.-D.C. CONVERTER

20 mA. However, inbattery-powered equip-
ment requiring a negative supply at onIy a
few mA, that is no hardship. Note, however,
that even unloaded, the converter draws a
current of about 15 mA.
The output voltage has a ripple of about

0.6 V P'P. which can be suppressed with the
aid of a resister-zener dicde network or a low-
drop regulator at the output. •

SIMPLE battery chargers and power sup-
plies are notnormallyprovided with a cur-

rent Iimiter.In many cascs.however, itwould
be ad van tageous if the unitwere proof against
short-circuits. An electro-mechanlcal fuse
which serves that function and which can be
added to the unit is shown in the diagram.
There are two variations, one for power sup-
plies (a) and the other for battery chargers
(b). The circuit will be described on the basis
of (a).
When power is switched Oll, the relay gets

a short energizing pulse of current via C]. Since
the relay contact then changes over, the relay
remains energized. When a short-circuit oc-
curs at the output terminals of the power
supply, the relay is deenergized and the con-
nection between input and output is broken.
The relay is re-energized by a new pulse of
current via C2 after the short-circuit has been
removed and 51 is pressed briefly. Capacitor
C2 also prevents an overload if Sjwere pressed
while the short-circuit perslsts. The capaci-
tor is discharged via Rl when SI is opened.
Diode D] (biased via Rz) shows when the

I:'· .3

-11N4001
er

3

Q
22O, •., 25V

l. 1N4001

c.
100~ 22, j
25V ", >SV
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914105-11

RELAY FUSE
byR.Kuhn

a b

" C3
4700 47011

63V
470~

C, 63V

r+470~ sr,;y

r + er

[/
es

1N4001 ,[/ 1N4001 •
lo .Jl0 o J

* eee text* see te~t

914108-113

circuit is off.
The diagram for battery chargers differs

in one respect from that described: on power-
on, the relay is not energized via a capacttor,
but by the battery on charge via D4. In case
the battery is so flat that it can no longer
supply sufficient current to actuate the relay

the relay can be energized, via C3-R4, by-
pressing 52 briefly,
The value of bias resistors R2 and R3 de-

pends on the LED used and the supply volt-
age. The relay voltage must, of course, also
be in accord with the supply voltage. •

OVERLOAD INDICATOR

THE overload indicator consists of a win-
dow comparator that measures the mag-

nitude of an a.f. signal. Two of the oparnps
contained in an TL072 are supplied with a
reference voltage by potential divider
RI-R2-RrP). The outputs of the opamps
drive T) via diodes D) end D2 (that function
as half-wave rectifier). which in turn actu-
ates D3. Network RS-R,;-C2ensures that the
LED ltghts even during short signal peaks.

byW.Teder

Capacitor C2 is charged fairly rapidly via D)
(or D2)and Rs,after which itdischargesslowly
via R6, R9 and the base-emitter junction of
TI. Capacitor Cl alsocontributes to the longer
lighting of the LED.
When the level of the signal at the input

is high enough, IC1, is toggled by the posi-
tive half periods of the signal and !C)b by
the negative halves. In this way, a peak above
the maximum level will be indicated even

•

when the signal is asymmetricaL
Because of the symmetrical power supply

and design of the indicator, the reference
voltage for both oparnps can be set with one
potentiometer.
The circuit draws a current of 5-6 mA

when the LED is off. When an overload peak
is indicated, the LED draws an additional
20 mA. With values as shown, the reference
voltage can be set roughly between 0.9 V
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STATIC D.C.-D.C. CONVERTER

20 mA. However, inbattery-powered equip-
ment requiring a negative supply at onIy a
few mA, that is no hardship. Note, however,
that even unloaded, the converter draws a
current of about 15 mA.
The output voltage has a ripple of about

0.6 V P'P. which can be suppressed with the
aid of a resister-zener dicde network or a low-
drop regulator at the output. •

SIMPLE battery chargers and power sup-
plies are notnormallyprovided with a cur-

rent Iimiter.In many cascs.however, itwould
be ad van tageous if the unitwere proof against
short-circuits. An electro-mechanlcal fuse
which serves that function and which can be
added to the unit is shown in the diagram.
There are two variations, one for power sup-
plies (a) and the other for battery chargers
(b). The circuit will be described on the basis
of (a).
When power is switched Oll, the relay gets

a short energizing pulse of current via C]. Since
the relay contact then changes over, the relay
remains energized. When a short-circuit oc-
curs at the output terminals of the power
supply, the relay is deenergized and the con-
nection between input and output is broken.
The relay is re-energized by a new pulse of
current via C2 after the short-circuit has been
removed and 51 is pressed briefly. Capacitor
C2 also prevents an overload if Sjwere pressed
while the short-circuit perslsts. The capaci-
tor is discharged via Rl when SI is opened.
Diode D] (biased via Rz) shows when the
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circuit is off.
The diagram for battery chargers differs

in one respect from that described: on power-
on, the relay is not energized via a capacttor,
but by the battery on charge via D4. In case
the battery is so flat that it can no longer
supply sufficient current to actuate the relay

the relay can be energized, via C3-R4, by-
pressing 52 briefly,
The value of bias resistors R2 and R3 de-

pends on the LED used and the supply volt-
age. The relay voltage must, of course, also
be in accord with the supply voltage. •

OVERLOAD INDICATOR

THE overload indicator consists of a win-
dow comparator that measures the mag-

nitude of an a.f. signal. Two of the oparnps
contained in an TL072 are supplied with a
reference voltage by potential divider
RI-R2-RrP). The outputs of the opamps
drive T) via diodes D) end D2 (that function
as half-wave rectifier). which in turn actu-
ates D3. Network RS-R,;-C2ensures that the
LED ltghts even during short signal peaks.

byW.Teder

Capacitor C2 is charged fairly rapidly via D)
(or D2)and Rs,after which itdischargesslowly
via R6, R9 and the base-emitter junction of
TI. Capacitor Cl alsocontributes to the longer
lighting of the LED.
When the level of the signal at the input

is high enough, IC1, is toggled by the posi-
tive half periods of the signal and !C)b by
the negative halves. In this way, a peak above
the maximum level will be indicated even

•

when the signal is asymmetricaL
Because of the symmetrical power supply

and design of the indicator, the reference
voltage for both oparnps can be set with one
potentiometer.
The circuit draws a current of 5-6 mA

when the LED is off. When an overload peak
is indicated, the LED draws an additional
20 mA. With values as shown, the reference
voltage can be set roughly between 0.9 V
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OVERLOAD INDICATOR

and 5.5 V.
1 The circuit can be connected to the out-

putof a poweramplifier, butpotential divider
R7-RS then needs to be adapted and pro-
tected by diodes to the supply Iines. •

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI, R3. R8. R9 = 10 kQ
R2= 1.8 kQ
R4 = 1.5kQ
R5=lkQ
R6, R7 = 100 kQ
PI = IO kQ preset

Capacitors:
CI = 10~, 35V
C2= 1~,35 V
C3, C4 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
D1, 02 = IN4148
03 = LEO, red
TI = BC547B
JC 1 = TL072 or TL082

2

HORSE SIMULATOR

HERE is a way of faithfully reproducing
the movements of a horse: with a TQ-

tary switch that enables selection of step,
trot, gallop to the nght. gallop to the left,
and backward. The manner in which the
horse putsdown its hoofs is indicated c1early
by LEDs. The simulator forrns, therefore, a
versatile demonstration model for instructors
and learner riders.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1991

by G, Lausches-Dress

The pa tterns for dri ving the LEDsare pro-
vided by EPROM Je4, whose hex dump in
the table shows the relevan taddresses and as-
sociated data. Addressing is carried out with
53a and counter lCI. Oscillator ICk ensures
that successive addresses are generated au-
tomatically The speed with which the horse
moves can be set with PI. The oscillator can
also be switched off by closing SI. If that is

done, S2 must be pressed briefly before the
next pattern is supplied to the tEDs.
When correct addresses are genera ted. a

reset pulse is passed to the counter by lC3a.
The power-up reset isprovided byC2 and one
of the resistors of array RIO.
Theeircuit isoperated by a6 Vbattery. An

separa teon/ offswiteh isnot required because
that function is already provided by S3b. In



OVERLOAD INDICATOR

and 5.5 V.
1 The circuit can be connected to the out-

putof apower amplifier, butpotential divider
RrRs then needs to be adapted and pro-
tected by diodes to the supply lines. •

:C0n

C1

2

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl, R3, R8, R9 = 10 ill
R2 = 1.8 ill
R4= 1.5 kQ
R5 = I ill
R6, R7 = 100 kQ
PI = 10 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 10 J.lF, 35 V
C2 = I J.lF, 35 V
C3, C4 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
01, D2 = IN4I48
D3 =LED, red
Tl = BC547B
ICI = TL072 or TL082

HORSE SIMULATOR

HEREis a way of faithfully reproducing
the movements of a horse: with a ro-

tary switch that enables selection of step,
trot, gallop to the right, gallop to the left,
and backward. The manner in which the
horse puts down its hoofs is indicated clearly
by LEDs. The simulator forms, therefore, a
versatile demonstration model for instructors
and learner riders.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1991

by G. Lausches-Dress

The patterns for driving the LEDs are pro-
vided by EPROM IC4, whose hex dump in
the table shows the relevant addresses and as-
sociated data. Addressing is carried out with
53a and counter ICl. Oscillator IC3c ensures
that successive addresses are generated au-
tomatically. The speed with which the horse
moves can be set with PI. The oscillator can
also be switched off by closing 51. If that is

done, 52 must be pressed briefly before the
next pattern is supplied to the LEDs.
When correct addresses are genera ted, a

reset pulse is passed to the counter by IC3a.
The power-up reset is provided by C2 and one
of the resistors of array RlO.
Thecircuitisoperated by a6 Vbattery.An

separate on/ off switch is notrequired because
that function is already provided by 53b. In
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OVERLOAD INDICATOR

and 5.5 V.
1 The circuit can be connected to the out-

putof a poweramplifier, butpotential divider
R7-RS then needs to be adapted and pro-
tected by diodes to the supply Iines. •

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI, R3. R8. R9 = 10 kQ
R2= 1.8 kQ
R4 = 1.5kQ
R5=lkQ
R6, R7 = 100 kQ
PI = IO kQ preset

Capacitors:
CI = 10~, 35V
C2= 1~,35 V
C3, C4 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
D1, 02 = IN4148
03 = LEO, red
TI = BC547B
JC 1 = TL072 or TL082

2

HORSE SIMULATOR

HERE is a way of faithfully reproducing
the movements of a horse: with a TQ-

tary switch that enables selection of step,
trot, gallop to the nght. gallop to the left,
and backward. The manner in which the
horse putsdown its hoofs is indicated c1early
by LEDs. The simulator forrns, therefore, a
versatile demonstration model for instructors
and learner riders.
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by G, Lausches-Dress

The pa tterns for dri ving the LEDsare pro-
vided by EPROM Je4, whose hex dump in
the table shows the relevan taddresses and as-
sociated data. Addressing is carried out with
53a and counter lCI. Oscillator ICk ensures
that successive addresses are generated au-
tomatically The speed with which the horse
moves can be set with PI. The oscillator can
also be switched off by closing SI. If that is

done, S2 must be pressed briefly before the
next pattern is supplied to the tEDs.
When correct addresses are genera ted. a

reset pulse is passed to the counter by lC3a.
The power-up reset isprovided byC2 and one
of the resistors of array RIO.
Theeircuit isoperated by a6 Vbattery. An

separa teon/ offswiteh isnot required because
that function is already provided by S3b. In



HORSE SIMULATOR

operation, the circuit draws a current of only
35 mA.
The simulator can be built on a piece of

pratotyping (vera) board. The only important
thing dunng theconstruction is toensure that
the LEDs are configured as shown, that is, two
rows of four LEDs each with D1 at the top
left and D, at the bottom left. The head of
the horse is then at the right and its tail at
the left. •

Tabel 1. EPKOI'1~Listing.

00000,
00010,
00020,
00030,
00040,
00050,
00060,
00070,
00080,
00090,
OOOAo,
00060,
OOoCO,
ooODO,
ooceo.
OOOFO,

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
84 00 21 00 84 00 n 00
01 45 44 54 10 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
80 A2 22 2A08 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
5A J 2 96 48 69 5A00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0000000000000000
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

85 849290 A2 22 2A09
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0000000000000000
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0000000000000000
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00000000 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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DIGITAL 555
by K.Walters

4,S __.5,5V

+

HCT5555

9141HHl

select inputs divisors
S3 S2 SI so binary decimal

L L L L 21 2

L L L H 22 4

L L H L 23 8

L L H H 24 16

L H L L 25 32

L H L H 26 64

L H H L 27 128

L H H H 28 256

H L L L 217 131072

H L L H 218 262144

H L H L 219 524288

H L H H 220 1048576

H H L L 221 2097 152

H H L H 222 4194304

H H H L 223 8388608

H H H H 224 16777 216
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AFTER many ycars, there is finally a dig-
ital version of the well-known Type 555

timer IC: the HCT5555. The traditional555can
be usedasastableor monostable, with the tim-
ing determined by an Re network. Crystal
control ls not possible and when the time
constant is lang, accuracy goes by the way.
The HCT5555 is intended purely as a

monostable; if operanon as an astable is re-
quired, a number of external components
rnust be added-see diagram. The timing is
arranged, however, by asepara te integral 05-
cillator and programmable divider. Owing
to the greater number of facilities, the new
device is not housed in an 8-pin case Iike
the 555, but in a 16-pin package.
The chip has two rrtgger Inputs: one for

first transitions (A) and one for last transi tions
(B).These inputscan be interlinked: the mono
time, determined by the oscil1ator and the
set scaling factor, then starts at each and
every transition oftheinputsigna1. Whenone
of the inputs is actuated, output Qß..oes high.
There is a complementary output Q.
Some of the new -termlnals are:

• MR (pin 15)is the Master Reset;
• retriggerable (pin 16), which determines
whether the Ie reacts to trigger pulses
when the mono time has not yet lapsed:

• OSC(illator) CON(trol) (pin 14) via which
the integral oscillatgor can be stopped.

• pins 1, 21 and 31 are used for the oscillator,
while pins 10-13 determine the scahng
factor-see table.
A possible application of the new device

is the timer as shown in the dia gram that in-
clicates when, for instance,NiCd batteries have
been on charge for 14 hours. The LED then
goes out (or just comes on if the es output is
used). The oscillator is set to 333 Hz with P1
(R=1.84 kfl). Leave all switches open orornit
thern al tagether.
The supply voltage depends on the type

ollC used: the HCT version needs 4.5-5.5 V,
whereas the He version can operate from
2-6 V. The JC draws about 0.5 mA. •
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DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR - PART3

by T. Giffard

that soldering is carried out neatly. Ie sock-
ets, when used. should be high-qualiry types
with gold-plated contacts.
On the display board, the 7-segment dis-

play must be fitted in a suitable socket that
is mounted a little above the board. The Ks
should be soldered. not fitted in a socket.
The connectors with proteetion collers must

POPULATING the four boards should not
presentany problems. As usual, care must

be taken to ensure that, where appropriate,
the polarity of components is observed and

1i!l1Ot

1"l1Ot

J~
l~". _/
1~1Ot:t-

I~lOt
1~1Ot

1~!1'1

I I[

Fig. 24. Wiring diagram 01the digital lunction generator.
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Fig. 25. Conslruclion 01 C37.

be fitted at the track side of the board. 00
not fit the three LEDs until the board has
been fastened to the front panel of the case.
The printed-circuit boards for the digital

seetion, the reetangular / triangular waveform
converter, and the sine wave converter are
inter-jcined into a three-layer construction.
Any connecttng wires to the front panel con-
trols should be soldered to the relevant pins
on the boards before these are joined together.
Use normal insulated circuit wire and make
theconnections rather longer than eventually
required. This does not epply to the connec-
tions to outputlevelcontrol Pg and to the BNC
sockets, which should be in screened audio
cable: the screen should be left unconnected
at the front panel. This method of building
is necessary, because functional tests will be
carried out betore the overall construction is
begun.
Connect a suitable 9 V supply to the rel-

evant points on the digital section board.
Connect an oscilloscope to pin 6 of IC ld and
adjust C2 until the oscillator in leI generates
a signal of 40 kHz. The frequency of the sig-
nal at pin Sof K'j should thenbe 160 Hz.Next,
adjust the core of LI so that the VCO oper-
ates correct1y at both minimum and maximum
drive volrage.
Connect the display board to the digital

section board and press 51 (DOWN) until
the lowest display position (1000) has bee.n
reached. Then. with the oscilloscope con-
nected at the VCO output, pin 6 of JCs, ad-
just LI for a frequency on the oscilloscope of
2.56 MHz. The level at pin 13 of IC. should
lie between 0.3 V and 5.7 V.
Check the function of the variousswitches

and insert the jump leads as required in ac-
cordance with the instructions in Part L

DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR PART 3

between the various boards and front panel
controls: consult the overall wiring diagram
in Fig. 24.

Calibration
Connecta multimeter at pin 6 ofIC34, switch
on the generator, leave if for a few minutes,
set the frequency to 1000 Hz, and then ad-
just PI for zero reading on the multimeter.
Connect an oscilloscope to pin 7 OfIC42 and

adjust P4 until the rectangular signal is sym-
metrical wi th respect to the base line on the
oscilloscope.
Connect a multimeter across RI6J and an

oscilloscope to output socket K7. Set 58 to
triangular wave, Pg to maximum and P7 to the
centre of its travel. Next, P6 (amplitude of
the Input signal to ICu) and P, (regulating
time) must be adjusted, but here a compro-
mise must be made. The aim is to keep the
time the generator requires to stabilize after
a change of frequency short, yet lang enough
at low frequencies as mentioned earlier.
Connect a multimeter to pin 1 of IC42 and

adjust Ps till the multimeter reads zero.
Set S8 to reetangular wave and connect

an oscilloscope to output socket K7. When
the capacitance of C137is correct, a true rect-
angular wave will appear on the screen. If
the waveform has rounded comers, the ca-
paci tance is too large. w hereas if it shows over-
shoot, the capacitance is too small. These ef-
fects are shown in Fig. 25. If the capacitance
is too small, C137 must be remade; when it is
too large, it may be shortened millimetre by
millimetre with sharp side-cuttingpliers until
the waveform is correct. Take care not to
damage theenamel insulation. In some cases,
it may be found that the capacitance of the
track on the board is sufficient and C13? is
not required at a11. •

PULSE SHAPER

THE diagram shows how the four gates
contained in a 4077 may be used to build

a circuit that doubles the frequency of a sig-
nal applied to it. In other words, it generates

Mechanical construction
The boards for the digital section, the rect-
angular/triangular converter and the si ne
waveconverter mustbescrcwed togetherwith
the aid of sui table spacers. Next, make the con-
nections in flatcable between K2, Ks and K8
and the power supply connection in suitable
cirircuit wire to K4 on the sine wave con-
verter board and to Kg on the rtectangu-
lar/trianguJar converter board.
Then, make the various holes in the en-

closure: for the front panel. use a photocopy
of the front panel foil as template (do not use
Fig. 11, which is not the right size). Da not
forget the four holes for fastening the dis-
play board: use a photocopy 01 Fig. 13 as
template.
Fit the mains trans formers on the bottom

panel of the enclosure, and the mains entry
and on/off switch to the rear panel.
Einally, make a11 electrical connections

by T. Giffard

a pulse for every edge of the input signal:
the pulse width is determined by the inter-
nal delay of gates IC,,-ICk To that end, the
original signal at pin 13 is cornpared with

2~ __ I\+L ~13~ _,--'-'--'-
~-------~--------~@

IC1 = 40n

ct

0) '1'00
~

914099-11
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the de!ayed signal at pin 12. Because 01 the
XNOR function of feld, any level difference
between the two is translated into a level
change at the output 01 IC,d.
The quiescent output level at pin 11 is set

by cormecting the ± input of ICh! to ground
or to the +ve supply rail , If it is taken to
ground, IC1d deli vers a zero level followed by
positive pulses for each of the edges of the
Input stgnal. If it Is linked to the +ve supp!y
rail,IC

'
d outputsa high level followed byneg-

ative pulses for each of the edges of the input
signal.
Instead 01 a 4077, a 4030 or 4070 may be

used. in spite of the fact that these have XOR
instead of XNOR gates. Only the pulse width
of the output signal will be slightly different
owing to the changed transfer time in the gates.
The current dra wn by the circui t depends

on thesignal trequency: atvery low frequencies,
it is virtually nil. •



Fig. 25. Conslruclion 01 C37.

be fitted at the track side of the board. 00
not fit the three LEDs until the board has
been fastened to the front panel of the case.
The printed-circuit boards for the digital

seetion, the reetangular / triangular waveform
converter, and the sine wave converter are
inter-jcined into a three-layer construction.
Any connecttng wires to the front panel con-
trols should be soldered to the relevant pins
on the boards before these are joined together.
Use normal insulated circuit wire and make
theconnections rather longer than eventually
required. This does not epply to the connec-
tions to outputlevelcontrol Pg and to the BNC
sockets, which should be in screened audio
cable: the screen should be left unconnected
at the front panel. This method of building
is necessary, because functional tests will be
carried out betore the overall construction is
begun.
Connect a suitable 9 V supply to the rel-

evant points on the digital section board.
Connect an oscilloscope to pin 6 of IC ld and
adjust C2 until the oscillator in leI generates
a signal of 40 kHz. The frequency of the sig-
nal at pin Sof K'j should thenbe 160 Hz.Next,
adjust the core of LI so that the VCO oper-
ates correct1y at both minimum and maximum
drive volrage.
Connect the display board to the digital

section board and press 51 (DOWN) until
the lowest display position (1000) has bee.n
reached. Then. with the oscilloscope con-
nected at the VCO output, pin 6 of JCs, ad-
just LI for a frequency on the oscilloscope of
2.56 MHz. The level at pin 13 of IC. should
lie between 0.3 V and 5.7 V.
Check the function of the variousswitches

and insert the jump leads as required in ac-
cordance with the instructions in Part L
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between the various boards and front panel
controls: consult the overall wiring diagram
in Fig. 24.

Calibration
Connecta multimeter at pin 6 ofIC34, switch
on the generator, leave if for a few minutes,
set the frequency to 1000 Hz, and then ad-
just PI for zero reading on the multimeter.
Connect an oscilloscope to pin 7 OfIC42 and

adjust P4 until the rectangular signal is sym-
metrical wi th respect to the base line on the
oscilloscope.
Connect a multimeter across RI6J and an

oscilloscope to output socket K7. Set 58 to
triangular wave, Pg to maximum and P7 to the
centre of its travel. Next, P6 (amplitude of
the Input signal to ICu) and P, (regulating
time) must be adjusted, but here a compro-
mise must be made. The aim is to keep the
time the generator requires to stabilize after
a change of frequency short, yet lang enough
at low frequencies as mentioned earlier.
Connect a multimeter to pin 1 of IC42 and

adjust Ps till the multimeter reads zero.
Set S8 to reetangular wave and connect

an oscilloscope to output socket K7. When
the capacitance of C137is correct, a true rect-
angular wave will appear on the screen. If
the waveform has rounded comers, the ca-
paci tance is too large. w hereas if it shows over-
shoot, the capacitance is too small. These ef-
fects are shown in Fig. 25. If the capacitance
is too small, C137 must be remade; when it is
too large, it may be shortened millimetre by
millimetre with sharp side-cuttingpliers until
the waveform is correct. Take care not to
damage theenamel insulation. In some cases,
it may be found that the capacitance of the
track on the board is sufficient and C13? is
not required at a11. •

PULSE SHAPER

THE diagram shows how the four gates
contained in a 4077 may be used to build

a circuit that doubles the frequency of a sig-
nal applied to it. In other words, it generates

Mechanical construction
The boards for the digital section, the rect-
angular/triangular converter and the si ne
waveconverter mustbescrcwed togetherwith
the aid of sui table spacers. Next, make the con-
nections in flatcable between K2, Ks and K8
and the power supply connection in suitable
cirircuit wire to K4 on the sine wave con-
verter board and to Kg on the rtectangu-
lar/trianguJar converter board.
Then, make the various holes in the en-

closure: for the front panel. use a photocopy
of the front panel foil as template (do not use
Fig. 11, which is not the right size). Da not
forget the four holes for fastening the dis-
play board: use a photocopy 01 Fig. 13 as
template.
Fit the mains trans formers on the bottom

panel of the enclosure, and the mains entry
and on/off switch to the rear panel.
Einally, make a11 electrical connections

by T. Giffard

a pulse for every edge of the input signal:
the pulse width is determined by the inter-
nal delay of gates IC,,-ICk To that end, the
original signal at pin 13 is cornpared with
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the de!ayed signal at pin 12. Because 01 the
XNOR function of feld, any level difference
between the two is translated into a level
change at the output 01 IC,d.
The quiescent output level at pin 11 is set

by cormecting the ± input of ICh! to ground
or to the +ve supply rail , If it is taken to
ground, IC1d deli vers a zero level followed by
positive pulses for each of the edges of the
Input stgnal. If it Is linked to the +ve supp!y
rail,IC

'
d outputsa high level followed byneg-

ative pulses for each of the edges of the input
signal.
Instead 01 a 4077, a 4030 or 4070 may be

used. in spite of the fact that these have XOR
instead of XNOR gates. Only the pulse width
of the output signal will be slightly different
owing to the changed transfer time in the gates.
The current dra wn by the circui t depends

on thesignal trequency: atvery low frequencies,
it is virtually nil. •
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6-digit coded o.c. power switch

DIGITALLY coded switches are useful
and have many applications: for the in-

dividual who does not want to carry a heavy
bundle of keys for his horne or his business
premises; in industry, remoteorcoded switched
power devices are also appreciated.
The ö-digit coded power switch described

in this article can be used to switch a.c.loads
ofup to 25 A ON and OFF directly. Moreover,
the output signal from the electronic cir-
cuitry can be used to interface with many
alarrn and contra I systems.
The six digits are keyed in one at a time,

in the correct sequence, on a standard 4x3
telephone-type keyboard. In case of a wrong
code being input, a signal is available to ac-
tuate an alarm circuit or buzzer. When that
happens, the system can be disarmed witb a
secret reset button that may be any number
on the keyboard.
Assuming a correct code is input, a sig-

nal is transmitted to
• a latch circuit that commands the power

by K.A. Nigim, B.Se., ph.n., MIEEE

switch to change its current state, and
auto-reset the circuit in readiness for the
second command.
The circuit, whose diagram is given in

Fig. I, is built around four Type 4013BE
CMOS dual D-type bistable (flip-flop) rcs,
a Type 4069B inverter IC, a Type MOC3063
optoisolator and a Type BTA 26-600B triac.

Coding section
The push-button keyboard is connected to the
main circuit board via a 12-way PCB termi-
nal connector, allowing an easy and quick way
to change the proper number. Afterthe wanted
six digirs have been chosen (here, 012457),
the remainder, except the one for manual reset,
are tied to the dummy switch terminal.
The circuit is powered by a 9-12 V reg-

ulated d.c.source. The common terminal of
the keyboard is connected to the positive
rail. Whenever a switch is pressed, a high level
potential is applied rapidly to the appropri-
ate inputand charges thecapacitorconnected

in series with it. Tbe eapacitor discharges
slowly through the resistor shunting it every
time the switch is released, thus eliminating
switeh bounee effeets.
When the first digit has been entered cor-

rectly, a high level is applied to pins 10 and
1I of JC]. which results in a change frorn
low 10 high at pin 12 of this IC. That is the
initializing pulse and the aim is to use this to
command the power switeh to change its
state. Therefore, the pulse is fed directly to
the data input (pin 5) of IC2, waiting for the
second digit to be entered to the clock input
(pin 3).
The data is transferred to the output port

(pin I), which in turn is connected directly
to the data input of 1C2b(pin 9) waiting for
the third digit to be entered to pin 11.
This process continues until aU six digits

have been keyed in, one at a time, in the cor-
reet sequence. The pulse has then rnoved from
the first bistable (flip-flop) to the latch part
of IC4a. Ir is possible to add as rnany digits

"'

BC109

m,

ICl .IC4",40l3BE
ICS ",4069 BE
IC6 ",M0CJG63

,..
! ".... le.1

•
9 ... 12V

" • N

,' ,
Ö '2 3 CUt

,
~", ta s ,

s s, •
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s /S'2
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Fig. 1. Circuil diagram 01 Ihe 6·digil coded a.c. power swilch.
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ro the code as wanted merely by increasing
the number of bistables: two digits per IC.
When a wrang digit is keyed in, the state

ofpin 2 oflCI is changed instantly and a high
or low level outpur is available for lise with
an alann circuit or a simple buzzer. The cir-
cuit is reset with the secret switch, fiere S\o.
Ta reset the circuit automatically every

time the correct code is entered, the reset
line is given a 20 ms delay pulse, generated

in coming
3 phase power

111=:=:"I~?j;~1

3 phase
load

Fig. 2. Slave-master relay configuration
for use with large industrial systems.

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1, R3, R5, R7, R9, R11, R13,
R15 = 22 kQ, 0.5 W

R2, R4, R6, R8, R10, R12, R14
R16 = 220 kQ

R17, R26 = 3.3 kQ
R18, R20 =10 kQ
R19, R21 = 1.5 kQ
R22 = 1 kQ
R23, R24 = 330 Q
R25 = 39 Q, 3 W

Capacitors:
C1-C8 = 2.2 nF, ceramic
C9, C 10 = 22 IlF, 16 V, electrolytic
C11 = 0.1 IlF, 400 V, metallized
polypropylene

Semlconductors:
IC1-IC4 = 4013 BE
IC5 = 4069 BE
IC6 = MOC 3063
T1, T2 = BC109
01,03 = 1N4001
02 = LEO. green
Tri1 = BTA 26-600B

Miscellaneous:
Keyboard = standard 3x4
12-way PCB connector lor keyboard
Re1 = miniature relay, 12 V, 400 Q
coil; 3 A contacts

Re2 = specified by the load
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by TI; the delay is the time constant of net-
work RI8-C9.

Latch and triac driver
After the correct code has been entered, the
output pulse will disappearas soon as the auto-
reset signal is applied. Ta drive the power
switch, the output (pin I) of a bistable 01"

latch in lC4a will stay on or off unril a sec-
ond signal is generated by the same code. A
green LED, D2> will light to indicate a suc-
cessful entry and the latch state.
Ir was found that every time the power

supply is switched on, a false trigger could
be intiated by the latch and, therefore, the reset
input (pin 4) of IC4, is disabled for an in-
stant by a delayed high signal via IC5b. The
delay is determined by RI9-CIO.
Theoutput ofthe latch is buffered and con-

nected to the zero-crossing optoisolator. The
input current to IC6 is limited to 15 mA by
R22. The use of a zero-crossing isolator mini-
mizes the electrornagnetic interference nor-
maUy associated with switching power de-
vi ces and isolates the electronies from the
mains supply.
The a.c. load is connected to the mains

via a suitable load-rated triac mounted on
an appropriate heat sink. To drive a load of
up to 25 A, a triac Type BTA 26-600B or equiv-
alent can be used mounted on a 2.4-3.3 KJW
heat sink. Suppressor network R25-CII is
included for loads with a poor power factor
(';0.6). The triae must be mounted weil away
from themain logic boardto avoid potentially
fatal eleetrie shocks.
Although the eircuit described has bccn

designed primarily for driving single-phase
a.c. loads, it can be modified by adding the
slave-master relay configuration shown in

DESIGNIDEAS

Fig. 2 to make it suitable for use with large
3-phase powered industrial loads.
The slave relay, Re., is energized or de-

energized depending on the state ofthe latch
port (pin I) of IC4,. When the output signal
is high, the relay coil is energized and power
issupplied tothecoil ofmasterrelay Re2. The
three contacts of that relay then eiose and
supply power to the 3-phase load. When the
output signal is low, the slave relay is deen-
ergized and breaks the supply to the master
relay, whose contacts thereupon open and
remove the power from the load.

Construction
Construction of the switch unit is straight-
forward. Connect the common line ofthe key-
board to the positive supply rail. Set the re-
quired code, reset and dummy digits, Insert
all resistors andcapacirors. Insert IC land test
the operation of the reset, dummy inputs and
the first digit. When any dummy switch is
pressed, the output of pin 2 of [C I should
change state. Proceed with inputring the cor-
reet first digit and exarnine the existenee of
the initializing pulse at pin 12 of ICI. When
all is weil, insert the remainder of the l'Cs
and follow the pulse every time the next
digit is keyed in. An auto-resetting pulse
must be initiated at the end of the process.
Varying the value of RI9 will change the
reset time. The green LED (D2) will change
stare after a successful entry.

Caution
Great eare should be taken when wiring the
power switeh, since it carries mains voltage.
During testing, conneet a 40-100 W bulb in
piace of the load: this should change state
every time the correct code is entered. •
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ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
SIO l)S

ITIS one thing to be remembered for a
single clever invention, quite another to

have made worthwhile contributions in a
broad rangeof discip!ines. The overwhelming
irnportance of Bell's invention of the artic-
ulate telephone overshadows many of his
other contributions to the education of the
deaf, aeronautics, telegraphy and marine en-
gineering. lt is obvious that he was driven
by strong humanitarian instincts to use the
emerging technology for the benefits of so-
ciety in general.
Events in his personallife highlighted his

awareness ofthe problems created by physi-
cal handicaps. Bell was born in Edinburgh
in 1847 and his mother suffered a severe hear-
ing impairment that gave him an insight
into the problems of corrununicarion thus
created. His father, Andrew Melville Bell,
was a prominent teacher of the deaf who,
in 1862, published a progressive treatise
on 'visible speech'-a method of teaching
deaf individuals to vocalize and not use
sign language.
In Scotland, Alexander Graham Bell's

health had never been good and his younger
brothers had died at an early age of respi-
ratory problems. A subsequent move of his
family in 1870 to Canada and then to Boston
in the USA succeeded in restoring his well-
being, though his health would from time
to time suffer from excessive overwork.
Being the son and grandson of speech

therapists, Bell was fascinated by all as-
peets of speech relating to educarion and
training of the deaf. In 1874 he developed
the 'photoautograph'-a device that incor-
porated a human ear and produced a visi-
ble indication of sounds on smoked glass.
With this apparatus, sounds constructed by
a teacher could be copied by a deaf pupil.
Unfortunately, the device provided insuffi-
ciently sensitive for practical use. Modern
technology has since implemented the idea
in diverse ways with the use of, for exam-
pIe, frequency analysis and microprocessor-
based displays.
Bell's most productive period dates from

1871 wben he began teaching at Sarah Fuller's
school in Boston by day and experirnent-
ing in the fields of electricity and acoustics
by night. In 1873, he gained access to the
research laboratories of the University of
Boston following his appointment there as
Professor of Vocal Physiology. Up to the
emergence of the telephone in 1876, how-
ever, he had to supplement his small in-
come by taking private cJasses as a teacher
of the deaf.
It is quite clear that success with the tele-

phone could have come much sooner if Bell
had been allowed to followhis own intuition.
His sponsors were more concerned with

by Douglas Clarkson

the 'harmonic telegraph' ,a system for load-
ing a single telepgraph !ine with multiple
channels of communications, where each
channel had a harmonic frequency that could
be sent independently over a single wire.
While the cornrnercial advantage of increasing
the data throughput on existing telegraph
Jines was significant, it was left to Bell to
pursue his vision ofthe usefulness ofthe tele-
phone privately.
Bell first succeeded in transrnitting oral

sounds in Boston on 2 June 1875 after dis-
eovering that plueking reeds on the harmonic
telegraph eould induce an undulating cur-
rent which would cause the receiving reeds
to vibrate audibly. Bell refined this system
in January 1876 when he wrote the patent
application to include a variable resistance
device (microphone) in the transmitseetion.
The patents was filed on 14February and the
system was suceessfully demonstrated on 10
March. The world was then at his feet.
After the development of the telephone,

Bell found much of his time taken up with
protecting hisseries ofpatents. In all, around
600 challenges were made. By today's sran-
dards, Bell was fortunate to have won a se-
ries of legal arguments raised by major tele-
graph companies, such as Western Union,
seeking to develop their own implementa-
tions of the telephone. No doubt, the re-
spectful appearance of Bell helped in sc-
curing of what was in effect a monopoly of
all telephonecommunication inNorthAmerica.
The tale of the commercial exploitation

of the telephone is at least as important as
the technical development of the product,
though this is seldom touched upon. The gen-
eral principle that the financial guardians
ofthe Bell system followed was that at each
stage of its growth the company was not to
be constrained, particularly as regards capi-
talization. lt was determined, for instance,
that the State of New York provided the
most liberal policies for effective financ-
ing of the company.
At eaeh stage in the rapid expansion of

the Bell system, there was always the dan-
ger that its very success would bring about
its downfall. Bell, however, was not a di-
reet player in commereial wheeling and
dealing and left that up to individuals like
Gardiner Hubbard, his father-in-law. One
of the main problems of insufficient capital
funding arose from Hubbard's insistence that
the telephone equipment should be ren ted
and not purchased outright. This was char-
acteristic of Hubbard's eompany that man-
ufaetured and leased sewing machines.
With his financial position now assured,

Bell's role became one of a wealthy phil-
anthropist who was able to to devote time
lO what interested hirn personally and pro-

vide help to deserving organizations and
individuals. A large amount of funding, for
example, was provided for educating the
deaf.
Some of the most touching photographs

in the Bell archives are those of Bell with
Helen Keller, who was blind and deaf from
an early age. This is where the humanity of
the man can be most visibly discerned. In
fact, reading of the intensity that such mat-
ters were gi ven over 100 years ago, the
question begs to be asked: "Are we doing
enough today?". In all, funding of around
$450,000 was channelled into the educa-
tion of the deaf during his lifetime.
Another significant technical develop-

ment was Lheaudiorneter, a device used for
the assessment ofhearing impairment. After
winuing the prestigious Volta Prize in 1880,
Bell helped set up the Volta Laboratory,
which succeeded in developing Edison's
phonograph into a successful commereial
product (calIed gramophone).
His interest in various fields was in some

instances prompted by personal tragedy.
Following the death of his infant son from
a respirarory cornplaint, he developed an 'ar-
tificial lung', forerunnerofthe iron lung ven-
tilator. He was also aware of the possibili-
ti es of the use of radium for the treatment
of cancer as early as 1903. Afterthe loss of
the Tiianic, he experimented with early
forms of the sonar system.
Bell was later to return to Canada amid

the rugged scenery of Cape Breton Island
where at Baddeck he built his beloved house
'Beinn Breagh'. It was here that Bell under-
took investigations into diverse fields, such
as aeronautics, marine engineering and even
the breeding of sheep. Bell's wife Mabel,
whom he met as one of his deaf pupils in
1873, took an active interest in his various
projects. lndeed, as a major shareholder in
the Bell Telephone System, she was a major
source of funding, especially for aviation
projects.
Mabe1, in fact, suggested the formation

oftheAerial Experiment Association. Efforts
in flight development were rewarded by
the flightin 19090ftheSilverDart-the first
powered flight in Canada. Investigations
of this group led to the independent devel-
opment of the aileron--essential for stable,
controlled flight. Marine engineering held
his interest in later years, resulting in the
development of the HD-4 hydrofoil, which
in 1919 achieved arecord speedof70 rn.p.h.
in the Bay of Baddeck.
Bell was ever ready to give encourage-

me nt to others direct1y involved in seien-
tific experimentation. He provided funds,
for example, for the Michelson-Morley ex-
periment to detect the presence ofthe ether,
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Bell was also largely responsible for rais-
ing the esteem of the National Geographie
Magazine to that of agIobaI publication
following the death of its founder, Gardiner
Hubbard, in 189 J.
Setting aside the hugely important in-

vention ofthe telephone, AlexanderGraham
Bell should be remembered largely for demon-
straring in his various activities that tech-
nology should be developed and imple-
rnented for the ultimate benefit and wel-
fareofthe individual. Therecan be no doubt,
however, that the tremendous advances in
world-wide communications that continue
to develop, and which have their origin in
his work, are a major factor in removing
artificial barriers of nationality, culture and
political systems. In this regard, therefore,
Alexander Graharn Bell is largely respon-
sible for beginning the evolution of a 'global

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

Readers interested in the history of
communicatlons may find it tntrtgu-
Ing to leam thatA.G. Bell'spatentap-
plication made it by aJew hours, be-
cause later on 14 February 1876 a
second patent for the telephone was
lodged by Elisha Gray. The applica-
tions were vlrtually identical, de-
scrtbtng the electrtcal transmtsston
and reception of human speech by
variations in the resistance of the
transmitter (microphone).
Elisha Gray (1835-1901) was a

professionallnventorwhose firstpatent
(granted in 1867) was for a self-ad-
Justing telegraph relay. This proved
to be of interest to the Western Union
Telegraph Company and so earned
Grayenough money to become a part-

ner in a Cleveland firm that manu-
factured telegraphic instruments.
Gray and his partner, EnosBarton,

transforrnedthe companyinto.Amenca's
leading maker ofelectrtcal apparatus:
the Western Electrtc Manufacturlng
Company, whtch eventually became
Western Electrlc, the sole supplier
of telegraphtc equipment to Western
Union.
It Is a curious fact that most ex-

perts in telegraphy, Includtng Gray,
misJudged the importanceofthetele-
phone, whereas Bell had always be-
lievedthat the telephonewouid even-
tually be of far greater importance
than the telegraph. Historyhas proved
him nght.

(Editor)

ELECTRONIC POWER-ON DELAY

THE power supply for the delay circuit is
derived directly from themains by a bridge

rectifier; 01-04. The rectifier must be able to
handle a current of up to 1 A. Für safety rea-
sons, resistor Rj ensures that capacitor Cl is
discharged rapidly when the mains is swi tched
cff. The resistor should. therefore, be rated
at 250 V a.e. or 400 V d.c.
The direct voltage output of the rectifier

is held steady at 24 V by zener diodes D6
and 07. The use of tWD zener diodes gives a
stable voltage 01 12 V for JCt The rectgifier
output is smoothed by C2 and C3.
Timing of the circuit is based on the mains

frequency: the dock signal is rectified by D5
and then taken fram the junction RLR3 at a
level of about 11 V frorn where it is applied
to pin 10 ofIC,. After 2-10 clock pulses. out-
put Qll goes high. If contact 2 01DIP switch

by G, Peltz

SI is closed, that high (12 V) signal is ap-
plied to the gate of TI, an n -channel VM05
FET. This tra nsistor then conducts, which
causes the relay to be energized.
If, as shown in the diagram. a11contacts

of SI are open, the gate of Tl is permanently
connected to the positive supply rai!. That
means that as SOOI1 as the supply is switched
on, the relay is energized.
When Tl is on, the clock input of ICI is

low via 09, so that the ccunter is disabled.
The delays that can be selected with the

DIP switch are shown in the table. The DIP
switch may for convenlence's sake be re-
placed by a binary-coded decimal (thumb-
wheel) switch.
Imrnediately after the supply is switched

on, assuming that Tl does not begin to con-
duct. the le is reset by a pulse generated by
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R.,-Cs. The level 01 the pulse is limited by D8
to a safe value. When a new count cyeIe is
starred. the Je is, therefore, always in its zero
state.
Diode 010 is a free-wheeling device to

suppress voltage peaks that are caused by
the relay coil when the current through it is
switched off.
The current drawn by the circuit is deter-

mined mainly by the value of Cj: in the dia-
gram it amounts to about 30 mA.
Caution must be exercised because the

circuit is connected directly to the mains.
The circuit must, therefore. be tested with
the aid of an isolating transfonner. Furthermore.
itshould be built into an enclosure thatmakes
it impossible for mains-carrying parts to be
touched. •

DELAYTIMES
Switches S, Time (s)

I 2 3 4

0 0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 1 5.1
0 0 I 0 10.2
0 0 I J 15.4
0 I 0 0 20.5
0 I 0 I 25.6
0 J I 0 30.7
0 I I 1 35.8
J 0 0 0 41.0
I 0 0 I 46.1
I 0 I 0 51.2
I 0 I I 56.3
I I 0 0 61.4
J 1 0 1 66.6
J I I 0 71.7
J I I 1 76.8
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A WORLD OF COMPUTERS

ITMAY surprise many people to leam that
computers have been with us since the

dawn of history-or even before! lt is, how-
ever, only in the second half of the present
century that ordinary people have had them
brought to their notice. Becauseof recent pub-
licity (among others on BBC television), the
name Babbage may stand out. But let us go
back to the beginning.
Most people who have to do with com-

puters would casually describe them as 'think-
ing machines' , which would be good enough.
Thatbrings us to consider the term 'thinking'.
Irnmediately comes to mind the term 'intel-
ligence' .What is intelligence?This could lead
to a great deal of controversy. Same people
say that the term 'rnilitary intelligence' is a
contradiction in tenns. Butin thatconnection,
intelligenee has a different meaning, best
interpreted as "inforrnation", upon which
real intelligence can be brought to bear.
Now we are faeed with the problem of

defining intel1igence. This again will cause
controversy, but in this article it will have
the broadest definition so as to cover alt pos-
sible eases.
The definition might be 'the ability 01' an

individual to react favourably to hisfher en-
vironment-that is, from the point of view
of the individual concerned'.
If we accept this definition, we realize

that intelligence is inherent notonIy in human
beings, but in all living creatures and even
machines. And this is where the inorganic
computer, of which we hear so much, comes
in.
This brings us back to the mauer of in-

formation, and how it is to be transmitted.
Using technical terms, we say that it is U$U-
ally transrnitted in either or both of two
forms: analogue and digital. Analogue is the
form in which it is usually presented to our
senses, whereas digital is the form in which
it is nonnally employed in certain units in
all computers.
As the computer machine has been de-

veloped, it has come more and more to re-
semble the Iiving computer-particularly the
human brain, but with one or two irnportant
differences-which we will discuss later.
From this, it may be realized that corn-

puters exist in a multitude of forms, from
the simplest rnachine and living creature to
the latest produet ofteehnology and the human
machine.
Many people, particularly those with re-

ligious views.cannot accept the idea that physi-
callaws appertain to livingcreatures. A1though
the inescapable fact is that they do, there are
several aspects to be taken into account. To
understand these, we have to consider the
basicfonm of a computer-seeFig. I.Although
this is one of the many forms that a com-
puter may take, the drawing shows all the
essential elements. In the simplest form of

by C.C. Whitehead

computer, sucb as, for instance, a washing
machine, the logic and the clock are inher-
eut in the arrangement of its components.
There is a striking similarity between a

fully developed inorganic cornputer, that is,
machine, and a fully developed organic com-
puter-the human brain. There are, how-
ever, also several important differences bc-
tween them: sorne of these are clearly under-
stood, but lirtle is understood of others.
One of the well-understood differences

is the 'clock rate' in terms of the number of
pulses per seeond. In the human brain, that
rate is about 16 pulses per second (although
ir varies in different individuals), but in the

The only thing we know with absolute
certainty about the universe in which we

live is that it changes.
Kar! Marx

inorganic computer, it may be a million times
faster. This enables calculations to be car-
ried out that would be imposible in the human
brain on account of the time involved. The
clock controls the speed of operation.
A little-understood difference is emotion,

about which we do not know nearly as much
as we would like, and only insofar as it ap-
pertains to the human brain. It probably also

plays a large part in other organie brains.
Information processed in the basic corn-

putermay be in either analogueordigital fOnTI.
In the 'logic unir', however, it is always dealt
with in its digital form. There are only two
answers to every question: yes or no, resem-
bling a switch that is on or off as shown in
Fig. 2. The problem represented by the switches
in that illustration-which may be trans-
lated into analogue form at a later stage=-
exists in the memory and logic units in the
form of a pattern as shown in Fig. 3.
It is here that the similarity between the

Iiving and non-living computer stands out.
In the living human brain, there are untold
millions of these tiny switches, as neurolo-
gists will testify, very probably more than exist
in any inorganic computer. In the most highly
developed computers, they exist not only in
the logic unit but in the memory as weil, and
this, of course, applies to the living brain.
There is another important fact about al!

computers, and that is that they have tobepro-
grammed, that is, told what problem they have
to solve and how they must proceed in doing
so. How this is done is well known to any-
one who uses an inorganic computer. But how
does it apply to the living brain? The answer
is thatit lies in whatwecaU 'education', which
is said to derive from the Latin for 'bringing
out', although it is quite obviously a process
of'putting in'. NOWYOli see why governments

The organic computer generally
has the ability to select its inputs
from the environment. In the case
of an organic computer, the inputs
are nerve-trunks.

Information may be stored in many
memories in the case of an
inorganic computer, but the human
brain has only two memories.

The output wiring of circuitry in an
inorganic computer is analogous
to nerve-trunks in the organic
computer.

Bodily functions in the organic
computer are equivalent to
machine and chemical processes
in an inorganic computer.

In an organic computer, the clock
rate is generally 16 pulses per
second, but in inorganic
computers it may be many millions
of pulses per second.

INPUTS (Anillogue)

Fig.1. Basic form of a computer.
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Fig. 2. Computers are, basically, assemblies of switches, each of which represents a
'yes' or 'no', In this drawing there are 84 switch contacts, whose pattern is shown in
Fig. 3. It does not require much mathematical insight to see that even 84 contacts
provide an astronomical number 01 possible patterns. Imagine then the complexity
01 the human brain that has millions 01 switch contacts.

are so concerned with. 'education'i• • • Another well-developed form of inor-• • • ganie computer is the 'automatie factory',

• • • • where the total output of the computer is
translated into analogue terms to make the• • machine wark. In living creatures, there are

• • numerous analogue units. Forexample, in the

• • • • human organism, the process cf translating
the outpur of'the logic unit into analogue terms

• • • • would appear 10 take place in the cerebel-
• • lum and the independent nervaus system to

control such functions as digestion, excretion,
• • • and the supply of hormones.

• • • Now, let's look at it from another angle,
that which directly coneerns human con-• • sciousness and the nature of human think-• • • • ing, lt is irnportanr to think carefully about
the real world in wh ich we are living. Did

Fig. 3. See caption of figure 2. the dominant animals in the past become

Motor elfort e.g. Robol,
Mechanical molor, Museies,
Electrical motor,
Chemical process,
All specific processes
under human centrot.

'-- "negative feedback" In I--
electrlcal and electro-
mechanlcal processes
otherwlse a human belng

Required
output

INPUT

Fig. 4. In some processes, such as the performing of simple tasks by a machine, the
'feedback' control is exercised by a human being: this is ca lied 'management'.
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AWORLD or COMPUTERS

extinct owing to the fact that they didn't have
enough intelligence to survive or did they
have intelligence and did not use it?
The dominant creature in the world today-

man-is in imminent danger of extinction if
he does not use his intelligence. To use that
intelligence, we must look at the world as it
is today.
The commenl of Karl Marx quoted above

is apposite. In the warld as we see it today,
tbat change is very rapid. Changes that in
the not tao distarn past would have taken a
hundred years to come about now happen in
aperiod of less than ten years,

It is the economic system brought about
by politics that decides what sort of life we
shallliveor, in simple terms, howwe will gain
our livelihood.
In today's technology, the computer plays

an important role. It is more than just a ma-
chine. The highest state of development of
the computer shows a startling analogy with
the human brain, at least insofar as brain
function is known.
There are two basic principles used in

the design of a computer. Any computer may
employ either or both principles, In the ear-
liest automatie rnachines and computers, the
'analogue' principle was used.
A source of electrical power is applied to

a machine to perform a certain task. The re-
sulting output in terms of electrical power is
reversed in phase and applied to the input in
common with rhe original input-negative
feedback-as illustrated in Fig, 4. This de-
vice is know as a servo system. In the case
of an inorganic system, its design involves a
high standard of mathematical ability.
Theorganie system, for instance, thehuman

body, has a multitude of such servo systems
that contral the movement of museies and
other body functions.
An important difference between the in-

organic computer and the human brain is, as
stated before, emotion, about which, apart
from its overt effects, we know little. It in-
volves self-consciousness, which is most
apparent in human beings and thehigher-order
apes.
The science that embraces computers,

calculators and robots is called cybernetics,
which means 'steermanship'. Thus, machines
that can steer themselves towards a desired
goal. Many such machines have been in-
vented over the past two centuries at least, but
only to perform one, ar at most a few, sim-
ple tasks, like many of our household gadgets.
One section of a complete computer, the

one that that is most analogous to the think-
ing part of the human brain-the cerebraJ car-
tex-works on the digital principle. This is
the logic unit.
Other secLions of the computer work on

the analogue principle and still others use both.
In the organic computer, these would appear
to be located in the hypothalamus, cerebel-
lum and autonomous nervous system. It ap-
pears that the memories use the digital sys-
tem located in the hypothalamus, since they
obviously exist even in lowly forrns of ani-
mal life.
The hormone system, controlling thechem
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istry ofthe blood and the beating ofthe heart
(wh ich has its own servo-system) appears 10

be controlled by the pituitary gland in the
hypothalamus. The digestive and excretary
systems are controlled by the autonomous
nervous system in the trunk; it is separatefrom
the main nervous system, but partly under
its control.
The most important part of both the or-

ganic and inorganic computer is the memo-
ries-the vital eore of the whole system.
There may be many memories in an inorganic
computer system, but the human brain ap-
pears to have two: the lang-term memory
and the short-term memory. They perform
separate functions. An older person, whose
short-term memory may be failing, can 00[-
mally recall with some clarity incidents that

happened in his or her childhood, but can-
not remember something that occurred yes-
terday.
In order that it can function, the com-

puter must be fed with information and in-
structions, for which it has a number of 'in-
puts'. The human brain is fed by the five senses:
sight, hearing, touch, smell and kimesthesia.
These inputs enable both types of computer
to keep in touch with their envircnment. The
organie computer has the ability to select sorne
of its inputs frorn the environment; the inor-
ganic computer, however, must beprograrruned
by human beings,
Now, 'programming' is the tricky part of

this dialogue, since this is where the differ-
ent points of view come in. Since program-
rning involves instructions in regard to the

task to be performed and the way in which ir
is to be performed, the religious person will
aver that the programming is carried out by
God or his counterpart, the Devil, with the
connivance of family and acquainrances.
The agnostic or atheist will insist that pro-
gramming is nothing more than the effect of
the environment-physical, political and
economic. The physical facts areobvious and
not necessarily antagonistic to the religious
point of view, The political fact is that govern-
ments are keenJy concerned with the pro-
gramming, that is, education. And the pro-
cess always concems the economy.
If this article makes it appear that the

whole uni verse is a computer, the question
arises: "Who is the programmer?" •

RS232 FOR SHARP POCKET COMPUTERS

PROGRAMMING pocket compu ters isnor-
mally a tricky job, owing to the smaJl

keys and the small memory. The pocket com-
putersfromSharp, whichcan beprogrammed
in BASIC, have an Interface that can be con-
nected to a special cassette interface. The sig-
nals at that interface are very similar to those
of an RS232 Interface, but they are inverted
and have different logic levels. It would, of
course, be tremendous if the pocket com-
puter could be linked to larger computer via
this interface, because the wnting. changing
and storing of the software could then be
done much more conveniently.
It only requires a small circuit=-see dia-

gram-to make that possible. The single SV
supply voltage is converted into ±10 V in
IC,. With these voltages, the buffers in IC!
can convert the logic signals of the pocket com-
puter into RS232 levels. Inversion of the Iev-
els is effected by four inverters in 1Cl·
The circuit draws a current of only 30mA,

so that it can be supplied from the larger
computer.
The connector to link the Interface to the

pocket computer presents a little inconve-
nience, because its pitch (1.27) is rather un-
usual. Connectors with thatpitcharenormal1y
too long for this application: the only solu-
tion is to cut one to sizel
Thecircuithas been tested with aXON /XOFF

protocol, 2400 baud, even parity, 8 data bits
and a stop bit. At higher speeds, small prob-
lems arose, but that need not always be the
case, depending on the softwate.
The Interface of the Sharp pocket com-

puter is set with
OPEN" COM:2400, E, 8,1, A, L, &HIA, X,
N":CLOSE. •
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~ENERAL INTEREST

istry ofthe blood and the beating ofthe heart
(wh ich has its own servo-system) appears 10

be controlled by the pituitary gland in the
hypothalamus. The digestive and excretary
systems are controlled by the autonomous
nervous system in the trunk; it is separatefrom
the main nervous system, but partly under
its control.
The most important part of both the or-

ganic and inorganic computer is the memo-
ries-the vital eore of the whole system.
There may be many memories in an inorganic
computer system, but the human brain ap-
pears to have two: the lang-term memory
and the short-term memory. They perform
separate functions. An older person, whose
short-term memory may be failing, can 00[-
mally recall with some clarity incidents that

happened in his or her childhood, but can-
not remember something that occurred yes-
terday.
In order that it can function, the com-

puter must be fed with information and in-
structions, for which it has a number of 'in-
puts'. The human brain is fed by the five senses:
sight, hearing, touch, smell and kimesthesia.
These inputs enable both types of computer
to keep in touch with their envircnment. The
organie computer has the ability to select sorne
of its inputs frorn the environment; the inor-
ganic computer, however, must beprograrruned
by human beings,
Now, 'programming' is the tricky part of

this dialogue, since this is where the differ-
ent points of view come in. Since program-
rning involves instructions in regard to the

task to be performed and the way in which ir
is to be performed, the religious person will
aver that the programming is carried out by
God or his counterpart, the Devil, with the
connivance of family and acquainrances.
The agnostic or atheist will insist that pro-
gramming is nothing more than the effect of
the environment-physical, political and
economic. The physical facts areobvious and
not necessarily antagonistic to the religious
point of view, The political fact is that govern-
ments are keenJy concerned with the pro-
gramming, that is, education. And the pro-
cess always concems the economy.
If this article makes it appear that the

whole uni verse is a computer, the question
arises: "Who is the programmer?" •

RS232 FOR SHARP POCKET COMPUTERS

PROGRAMMING pocket compu ters isnor-
mally a tricky job, owing to the smaJl

keys and the small memory. The pocket com-
putersfromSharp, whichcan beprogrammed
in BASIC, have an Interface that can be con-
nected to a special cassette interface. The sig-
nals at that interface are very similar to those
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this interface, because the wnting. changing
and storing of the software could then be
done much more conveniently.
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gram-to make that possible. The single SV
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puter into RS232 levels. Inversion of the Iev-
els is effected by four inverters in 1Cl·
The circuit draws a current of only 30mA,

so that it can be supplied from the larger
computer.
The connector to link the Interface to the

pocket computer presents a little inconve-
nience, because its pitch (1.27) is rather un-
usual. Connectors with thatpitcharenormal1y
too long for this application: the only solu-
tion is to cut one to sizel
Thecircuithas been tested with aXON /XOFF

protocol, 2400 baud, even parity, 8 data bits
and a stop bit. At higher speeds, small prob-
lems arose, but that need not always be the
case, depending on the softwate.
The Interface of the Sharp pocket com-

puter is set with
OPEN" COM:2400, E, 8,1, A, L, &HIA, X,
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I
PROTECTION AGAINST DIRECT VOLTAGE

byW. Teder

AMPLIFIERS that have no capacitor at their
output may, in case of a defect, apply a

direct voltage to the loudspeakers and this

can destroy the drive units. The circuit shown
can prevent such a catastrophy.
It is best to give the circuit aseparate

R2

r-------~----~----~----._----~~~+
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power supply: this rninirnizes any work on
the amplifier(s). This supply must, however,
be switched synchronously with that to the
amplifier(s), since on power-on, Tl ensures
thattherelay (whichswitches the loudspeaker
inputs) is energized after some delay. The
delay is determined by the time-constant
R3C3·
Assuming that the amplifier operates cor-

rectly, its output signal at point bis linked to
point a, and thence to the loudspeaker(s),
via the relay contact. Owing to the time con-
stant R3-C3' bipolar capacitor CrC2 cannot
becharged bythea.c. signalatpointb.If,how-
ever, a defect causes a direct voltage at that
point, the capacitors will be charged via R2.
Depending on the polarity of the direct volt-
age, either T2 or T3will be switched on, which
removes the base current from T4 and this
results in the deenergizing of the relay: the
amplifier output is then removed from the
loudspeaker(s).
The supply to the protection circuit must

be neither regulated nor smoothed. True, C4
provides some smoothing, but the impor-
tant thing is that after the amplifier has been
switched off, this capacitor is discharged
more rapidly than the smoothing capacitors
in the amplifier power supply. This ensures
that the relay is deenergized before the am-
plifier can produce a dick in the loudspeaker(s).
Depending on the relay, the current drawn
by the circuit is about 50 mA. •

2 oPARTSLIST

Resistors:
RI =22kO
R2= I MO
R3 = 220 kO
R4,R6= lOkO
R5, R7 = 390 kO
R8 =4700

Capacitors:
Cl, C2 =47~, 50 V
C3=47 ~,40V
C4 = 100 ~, 25 V
Semiconductors:
Dl, D2 = IN4148
D3 = 1N4001
D4=LED
Tl, T2 = BC550C
T3 = BC560C
T4 =BC517

Miscellaneous:
Re1 = 12 V relay, e.g.
Siemens V23217-A0002~AIOI



INTELLIGENT POWER SWITCH
by J. Ruffell

* see text
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TEXAS Instruments' TPIC2404 is e mono-
lithic, high-voltage. high-current, quadru-

ple switch especially designed for driving pe-
ripheralloads, such as relays, solenoids, mo-
tors, lamps, and other high-voltage, hlgh-cur-
rent loads frorn low-level logic. It can switch
currents of up to 1 A without any problem;
the current may be increased to 4 A by con-
necting four outputs in parallel. As shown
in Pig. 2, the outputs are of the open-collec-
tor type.
Connected in a circuit as shown in Fig. 1,

the chip may conveniently be used to in-
crease the power handling of the Centronics
analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue
converter published in the May 1990 issue
of Elektor Electrollics.Note that the FAULTout-
put of the IC is connected to input 11of the
converter. This enables the TPIC2404 to in-
dicate the following fault conditions,
• Too high supply voltage (>25.5 V).
• Thermal overload.
• Output short circuit.
• Loads not connected (only if outputs are
inactive).
The softwate regularly monitors the level

on line I1 and will i.ndicate a fault condition.
The TPIC2404 must be fitted on to a small

heat sink: 8 cmz (1.5 in'). When the chip is
used with the converter, R31 on the converter
board must be disconnected.
The switch draws a current of about 100mA

when all outputs are active. •

CMOS DIMMER
A Siemens application

SIEMENs' Type SLB0586A IC enables the
simple construction of a dimmer with

touchcontroL Usedinconjunction witha Type
TIC2060 triac, it allows the dimming of light

bulbs of1(}-4()()without anyproblem. A100~H,
5 A inductor is needed tosuppress the switch-
ing noise.
Synchronizing pulses are deri ved from the

mains voltage via Rn, C4 and D4 and these
are applied to pin 4 of the IC.
The supply voltage is obtained by means

of R" C" 0" 0, and C3, and lies about 5.3 V
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BURR-BROWN'S REF200 provides in one
8-pin DIL package tWQ Independent cur-

rent sourees, eitherol which can supply 100JlA,
and a 1:1 current mirror. The pinout of the
device is shown in Fig. 1. Note that there
are no pins for connecting a supply voltage.
The correct operation of the current SOUIces
is, however, guaranteed when the potential
across the source is not less than 2.5 V. The
average drift with temperature is only
25 p.p.m./K Theoutput impedanceisnot less
than 100 MQ. Theoperatingvoltagemustnot
exceed 40 V.
The tWQ SOUIces and the mirror make pos-

sible a number of configurations, some of
which are shown in Fig. 2. That in Fig. 2a is
a50 IlA currentsource whoseoutput voltage
may vary between 0 and the positive supply
voltage minus 2.5 V. In Fig. 2b, all parts 01
the Ie form a floating 300 IlA current source.
Finally,Fig. 2c shows a bidirectionall 00 JlA
source, •
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REF200
ABurr-Brown application

1 REF20G

Mltro.
I, high 12high Sub,I'al" In

Mi,Iar /011"01
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• 300llA
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91412().12b
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I I 100llA
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1 IL ....l
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below the mains voltage. The touch key used
to operate the le is connected to pin 5via two
4.7 MO resistors, Rs and R6, to guarantee
the safety of the user.
Since dimmers are often built into an ex-

istingdrcuit, there isfrequently a need for op-
eration frorn two different locations. Conse-
quently, the diagram shows an additional
push-button switch that may be situated
well away frorn the touch key.
Thediagram also shows three jump leads,

which are intended for selecnng one of three
müdes in which the Ie can work. When jump
lead B is used, the light is always switched
on at the last used level, whereas when A or
C are used, the light comes on at minirnum
brightness. When Bor C are used, the d im-
ming direction reverses every time dimming
is used; this is not the case when jump lead
Ais used.
When the touch key is touched briefly, that

is, for 50-400 ms, the light is switched on or
off; if it is touched for a longer period, the dim-
ming eyde is started. •
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BURR-BROWN'S REF200 provides in one
8-pin DIL package tWQ Independent cur-

rent sourees, eitherol which can supply 100JlA,
and a 1:1 current mirror. The pinout of the
device is shown in Fig. 1. Note that there
are no pins for connecting a supply voltage.
The correct operation of the current SOUIces
is, however, guaranteed when the potential
across the source is not less than 2.5 V. The
average drift with temperature is only
25 p.p.m./K Theoutput impedanceisnot less
than 100 MQ. Theoperatingvoltagemustnot
exceed 40 V.
The tWQ SOUIces and the mirror make pos-

sible a number of configurations, some of
which are shown in Fig. 2. That in Fig. 2a is
a50 IlA currentsource whoseoutput voltage
may vary between 0 and the positive supply
voltage minus 2.5 V. In Fig. 2b, all parts 01
the Ie form a floating 300 IlA current source.
Finally,Fig. 2c shows a bidirectionall 00 JlA
source, •
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below the mains voltage. The touch key used
to operate the le is connected to pin 5via two
4.7 MO resistors, Rs and R6, to guarantee
the safety of the user.
Since dimmers are often built into an ex-

istingdrcuit, there isfrequently a need for op-
eration frorn two different locations. Conse-
quently, the diagram shows an additional
push-button switch that may be situated
well away frorn the touch key.
Thediagram also shows three jump leads,

which are intended for selecnng one of three
müdes in which the Ie can work. When jump
lead B is used, the light is always switched
on at the last used level, whereas when A or
C are used, the light comes on at minirnum
brightness. When Bor C are used, the d im-
ming direction reverses every time dimming
is used; this is not the case when jump lead
Ais used.
When the touch key is touched briefly, that

is, for 50-400 ms, the light is switched on or
off; if it is touched for a longer period, the dim-
ming eyde is started. •
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m..
WIDEBAND ANTENNA AMPLIFIER

This simple to build antenna booster offers a gain of some 20 dB
over a frequency range that covers the VHF FM radio band and the

whole of the UHF TV band.

AN antenna amplifier is useful in cases
where reception of a VHF or UHF sta-

tion is marginal, or where several radios or
TV sets share a single antenna. In the latter
case, the lass introduced by a 'splitter' has to
be overcome with same additional gain.
Since an antenna amplifier raises noise as
weil as signals within its pass-band, it is es-
sential that it be mounted as elose as possible
to the antenna, where its beneficial effect is
greatest.
111€ antenna amplifier described here is

designed such that it can be connected to the
antenna via a very short cable, without the
need of a separate power supply betng fitted
close by on the roof top.
The amplifier is powered via the output

coax cable. This arrangement is called a
phantom supply. Figure 1 gives an indica-
tion of the RF performance that may be ex-
pected from the amplifier. It is seen that a
gain of about 20 dB is aehieved at frequen-
eies between 40 MHz and 860 MHz.

Use and function
The antenna amplifier is inserted between
two coax connectors in the existing cable
near the antenna. The connection is broken,
and the coax plug at the side of the antenna
is inserted into the input socket of the an-
tenna amplifier. The amplifier outpur socket
is connected to the plug fitted on the down-
lead cable, i.e., the coax cable that leads to the
TV set. 111atis all there is to the basic instal-
Iation of the amplifier.
Onee instalIed, the amplifier provides a

gain of 20 dß, which is ample to prevent a
fairly long downlead cable or other artenua-
ting devices (including splitter boxes and
connectors) degrading the signal-to-noise
that exists at the antenna terminals - the up-
shot is that you have a better signal/noise
ratio at the end of the downlead cable, i.e., at
the input of your TV set.
The amplifier is phantom-powered, that

is, it receives its supply voltage via the
downlead cable, obviating the need of separ-
ate (lew-power d.c.) wiring. The phantom
supply for the amplifier is inserted into the
cable at the antenna input of the TV set. The
antenna plug is pulled out of the TV antenna
Input, and plugged into the input of the
phantom supply unit. Next, the output plug
of the phantom supply unit is plugged into
the antenna socket on the TV set. The supply

an ELV design
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Fig. 1. Pass-band of the amplifier.

voltage for the phantom unit must lie be-
tween 5 V and 8 V d.c., and is best provided
by a small mains adapror. When an unregu-
lated adaptor is used, care should be taken to
keep the output voltage below 7 V. Given
that the current consumption of the antenna
amplifier is a few milliamps only, this may
mean that the output voltage switch must be
set to 4.5 V, which usually gives a no-load
output voltage of between 6.5 V and 7 V.
Make sure that the tip of the 3.5-mm jaek
plug is the positivesupply. The 3.5-mm jack

plugof the mains adaptor is inserted into the
socket on the phantom supply unit. which
takes care of the d.c. decoupling at the input
of the TV set.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the antenna amplifier
is given in Fig. 2. The RF signal supplied by
the antenna arrives at the input of a Type
NE5205 RF integrated amplifier via input
socket BU4 and coupling capacitor C3. The
NE5205 raises the signal ten times, which
corresponds to a voltage gain of 20 dB. The
output signal of the JC is fed to the input of
the TV set via capacttor C4, socket BUs, the
downlead eable and the phantom supply
urut.Inductor L2blocks the RF signal, and so
provides a d.c. path for the positive supply
voltage on the signal connection of BUs.
Likewise, capacttor Ce blocks the d.c. supply
voltage at the output of the amplifier Jc. The
JC supply voltage is deeoupled for RFas weil
as lower frequencies by a parallel combina-
tion of an SMA {surface-mount assembly) ca-
pacttor, C6, and an electrolytic capacitor, es.
The operation of the phantom supply

unit is apparent frorn Fig. 3. The output sig-
nal of the antenna amplifier arrives at socket
BU2, and is fed through to BU3 via eoupling

C5 + C6

11O~11~ 2016V SMA
nH

IC1
1.B

BU5
2 7

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the masthead amplifier.
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capacitor C2. The output connector, BU3, is
plugged into the antenna input on the TV
set. lnductor Li prevents RF signals being
short-circuited by the power supply, and
feeds the direct voltege applied to BUl (the
supply input socket) to the core of the coax
cable. In this way, the RF signal is superim-
posed on thedirect supply voltage of the am-
plifier. This supply voltage can not arrive at
the antenna input of the TV set because it is
blocked by capecltor es.

Construction
Provided you have some experience in
working with miniature circuits, the con-
struction of the antenna amplifier is straight-
forward.
Start the construction by positioning and

soldering the three SMA capacitors at the
track side of the amplifier board. Next,
mount rCl at the component side. and sold er
its teerrunals at the track side. Finally, mcunt

rSJ
aU8a

Fig. 4. peB design for the RF amplifier.

COMPONENTS LIST

Content of kit supplied by ELV

Capacitors:
I 820pF
3 10nFSMA
1 22nF cerarme
I 100J.lF16V radial

C2
C3;C4;C6
CI
C5

Semiconductors:
I NE5205 tCl

Miscellaneous:
2 20nH inductor
1 a.s-mm jack socket
2 Coax socket, chassis mount
2 Coax plug, chassts mount
2 sheet metal enclosure
70mmsilver-plated wire
1 Printed circuit board

L1;L2
BUI
BU2;BU4
BU3;BU5
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Fig. 3. Phantom supply unit.

inductor 1.2 at the component side, taking
care not to create short-circuits.

The strip of sheet rnetal supplied with the
kit is bent around the peB edges to form the
amplifier case. Next, the input socket and the
output plug are fitred to the short sides, and
soldered at the Inside of the 'case'.

Push the arnplifier peB into the case,
such that the side with the IC on it rests
against the pins of the coax connectors. Align

Fig. 5. Component side view of the com-
pleted amplifier board.

Fig. 6. Track side view of the amplifier
board before it is soldered to the Inside 01the
enclosure.

Fig. 7. Completed phantom supply unit.

the peB, and solder one of the long sides to
the metal case, at abaut 4 mm from the
underside of the case. Next, clamp the case
into its final shape. and solder the endsof the
rnetal plate where they join. Secure the peB
in the case by soldering it all areund to the
metal plate. Likewise seal the input and out-
put connector by soldering at the outside of
the enclosure. The 6-mm hole in one of the
long sides of the enclosure must also be
sealed by soldering.

Connect the centre pins of the coax con-
nectors on the amplifier to the copper tracks
at the other side of the board by inserting
short pieces of silver-plated wire (supplied
with the kit) into the respective holcs. and
soldering at the track side and the connector
pin.
The phantom supply does not require a

separate circuit board. The input and output
coax connectors are fitted on to the metal
sheet endosure as with the amplifier. Here,
however, the 6-mm hole in one of the long
sides is used to mcunt the 3.5-mm jack
socket for the d.c. supply voltage. The centre
pins of the coax connector are connected by
cepacitor C2. The centre pin of the input coax
connector is connected to the centre pin of
the supply socket via i.nductor Lt. Next,
solder the ground connection of the supply
socket to the inside of the enclosure. Finally,
fit decoupling capa ci tor Cl across the supply
socket terminals.
CarefuHy check the construction of the

amplifier and the phantom supply unit be-
fore you run a short test on them. Next, seal
the enclosures cornpletely by fitting the
cover plates, and soldering these securely to
the enclosures. •

A complete kit of parts for the wide-
band anten na amplifier described
here is available from the designers'
head office and worldwide distribution
centre:

ELV GmbH
P_O_Box 1000
0·2950 Leer
GERMANY

Telephone: +49 491 -60080
Facsimile: +49 491-72030



EASy-pe

AN important aspect of any electronic
designer er constructor's work is to

produce circuit diagrams and printed cir-
cuit board layouts for their designs Of pro-
jects. Having done a little of this type of
work myself over the years, I can say with
con fidence that, even for the rnosr adept, it
is not the easiest of subjecrs to tackle. For
many, having to design a circuit, or pro-
duce a printed circuit board for a given cir-
cuit schematic, is a daunting task, even for
the simplest of circuits.
However, there are now available for

owners of computers of all types, quite a
profus ion of Computer Aided Design
(CAD) software packages, to assist in such
areas. The most popular home computer
for the more serious user is now becorning
the ubiquitous PC (personal computer), or
one of its various clones. So, having looked
around at what CAD packages are avail-
able for the PC, I decided to have a look at
what appeared to be, from the advertising
literature, one of the better on es - EASY ~
PC, from Number One Systems Limited.

EASy-pe
EASY ~PC is a CAD package for IBM
PC/XT/AT/386 computers, or true corn-
patible clones, running under MS-DOS
version 2.0 or Iater. The basic requirements
for running the software are a minimum of
512k of memory, with a CGA, EGA or
VGA graphics adaptor, preferably with a
colour monitor (especially pertinent if
multi-Iayered printed circuit boards are to
be designed), The latest release of the soft-
ware also supports Hercules graphics adap-
tors.
To enable the software to be used with

greatest ease a Microsoft Mouse, or equi-
valent, is a useful addition. To obtain hard
copies of designs an IBM Graphics corn-
patible 9 or 24-pin dot matrix printer is re-
quired, or with the now upgraded version
of EASY-PC, a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet
II or equivalent laser printer can be used.
Unlike some of the rival CAD packages
available, a maths co-processor is not re-
quired to run this software successfully.

User manual and eonfiguration
The package is very weil presented. An A4
sized ring-binder contains the instruction
manual, thus allowing for the easy inser-
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tion of updates, etc. into the instructions.
The software itself is supplied on two 360k
5.25-inch disks or one 720k 3.5-inch disk,
both formats being supplied with the pack-
age.
The initial pages of the instruction ma-

nual deal with the copyright license agree-
ment and any 'Stop Press' information that
has not been included in the manual. There
is also a READ.ME file on the disks that
contains any later information concerning
changes, etc., to the software. After these
initial pages the instruction manual proper
is entered. The first section deals with the
computer requirements and how to load
and configure the software and/or install it
onto a hard disc.
The configuration is simplicity itself.

Unless you are using a CGA display adap-
tor, there is no user configuration to be
done. If you are using a CGA adaptor, the
only configuration to be carried out is to
copy and overwrite the main EA-
SYPC.EXE pro gram previously loaded
with the ECGA.EXE one provided on the
disc. That completes the configuration. A
function-key command prompt strip is also
supplied in tbe manual for copying or cut-
ting out and placing above the keyboard.
The next and main section of the user

manual is a very full and detailed descrip-
tion ofhow the software is used. The 'train-
ing' method is extremely easy to follow
and is based on a tutorial, taking you
through the various stages and features

using a printed circuit board design sup-
plied as a file on the disks. I have never
used such a complex CAD package before,
but after only a couple of hours going
through this tutorial, I was becoming quite
conversant with the very user-friendly
package.

Getting started
After running EASY -PC you are presented
with the opening titJe screen for a few sec-
onds, and then the rnain menu with the fol-
lowing options:

I Design Layout.
2 Design Sehemarie.
3 Create Layout Symbol.
4 Create Schematic Symbol.
5 Exit to DOS.

Printed circuit board layouts ... Option-
I
Selecting option 1 presents the user with
the rnain drawing screen, which consists of
a reetangle in the centre of the screen en-
closing a cross-shaped cursor. At the bot-
tom of the screen is a status line, giving,
arnongst other information. the X and Y
coordinates of the present cursor position.
Along the top of the screen are located
three small shaded squares, which indicate
the cursor access points for three drop-
down menus.
Moving around the screen is accom-

plished using either the cursor control keys
on the keyboard (either the 2,4,6 & 8 keys
on the numeric keypad, or the separate cur-
sor-control keys if fitted to your keyboard)
or the mouse.
As with all software packages utilising

a mouse, the mouse driver utility must be
loaded in before EASY -PC. This is usually
da ne automatically by the AUTO-
EXEC.BA T and or the CONFIG .SYS files,
which are run by the operaring system of
the computer on switch-on.
The drop-down menus are actuated by

positioning the cursor over the shaded area,
at which the menu appears. Menu items are
selected simply by moving the highlighted
bar over the desired function and pressing
the ENTER key. Alongside each menu
item is also given the alternative function
key cornmand, which will select the itern
without using the drop-down menu. These
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funcrion key commands are also given on
the function key eommand prompt strip
mentioned earlier.
Onee a layout is loaded it is displayed

wirhin the reetangle enclosing the centre
area of the screen. This reetangle repre-
sents the maximum size of circuit board
that can be aecommodated in one go, that
is 17 inches square. The cursor position, as
mentioned earlier, is given by the X and Y
coordinates shown on the status line at the
bottom of the screen. The coordinates ref-
erence point is the bouorn left-hand corner
of the rectangle, and they vary numerically
from 0 to 17.
Initially, the drawing area is shown at

lowest magnification, and as such would
be very difficult to work in. However, by
positioning the cursor wirhin the drawing
area and pressing Z on the keyboard, the
display is magnified by a factor of two,
with the posirion marked by rhe cursor 10-
cated at the centre of the screen area. Press-
ing Z again magnifies it further again by a
factor of 2. This can be repeated until the
maximum rnagnification factor of 12limes
is reached, at which the entire screen area
represerns an aetual board area of approxi-
mately II2-inch square. There are two
other ways of actuating the zoom which are
dealt with in the manual.
For fast movement around the display at

high zoom levels a panning faciliry is
available, whereby positioriing the cursor
atthe edge ofthe display beyond which the
view is required and pressing the P key, the
view is rnoved across the layout such rhat
the cursor position is now at the centre of
the screen. Again, there are other methods
of selecting this facility, a useful one of
which is the ability to use the centre burton
on sorne ihree-button mice (mouses?!).
There are various other faeilities avail-

able to help the user get around the screen,
such as a grid over rhe entire sereen, a scale
around the edge of the screen and a full-
screen cross-wire cursor instead of the
small default version. 1 found that the large
cross-wire and the outer edge seale was l11Y
preference. There is also a feature which
allows you to reference the current cursor
coordinates, and then all distances as indi-
eated by the cursor X and Y coordinates on
the status line are measured from the refer-
ence poinr, rather than the default bottom
left-hand corner of the layout.
That covers very basically the facilities

available for moving around the screen.
However, the package needs musr be used
to realise just how powerful these appar-
ently sirnple-sounding features really are.
Loading and saving layouts is also a

simple function key 01' mouse operation,
and directories of the various libraries can
be easily displayed on-screen without dis-
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Fig. 1. A seetion of the demonstration board (design file) included with Easy pe. This
artwork was produced as a HPGL ttte and plotted at aseale of 200% on a Roland OPX-2200
flat-bed plotter.

turbing the layout.
Having familiarised oneself with the

basics above, the powerful intricacies of
the package can be explored. The tutorial
in the user manual takes you through a
guided tour of these, dernonstrating by
means of using the circuit board layout in-
c1uded on the disk. You are instructed how
to lay down tracks, change track widths,
lay down solder pads, vary the size, shape
and orientation of them and select which of
the eight board conductor layers to put
thern on or, in the case oftracks, route them
to.
Included within the package is a library

of pre-drawn symbols, such as single-in-
line and dual-in-line le pad patterns,
various transistor pad patterns, etc. These
syrnbols can be loaded into the layout, re-
peated, moved, re-orientaied, etc., which
saves a lot of time for the designer not hav-
ing to draw his/her own.
As weil as the ability to design circuit

board layouts for boards with up to eight
conductor layers, the top and bottom silk
screen layers and etch-resist layers can also
be designed.
It would be wholly inadvisable of me to

try and emulate the instructions by explain-
ing, even in the briefest terms, how all the
design functions are uti lised and accom-
plished. Suffice ir to say that all the fea-
tures available will allow highly cornplex
printed circuit boards to be designed with
the minimum of difficulty. A full list of the
main features is included at the end of this
review.

Circuit schematics ... Option-Z
Option 2 on the main menu leads us into
the other main function of the software

package, drawing circuit diagrarns (sehe-
maties). Upon selecting this option, as be-
fore, the user is presented with the main
drawing screen at minimum zoom factor.
Moving around the drawing screen, ZOOI11-

ing, panning, etc., are all facilitated in
exactly the same way as for the layout sec-
tion described above,
The only main difference is that,

whereas in the layout option the user has a
choice of up to eight board layers, ob~
viously in the schematic drawing mode
only one layer is permitred.
As before, a library of pre-drawn sym-

bols is available on the disks, wh ich in-
cludes the basic symbols for resistors,
capacitors, inductors, transistors, basic
gates, etc. Again, these allow for rnuch
quicker designing and drawing of circuit
diagrams, and help the user to produce
neater and repetitively reproducible draw-
ings.
Very powerful editing facilities are

available in the package which apply to
both this mode and the layout drawing one.
These facilities allow previously drawn
circuits/layouts to be modified, added to,
sections deleted, or other circuits/layouts
to be merged into them. Block editing fea-
tures allow areas of circuits/layouts to be
saved, deleted and moved. Symbols wirhin
the circuits/layouts can be changed or
modified, either singly or on a global basis.

Create layout symbol and Create sehe-
matic symbol ... Options 3 & 4
These options are self-explanatory - they
allow the user to modify existing or create
his/her own symbols and save them into
the libraries. The rules to be observed when
designing/altering symbols are simple to
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Fig. 2. Example of a component mounting plan produced by Easy-Pe. Seale: 200%, HPGL
file output sent to Roland DPX-2200 plotter.

follow, essentially symbols für circuit
schematics must not contain solder pads as
connection dots. Symbols for board
layouts C3n be designed for all layers, lines
included in the symbol are restricted to
layers 0 and 9 (top and bottom silk screen
layers) as is any text, and solder pads can
be on all layers or just layer I.

Printing your design
As mentioned earlier, layout and circuit de-
signs can be saved and loaded to and from
disk. Für hard copies ofthe designs an IBM
graphics cornpatible 9 or 24-pin dot matrix
printer is required (for users of HP Laser Jet
11 Of compatible laser printers see the
EASY -LASE secnon below).
To obtain a printed output, the BLOCK

mode is seJeeted from the lefthand drop-
down menu (or by pressing the appropriate
function key). The user can then 'rubber-
band' a box around the desired section to
be printed (or all of the circuitllayout if re-

quired) by positioning the cursor at the
lower left-hand corner of the section re-
quired, clicking the left mouse button and
drawing a box around the section. When
the required section is enclosed in this box
a further press of the left mouse button
'fixes' it in place.
Onee the box has been defined, select-

ing the middle drop-down menu reveals a
selection of actions that can be performed
on the box, inc1uding draft, normal and
bold printing. Selection of one of these op-
tions presents the user with the options
screen for seuing the printer defaults, after
setting these as necessary (or if necessary)
the selected layout can be printed.

The main features of
EASy-pe

• High speed operation. Zoom and pan at
typically 1-2 seconds (Eurocard board)
on 8086-based PCs, much faster on 286

and 386 based machines. (On my 386-
based rnachine this was timed at vir-
tually instantaneous).

• Permanent What You See Is What You
Get (WYSIWYG) display - tracks and
pads always appear on screen full width
and solid.

• Multilayerboards with up to 8 conductor
layers, top and bonorn silk screens and
solder resist layers.

• Up to 17 x 17 inch (430 x 430 rum)
board size.

• Surface-rnount technology supported.
• Up 10 1,500 [CS, up to 5,000 tracks (with
up to [2,000 scgrnents), up to 4,000
solder pads (in addition to those used in
JCs), up to 100 different symbols per
board, and up to 6,000 text characters
per circuit diagram.

• 128 different track widths from 0.002 ro
over 0.5 inches (0.05 to 13 mm). Maxi-
mum of eighth widths per board.

• 128 different solder pad sizes from 0.002
to over 0.5 inches (0.05 to 13mm).
Maximum of sixteen sizes per board.

• Solder resist artworks with suitable pad
clearances can be produced automat-
ically.

• Grid, 0.1 inch (2.54 nun) with snap to
0.1, 0.05 or 0.025 inch (2.54, 1.27,
0.63 mm). Pads and tracks, etc. can also
be located off grid to aresolution of ap-
proximately 0.002 inches (0.05 mm).

• Auto-via facility for interconnections
between layers.

• Pad shapes include edge connector
fingers, circular, oval, square and rectan-
gular pads, with or without holes.

• Over 400 library symbols inc1uded with
the package.

• Repeat, Move, Rotate, Mirror and Erase
Block and Feature

• operations. Cornplex track areas, pads
and symbols can be repeated at a single
key stroke.

• Tracks and angles can be fixed at 45° or
90°, or run at any angle.

That completes my look at the main pro-
gram. However, there are various other
utilities inc1uded in the package, EASY-
PLOT, EASY-GERB, EASY-DRILL and
EASY -LASE, and [ shall briefly describe
these and their uses.

EASY-PLOT
EASY -PLOT is the utility program which
takes files created by EASY -PC and con-
verts thern into HPGL format, for outpur
either direct 10 a pen plotter or to a disc file
for downloading at a later date.
its main features include:

Choice of various draft modes for
speed.
Selection of a wide range of pen sizes
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and pen writing speeds.
Selection of xO.25, xO.5, x I, x2, x3 or
x4 outpur scale.
The ability to plot a section of a layout
or sehemarle.
AO, AI, A2, A3 or A4 output.
The ability to position the plot any-
where on the papcr.
The ability to select various pens on
multi-pen plouers.

EASY-GERB
EASY-GERB is a utility program which
takes printed circuit board files created by
EASY-PC and converts them into Gerber
photo-plot format, for downloading to a
photo-plotter.
Its main features include:

Selection of which layers are to be
plotted.
Selection of whether or not an etch-re-
sist solder mask is required and selec-
tion of the required clearances.
Change the currenr work file.
Start plot, which automatically detects
which layers have been used in the
layout design and creates the appropri-
ate files.

EASY-DRILL
EASY-DRILL is a utility which takes
pr inted circuit board files created by
EASY-PC and converts them into NC
DRILL format to drive an automatie nu-
merically controlled drill.
lts rnain features include:

The option to change the current work
file.
Generate a drill file.
The ability to adjust drill sizes without
having to alter the pad sizes in the orig-
inal EASY-PC board layout file. Drill
sizes can be selected in either imperial
or metric values.

EASY-LASE
EASY-LASE is a utility prograrn which
takes printed circuit board and schematic
files created by EASY -PC and converts
thern into HP-PCL format to drive a Hew-
leu-Packard Laserjet LI or compatible laser
printer.
Upon loading EASY-LASE you are

first prompted for the file name of the
layoutfcircuit to be printed. Once that has
been entered and found the program reads
the file, scans the layoutlcircuit and pres-
ents the main menu.
Listed on the menu screen are all the de-

tails of the layoutfcircuit, including the
number of tracks, solder pads, symbols,
holes and the amouru of rexr. Also given is
the actuaJ board size for layouts and
whether the layout 01' circuit will fit on the
selected paper size at the selected scale.
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A full range of user-selectable options
are available and are:

Direction of output lO a choice of ports,
i.e., COM1, LPTI, etc.
Resolution, i.e: 300 dpi, etc.
Number of copies (maximum 99).
The facility to print Iayers separately or
together.
The ability to scale the layout/circuit so
that it will fit the selected paper size.
This is automatically calculated and
prompted on-screen.
A void or Fill in the holes in the centres
of ihe solder pads.
Print out the solder pads only.
Select the paper size, i.e: A4, Legal,
etc,
Printer offset (defaults to 0.5 inches in
from the bottom left-hand corner of the
paper).
Selection of a reetangular area of the
Iayoutlcircuit to be printed.
Automatically centre the output on the
paper.
Save new setup or restore previous
setup.
Enter a cornpensation factor fOT the
printer in use, wh ich is determined by
closely examining a special test file to
be printed out from the disc with 0
compensalion values (the initial default
setting).
Change the input file.

Finally in this review Imust rnention that
an extra library of pre-drawn sehemaue
syrnbols is available called EASY -PC Li-
brary, which eontains more than 1,000
extra circuit diagram and layout symbols,
covering eight JC logic families and a
range of popular microprocessors,
memories and sUPP0rLchips. An additional
PCB layout Iibrary contains a selection of
widely used board outlines, incJuding eu-
roeards (16 x 10 cm) and PC bus extension
adaptors,

Conclusions
I found the package very weil presented
and extremely user- friendly. After a
couple of hours J was able to move around
within the main program with ease, using
both the drop-down menus and function
keys with relative ease. The seemingly
complex drawing and editing facilities are,
in fact, very simple to use, once the key
strokes and mouse commands have been
practised and experimented with a few
times. Manipulation of the library symbols
is also simple and very time saving, corn-
pared with drawing your OWI1.
The user instruction manual is very de-

tailed and concise. I particularly liked the
tutorial section, which I found to be most
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instrucrive, especially when compared
with other commercial software packages
that 1 use, where the user is expected to be
a mi nd-reader and miracle worker!
All-in-all I could not find anything I did

not like with the package. Again, I found il
very user-friendly and, within the con-
straints of my limited experience and
knowledge of layout and circuit drawing
and design, I could find nothing untoward,
or nothing that the package seemed unable
to co pe with. Highly reconunended for
both Iull commercial and amateur use,
I wish to thank Mr. Espin of Number

One Systems Limited for his help and ad-
vice, and for the review software. •

EASY-PC is priced at f:98.00 + f4.75 p&p
+ VAT for the U.K. Europe: f98.00 +
f:l0.00 p&p & Airmail, U.S.A.: $195 in-
ciuding p&p and Airmail. All other coun-
tries: El l0 complete including Airmail.

EASY -PC Library is priced at n8.00 +
1::4.75 p&p + VAT for the U.K. Europe:
n8.00 + f:10.00 p&p & Airmail. U.s.A.:
$75.00 including p&p and Airmail.

Both packages are available from: Num-
ber One Systems Limited, Harding Way,
St.Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE17 4WR, England. Telephone: (0480)
61778. International: +44 480 61778,
Fax: (0480) 494042.
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SINGLE-CHIP MAINS SUPPLY

HARRIS's Type HV-240SE IC, connected
witha fewexternalcomponentsasshown

in the diagram, enables the direct derivation
olaregulated :;'-24Vd.c.supply froma l00-260V
a.c. mains supply. The peak output current
of the device is 50 mA.
The chip contains apre-regulator that ar-

ranges the eherging 01 C2, a fairly large ca-
pacitance, at the onset of each period of the
mains voltage. The eherging continues until
the potential across the capacitor has reached
a level that is roughly the wanted output
plus 6 V.
When thatstate isreached, C2 provides the

voltage necessary for the series regulator
also contained in the Ie. The output of this
regulatorcan be set between 5 Vand 24 Vwith
PlI and Is available at pin 6.
The load current will dischargeCj to some

extent, but the pre-regulator ensures that ad-
equate recherging takes place during every
period 01 the mains supply.
WARNING. Since the circuit and its out-

put is connected electrically to the mains,
any apparatus connected to the circuit is,

AHarris application

therefore, also at mains potential. Great care
should thus be exercised when working on

it: touching certain parts is potentially lethal!•

ICl
HV420SE S-24V

Imax = SOmA

Uout = 5 + 1~1o

100 - 260VRMS
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THE ILLUSTRATED D1CTlONARY OF
ELECTRONICS
Fiftb edition
by Rufus P. Turner and Stan Gibilisco
ISBN 0 8306 334 56
Price 1023.95
The inexorable growth of electronics has
brought about a great number of new words,
tenns and expressions. Most of these cannot
be found in an ordinary dictionary, which is
why The Illustrated Dictionary of Rlectronics
is a must for anyone remotely interested in
electronics in its widesr sense.
The work is an alphanurneric list of wards

and terms used in electronics, includingaudio
and hi-fi engineering, cornputing, corumu-
nications, electrieal engineering, radio and
television, and allied disciplines.ll is lavishly
illustrated: this edition contains some500 de-
tailed drawings and diagrams. Total entries
exceed 27,000.
This fifth edition has been brought right

up 10 date by the addition of hundreds of
uew definitions, and many updates of exist-
ing entries. Also, many illustrations and ra-
bles have been updated, and new ones added.
Three very useful appendices give the

readerdetailed infonnation on schematic syrn-
bols, data used in chernistry, mathernatics,
and physics, and abbreviauons used in elec-
tronic engineering.
Students, teachers, technicians, engineers,

and hobbyists, will find this new edition of
an indispensable reference work invaluable
as a source of authoritative descriptions and

NEW BOOKS
definitions.
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Shoppenhanger Road
Maidenhead SL6 2QL
England

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR HOME
SECURITY
by Owen Bishop
ISBN 1 870775 12 0
Price 106.95
in these days, when in Britain a house is
burgled every few minutes, many people are
beg.inning to take a much greater interest in
horne security than before. Before yau start
thinking of spending a great deal of money
on a sophisticated burglar systern, buy a
copy of this book and see what you can do
yourself to make your horne more secure.
Suitable for beginners, the book deals

with many aspects of horne security: in-
truder, fire and flood protectian, with the
emphasis on how 10 make the best useof elec-
tronie devices that you can build yourself.
There are 25 constructional projects, rang-

ing in complexity from a single-door pro-
teetion circuit that can be builr in an hour or
two, to a sophisticated multi-channel secu-
rity system that most intruders will find dif-
ficult 10 beat.
Mueh use is made of the latest in tech-

nology lO combine simplicity of construc-
tion with reliability of operation. Each pro-
ject 1S described in derail, with cireuit dia-

grams, full explanations how it works, corn-
plete instruetions for building and testing, and
often suggestions for adapting it to special
requirements.
The projects can readily be undertaken

by a beginner. Even the multi-channel system
starts ar a simple level and is expandable
later as the consrructor's experience grows.
Since all the projects are powered by bat-
tery or from an inexpensive ready-rnade
mains adaptor, they are entirely safe.
PC Publishing
4 Brook Street
Tonbridge TN9 2PJ
England.

ELECTRONIC SIGNALSAND SYSTEMS
by Stan Prentiss
ISBN 0 8306 8557X
Pricel:23.95
lnterpreting modern electronic signals is
considerably more tharough and expansive
than simply illustrating waveforms from se-
lective sources and describing them. This
book takes you back to their origins, the
equipment, detailed iheories of operation,
as weil as the information they produce.
Consequently, the results are understandable,
but you will also gain considerable insight
into commercial and consumer eleetronics
not normally contained in a single volume.
The book then covers test equipment, in-

cluding speetrurn analysers, digital storage
oscilloseapes and high-end multimeters; trans-
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